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The State of New Mexico has sustained groundwater degradation from
releases of cleaning solvents, considered hazardous waste, from drycleaner
facilities. Definitions ofliability require that owners and operators of
drycleaning facilities to be financially responsible for environmental cleanup.
However, legal statutes and case law also identify other potentially responsible
parties due to tough national environmental cleanup laws. Current state of the
art approaches to remediation at drycleaning sites appears to be the application
ofmuItiple engineered technologies as well as natural processes. Ideally, these
may include the application of engineered source abatement in soil and/or
groundwater to reduce potential long-term risk of site related contamination
combined with enhanced or existing monitored natural attenuation factors.
Similarly, the solution to paying associated cleanup costs may have to be
effectively distributed among liable parties. This may be done by modeled
negotiated agreements with the intention of avoiding costly litigation, and/or
other mechanisms, such as a state drycleaner program. Fund generation will be a
problem in New Mexico, as the drycleaner industry is small in number,
however, there are a limited number of sites that may need to be remediated.

1

INTRODUCTION
Throughout the nation, increasing numbers of polluted sites with both vadose
zone and ground water contamination are being attributed to releases (past and present)
of drycleaning solvents into the environment. In 1995, fifty-four percent (764) of the
1,416 sites listed under the federal government's National Priority List were
contaminated with perchloroethylene (PCE). In 1994, the National Research Council
reported that PCE ranked first among the most frequently detected ground water
contaminants at hazardous waste sites! (Brady, Brady, and Borns, 1998). Further, PCE
was found in 38% of9,232 surface water-sampling sites through the U.S. (CAMP, 19951997, P 19).
Site investigators, such as contractors and state regulators, are reporting having
discovered contamination linked to drycleaning facilities, while performing
investigations independent of these facilities, such as routine environmental assessments
and underground storage tank investigations. The discovery and magnitude of resource
damage associated with drycleaning establishments is believed just beginning to be
realized. In 1998, the State Coalition for Remediation of Drycleaners reported that 75%
of the existing the 27,904 drycleaning facilities 2 have some level of contamination.
This report explores the need for and challenges of developing a drycleaner
remediation program in the State of New Mexico. The report assumes that the risk of

groundwater contamination associated with drycleaner facilities cannot readily be
quantified, as neither mandates nor resources are currently available to achieve this task
on a statewide level. Therefore, it is assumed that the need for a drycleaner program in
New Mexico will largely be supported by the perception of risk to potentially responsible

I

The percent attributable to drycleaning establishments was not noted.

parties who, although they may generally be aware of the potential liability generally
associated with the drydeaner industry, an understanding of the mechanisms that may
define this liability may not be as well known. The report assumes that the drycleaner

industry is part oj New Mexico's valued service industry in the communities statewide.
The report is largely based on legal review, national findings, and interviews with
those involved in members of the dryc1eaner industry and government officials. A
primary goal of the report is to provide information for the development of a conceptual
model for a drycleaner remediation program for groundwater protection. Sections one
and two present national industry and legal and regulatory settings. Sections 3, 4, and 5
explore dryc1eaning processes and practices that may lead to the degradation of
groundwater, and technologies for remediation. Section 6 explores New Mexico's water
resources, the local dryc1eaning industry, and the state laws and regulations associated
environmental protection. Section 7 reviews policies and mechanisms for drydeaner
remediation programs, and section 8 concludes the report with an analysis and offers
options and recommendations.

2

NATIONAL INDUSTRY SElTING

SECTION 1

1.0 NATIONAL SETTING

The drycleaning industry I is commonly referred to as the professional clothes

cleaning industry or the commercial fabricare industry. It is distinguished from other
commercial cleaning processes, such as water-based "wet cleaning," by its use of organic
solvents, such as perchloroethylene and hydrocarbon solvents. The industry may be
categorized in three distinct sectors: industrial, coin-operated, and commercial. The
industrial sector provides services such as cleaning of uniforms, towels and other
garments. The commercial sector provides cleaning to the public, while the coinoperated sector may offer dry cleaning services similar to the commercial sector. The
commercial sector dominates the industry in terms of numbers of facilities, volume of
clothes cleaned, and revenue generated (table 1-1), and, generally, it provides services
such as clothes cleaning, pressing, finishing, and alterations. In addition, dry stores use
the services of the commercial sector, and are commonly known as drop-off and pick-up
stores.
Commercial Dry Cleaners Dominate Industry

Number of Facilities
Volume of Clothes Cleaned
Mean Output per Facility
Sales

Commercial
30,494

Industrial

Coin-

Total

630,520

325
187,991

3,044
4,914

33,863
823,425

19.7
$4.8 billion

578
$385 million

1.6
$29 million

N/A
$5.2 billion

Table I-I (USEPA, 1995, P 5)

1.1

DEMOGRAPmC AND GEOGRAPmC SETTING

Drycleaning facilities are relatively small in size and are likely to be located in
commercial areas of a community, such as in strip-mall and along main thoroughfares.
There is a six to one ratio of urban to rural facility distribution (USEP A, 1995), and, as

I

Unless otherwise noted, the drycleaning industry is used to refer to the commercial sector.
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can be seen in table 1-2, the number of drycleaning establishments almost directly
corresponds to residency population numbers in the states throughout the United States.
Facility and Residency Ranking
State
California
Texas
New York
Florida
Pennsylvania
Illinois
Ohio
Michigan
New Jersey
North Carolina
Georgia

Percent of
FacilitiesR
12.7
7.8
9.0
5.8
3.4
4.66
3.39
2.78
4.4
2.87

Virginia

3.83
3.84

Massachusetts
Indiana

2.7
1.54

Washington

1.75

Missouri
Tennessee
Wisconsin
Maryland

1.98
2.01

Minnesota
Louisiana
Alabama
Arizona
Kentucky
South Carolina
Colorado
Connecticut
Oklahoma
Oregon
Iowa
Mississippi
Kansas
Arkansas
Utah
West Virginia
New Mexico
Nebraska
Nevada

1.3
2.35
1.7
1.62
1.72
1.23
1.24
1.49
1.74
1.54
1.29
0.93
0.63
0.99
0.82
0.92
0.55
0.36
0.462
0.426
0.540

Receipts
($I,OOO)b
879,803
655,696
526,657
404,624
227,665
315,109
247,823
203,992
270,244
223,927
236,587
213,467
210,925
133,770
99,921
132,560
179,798
92,804
151,880
98,772
119,040
118,103
105,907
75,547
108,673
129,337
118,928
94,345
55,948
48,243
75,011
56,801
31,805
41,173
25,773
29,147
31,469
46,801

Facilities
Rank
1
3
2
4
9
5
10
12
6
11
8
7
13
22
17

Population
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

11,102

8
9

9,496

4.60
3.78

7,904
7,070
7,055

2.96
2.93
2.93

6,552
6,041
5,752

2.53
2.51
2.12
2.10

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

21
21

19
28
27

22
23
24

24

25
26

18

33
29
32
31
34
39
36
37
35

Population
Percent
12.97
7.54
7.53
5.47

13,953
12,052
11,752

16
15
25
14

23
26
30

1994 Pop.
(1,000)"
31,431
18,378
18,169

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

5,343
5,278
5,175
5,082
5,006
4,567
4,315
4,219
4,075
3,827
3,664
3,656
3,275
3,258
3,086
2,829
2,669
2,554
2,453
1,908
1,822
1,654
1,623
1,457

5.02
4.63

2.10
2.10
2.09
2.09
1.70
1.68
1.68
1.67
1.29
1.28
1.28
1.27
1.26
1.26
0.87
0.86
0.86
0.85
0.46
0.45
0.45
0.44
0.44
1-2
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Maine

0.186

Hawaii
New Hampshire
Idaho
Rhode Island
Montana
South Dakota
Delaware
Alaska
Vennont

D.C.
Wyoming

0.146
0.319
0.247

161,145
47,156
30,602
15,068

44
48
40
42

0.376
0.211
0.172

24,968
12,978
12,133

38
43

0.286
0.114
0.164
0.161
0.139

16,709
15,120
9,058
25,857
5,536

45
41
50
46
47
49

1,240

39
40
41
42
43

1,179
1,137
1,133

44

997
856

45
46
47
48

721
706
606
580

49
50

570
476

0.43
0.43
0.42
0.42
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02

Table 1-2
• Number offacilities from 1997 Census of Service Industries. Summary Statistics for Firms Subject to Federal
Income Tax for the State: DI)'c1eaning plants, except rug cleaning (NAICS code 81232).
b
Populations from 1994 Census: Current Population Reports: Estimates of Resident Population for States: July 1994 Table I.

1.2

REVENUE AND COSTS

1.2.1

REVENUE

Most commercial drycleaning establishments may be classified as single facility
owner-operator ("mom and pop") businesses that may employ 2-3 full-time and parttime employees. Although annual receipts vary, the average yearly revenue for the
industry is approximately $250,000 for each facility (table 1-3). The average profit
margin is estimated to be between 2%-3% percent by the International Fabricare Institute
(USEPA, 1996, p 181), which results in annual profits of $5,000-$7,500.
Average Yearly Revenue per Drycleaner Establisbment (estimated)
Annual Receipts
($/year) per
Establishment
0-35,000
35,000-95,000
95,000-150,000
>150,000
Total

Number
of
Establishments
1,074
2,594
4,413
19,823
27,904

Percent

4%
9%
16%
71%
100%

Total Annual
Receipts
($I,OOO/year)
270,563
695,634
1,165,011
4,951,197
7,082,410

Percent

4%
10%
70%
16%
100%

Average Yearly
Revenue per
Establishment
251,921
268,170
263,995
249,770
258,464

Table 1-3 (1997 Census of Service Industries; 1994 Census: Current Population Reports).
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mSTORICAL COSTS

In 1993, typical drycleaning business start-up costs were $113,000, as reported by

the USEPA (1995), however, the costs vary depending on factors such as rent, labor, and
equipment and supplies used. Perchloroethylene and hydrocarbon solvent systems have
similar process costs. Table 1-4 compares these costs.
Summary of Estimated Process-Dependent Cost Components for Selected Fabricare 8
Fabricare Technology D

PCE

HC

$47,475

$52,082

Capital Cost Total d

$47,475

$52,082

Annualized Cost of Eguipment e

$5,123

$5,718

Annual Cost Solvent f

$1,216

$1,151

Annual Energy Cost g

$186

$149

Regulatory Compliance Costs h

$3,680

N/A

Annual Cost Hazardous Waste i

$4,594

$9,820

Annual Cost Filters and Detergent j

$1,913

$1,551

Annual Cost Maintenance k

$6,000

$6,000

Total Annual O~erating Cost I

$13,909

$18,671

Total Annual Cost m

$22,802

$24,389

Ca~ital

I

Cost of Base

Total Annual CostIPound

$0.43

I

$0.46

I

I

Table 1-4 ([Modified] USEPA, 1998 pp 10-9-10-11).

The values include the price of equipment and services directly related to the various drycleaning processes, but exclude
costs for pressing, storefront operations, and rent. All values are in 1997 dollars and all calculations assume a 53,020pound
(I16,644-kg) (original figures 53,333-pound/224,191-kg) annual volume of clothes cleaned per facility.
b Configurations for fabricare technology include PCE dry-to-dry closed-loop with no carbon adsorber or with door fan and
small carbon adsorber (PCE-C), as required by the PCE NESHAP regulation. HC transfer with recover dryer and
condenser (HC-A2); and Unimac UW30 washer and DTB50 dryer.
C List price of 35 pound PCE drycleaning system includes control equipment, distillation unit, and filters; List price of 35to 40-pound HC drycleaning system includes control equipment, filters, and an explosion kit.
d Base machine costs (actual or implied) are added to cost of control capital.
e Annual cost of drycleaning equipment, annualized using 7 % interest and assuming equipment life of 15 years.
f PCE solvent cost based on $6.83 per gallon for PCE in 1998 dollars (BLS, 1997; USEPA, 1993) and "mileage" from
EPA engineering estimates; HC solvent cost base on $2.24 per gallon fro hydrocarbon solvent and "mileage" base on
engineering estimates.
g All technology energy costs are based (USEPA, 1991 a) on $0.0764 /kWh national average electricity cost (BLS, 1997).
h Regulatory compliance costs for PCE are based on 1.84% of total annual revenues of$200,000 (Gottlieb et a1., 1997;
NCAI, 1998).
i Hazardous waste disposal costs for PCE and HC base on $6.94 per gallon disposal cost (Beedle, 1998) and volume
calculations from EPA engineering estimates, excluding disposal cost for potential1y hazardous spotting chemicals.
Hazardous waste associated with PCE-based machines includes filter, distillation residues, and spent carbon. Hazardous
waste associated with HC-based machines includes spent cartridge filters and vacuum still bottoms.
j Cost includes cleaning detergents, spotting chemicals, and replacement filter (Hi\I, Jr., I 994b; USEPA, 1993).
k Annual maintenance cost for PCE and HC based on 3.0% oftotal revenues of$200,000 annUally.
I Includes solvent, energy, hazardous waste, filters, detergent, and maintenance costs. The cost of labor, another
component of annual operating costs, is omitted due to lack of data.
m Includes all operating costs and annual capital costs.
a
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The costs associated with the proce~s-dependent components presented above
were compiled to provide a general comparison among the technology types (USEPA,
1998, p 7-2), and, as noted in the explanatory notes, the costs of pressing, storefront
operations, rent, and labor were excluded from the study. Rent is likely to be a
significant cost, as the establishments are typically located in urban centers where
property values may be higher than in other locations.
Changes in the costs of equipment machinery/ solvents, energy, filters and
detergents, and maintenance, like many commodities, will increase with inflation. In
contrast to operational costs, the costs associated with regulatory compliance and
hazardous waste management are dependent on policy decisions (market mechanisms are
less applicable) concerning air quality, water quality, disposal sites (landfills), and other
areas of natural resource management.

1.2.3

ENVIRONMENTAL AND PROPERTY LIABILITY COSTS

Owners and operators of drycleaning establishments may be legally and
financially responsible for contamination caused by releases of drycleaning solvents to
the environment. In addition, should the contaminants extend beyond the property
boundaries of the establishment, liability for both personal injury and property damage
(third party lawsuits) may be assessed to the drycleaner.
The USEP A (1998) reports contamination at many drycleaner sites limits the
potential for future sale, use, or development of the properties. Restrictions on property
use causes a decrease in property values, and, at the same time, drycleaners who lease
property may either be charged additional rent or be denied lease renewal contracts.
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"The threat of environmental cleanup and legal battles has persuaded a number of
shopping malls to cancel leases to drycleaner operators. '[T]wo large food store chains-Publix in the Southeast and Lucky Stores on the West Coast--have decided not to renew
the leases of dry cleaners,' and a similar recommendation was presented to the
membership of the Shopping Center Association" (Adler, 1993). In addition to costs for
cleanup, natural resource damage may be incurred.

1.3

INSURANCE INDUSTRY

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, environmental impairment insurance (EIL)
became available in response to the financial responsibility regulations of RCRA
(telephone Interview with Susan Neuman, President of the Environmental Insurance
Agency, Inc., in Huston, Texas, (June 26, 2000)). Sometimes called pollution legal

liability insurance (PLL), the policies covered off-site bodily injury, property damage,
and cleanup costs, but did not provide coverage fo! on-site claims. However, even these
policies that attempted to accurately assess risk were "disasters," as they did not
anticipated the magnitude ofthe existing contamination and the associated costs, says
Neuman. After these initial failures, from the period between 1985-1989 only one
company in the United States offered such policies.
In the past, insurance to cover on-site cleanup costs and known pollution
conditions have not been available for any price (Telephone Interview with Susan
Neuman, President of the Environmental Insurance Agency, Inc., in Huston, Texas, (June
26,2000)). However, distributor and vendor coverage, where it may be perceived that
the ultimate liability resides with chemical manufacturers may be more readily available.

2

Today's costs for new 35-pound capacity hydrocarbon and perchloroethylene machines are $43,956 and
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Today, many insurance companies are willing to provide insurance coverage for
future releases should they occur. The results of a telephone survey revealed that costs
may be around $1,100 per facility for $1 million dollars in coverage specifically for
drycleaner facilities using PCE and certain HC solvents. The policies provide coverage
for on-site contamination caused by spills and/or releases after the date of the issuance of
the policy forward, but require the drycleaner to take extra precautions against releases
that would otherwise not be required by regulations, such as the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act.
In response to the Brownfields3 movement of the late 1990s, cost cap policies are
being developed to cover costs above a developers estimated costs associated with risk
assessments. However, these insurance4 policies will not likely be available for smaller
cleanups, as individual property values are not typically high enough to serve as
collateral, should an unexpected risk be realized.
Insurance pooling arrangements between trade organizations or other group
associations that pool their financial resources are another recent approach to cover costs
associated with liability and cleanup. These plans allow members to share the premium
and liability up to a certain point, after which, liability would be assumed on an
individual basis (Telephone Interview with Susan Neuman, President of the
Environmental Insurance Agency, Inc., in Huston, Texas, (June 26, 2000». However,
insurance pools may be difficult to arrange, as participation depends on the ability of
groups to organize and maintain the pool.

$23,750 respectively.
Discussed in Section 7.
4 American International Group, Willis Corron, Kemper Environmental, Zurich, and ECSlReliance
(Lawlor, 1999).
J
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1.4

SOLVENTS

The use of non-aqueous solvents for cleaning clothes began in France in the mid19th Century (USEPA, 1995). By the mid 1960s, four solvents dominated the U.S.
market: perchloroethylene, petroleum solvents, chlorofluorocarbons (primarily CFC113), and trichloroethane (TCA) (USEPA, 1995, p 13). In 1995, the use ofCFC-l13 and
TCA was banned under the Clean Air Act Amendments. Table 1-5 shows solvent use in
the United States.

Solvent Use in the Commercial Sector of tbe DrycJeaning Industry (1997)
Fabricare Solvent Type

PCE

HC Solvents

30,600

5,400

741,818,181

130,909,091

45

8.3 to 34

I

Number of Facilities
Drycleaning Volume (kg/yr)
Solvent Consumption (MM kg/year)
Table 1-5 ([ModIfied] USEPA, 1998, P 2-18).

1.4.1

PERCHLOROETHYLENE

PCE was first formulated in 1821 (Izzo, 1992). In the 1960s and early 1970s it
became the leading dry cleaning solvent in the United States. In the late 1970s and early
1980s, the dry cleaning industry was using 56% of the PCE produced in the United States
market. During this time, market dominance was, in part, due to problems with the fire
hazards associated with hydrocarbon solvents and a lack of alternative solvents.
Improvements in machinery designs have resulted in increasing the efficiency of PCE use
within the industry, which in tum, has decreased the quantity used and, thereby, has
reduced the quantity of potential releases to the environment (emissions and waste
generation). In total, over the period of 1981-1996, demand for PCE, declined by 72%
(Figure 1-1) (Janet Hickman, PERC: Why we have it. How to Keep it. (visited June 6,
2000), <http://www.natclo.coml005/views.html>; USEPA, 1998, P 2-19).
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Perchloroethylene Use (Domestic and Import) in the U.S. Drycleaning Industry
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Figure 1-1 (USEPA, 1998, P 2-19).

1.4.2

HYDROCARBON SOLVENTS

Stoddard solvent, named after W. J. Stoddard by the National Association of
Dryers and Cleaners, was the leading solvent used by the drycleaning industry until the
1950s. Due to ignitability problems, the solvent became less popular and was nearly
replaced by chlorinated solvents in the 1960s. The conventional Stoddard solvent was remanufactured in an attempt to increase its flashpoints (100 0 to 105 0 ) with fonnulas less
ignitable, which continue to include 1400 solvent and Naphtha (discussed in Section 3.0).
In 1998, the USEPA reported that 15% of all commercial drycleaners were using HC
solvents.
Although conventional Stoddard solvents have been banned from use in many
cities, they are still used by 25% to 30% of the industry, while 1400 and Naphtha are used
by 60% to 65% and 10% respectively. It is estimated that a 25% increase in HC solvent
use may be expected in the future, as products such as Exxon's DF-2000 (flashpoint of
1-9
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147°)(USEPA, 1998, pp 2-20) become more popular, due to the increasing liability risks
associated with PCE solvent use.

1.5

LAWS APPLICABLE

Federal laws affecting the industry are both numerous and, in many cases,
dependent on the many classification systems within the mandates. Many federal statutes
applicable to the drycleaning industry are not industry specific, but rather apply to the
many industries that transport, treat, store, and/or dispose of hazardous materials and
waste. Table 7 lists the primary laws. Section 2 of this report reviews many of these
laws in further detail.
FEDERAL ACTS AFFECTING THE DRYCLEANER INDUSTRY
PCE

HC

Clean Air Act (CAA)

./

./

Clean Water Act (CWA)

./

./

Comprehensive Environmental Resource Liability Act (CERCLA)

./

./

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)

./

./

National Fire Protection Act (NFPA)

./

N/A

Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA)

./

./

Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA)

./

./

Federal Act

Table 1-6.

1.6

INSPECTIONS

Throughout the United States, the drycleaning industry has been one of the least
frequently inspected among the many commercial industries. The USEP A reports (1998)
that during the period of 1990 through 1995, inspections for compliance with the Clean
Air Act and the Clean Water Act totaled only 3.3% for drycleaning facilities. Table 1-7
provides data from the Facility Indexing System (FINDS).
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Five-Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for Dry Cleaning (1990-1995)
Region
I
II
III

IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

IX
X

Total

Facilities in
Search

Facilities
Inspected

Number of
Inspections

146
12
22
485
45
188
8
14
2
11
933

8
3
17
170
22
9
6
6
1
3
245

14
4
36
460

Percent
State Lead
Actions

Percent
Federal
Lead
Actions

---

---

100%
100%
100%
100%

0.03
0.21
0.06
0.09

---

---

44%

0.45

72
11

20
8
5
3
633

--

--

99%

0.6

Table 1-7 ([Modified] USEPA, 1995, P 64).

1.7

CHEMICAL MANUFACTURES AND MARKET SHARE

The manufacturer's ofPCE, as reported by the USEPA (1998, P 2-8), include
Dow Chemical in Plaquemine, Louisiana; PPG Industries in Lake Charles, Louisiana;
and Vulcan Materials Company in Geismer, Louisiana. In 1998, the USEP A reported
that 37% of the PCE produced in the U.S. (99-116 million pounds) was used by
drycleaners. PCE is manufactured for other service industries, such as machine shops,
telephone companies, print shops, paint furniture shops, and lumber/timber industries
(Is so, 1992), and possibly as an ingredient of anti-freeze, however, "many of the solvents
used that contain PCE are in aerosol cans ... [and the] PCE volatilizes into the air,"
unlike that supplied to the drycleaning industry that is supplied as a liquid.
HC solvent producers include Exxon, Ashland Chemical Inc., Texaco Chemical
Co., Plaza Group (which sells only Stoddard solvent but not exclusively to the
drycleaning industry), Citgo (fonnerly Unocal Chemicals Division), Sun Company, Inc.,
Calument Lubricants, and Shell Chemicals (USEP A, 1998, P 2-20). In addition to use by
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the industry, HC solvents are also used as de greasers in manufacturing and as paint
thinners. Market share data for the industry is not readily available.

1.8

LEGISLATIVE PROGRAMS FOR SOIL AND GROUNDWATER REMEDIATION

Nationally, 18 states either have or are pursuing state legislation for the
remediation of drycleaner pollution of soil and groundwater. Figure 1-2 shows these
states. Many drycleaner associations are actively involved in the legislative processes in
their respective states.

In 1998, the USEPA's Office ofInnovation and Technology (TIO) founded the
State Coalition for the Remediation of Drycleaners (SCRD), sponsored by the National
Ground Water Association. The coalition provides a forum for sharing information

*'*

.~

States with Legislation
States Reported Considering Legislation

Figure 1-2 Many states have developed or are developing programs for the remediation soil and
groundwater pollution from drycleaning facilities throughout the United States. (Map modified
from Allstate Insurance (visited 7-1-2000), < http://www.allstate.com.html>).
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regarding the administration of the initiatives, serves as a technology remediation forum,
and offers outreach support services. The coalition emphasizes the benefits of working
with the drycleaner industry. Currently, there are 10 member states (Florida, Illinois,
Kansas, Minnesota, North Carolina, Oregon, South Carolina, Tennessee, Wisconsin, and
Missouri; Associate member states include, Louisiana, and New Mexico).

1.9

ASSOCIATIONS

The industry utilizes services and adopts procedures and practices for garment
care by associating with many different commissions and trade alliances. The following
presents a brief summary of the primary relationships, as presented by the USEPA
(1996).

1.9.1

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION (FTC)

The FTC promulgated the Care Labeling Rule that says it is unfair and deceptive
to fail to include care instructions on garments. The rule is intended to enable
drycleaners to avoid damaging clothing during cleaning processes. The rule does not
govern liability for consumer claims that may arise from damage.

1.9.2

THE INTERNATIONAL FABRIC ARE INSTITUTE:

The International Fabricare Institute (IFI) is a trade association that represents the
interests ofthe professional drycleaners and launderers throughout the United States
(USEP A, 1996). It plays an active role in the development of the FTC's Care Labeling
Rule by participating in drafting and review oflegislation. The IFI houses an analytical
laboratory where damaged garments may be tested to determine product guidelines that
may help to prevent damage. The IFI provides educational bulletins regarding the care
and cleaning of garments and other items that commonly require special treatment
considerations.
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THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF TEXTILE CHEMISTS AND COLORISTS:

Founded in 1921, the American Association of Textile Chemists and Colorists is a
technical and scientific professional society dedicated to advancement of knowledge
relating to the application and use of dyes and chemicals in the textile industry. The
association conducts research on chemical processes and materials and has established
communication channels to increase exchange of professional knowledge among
members, including the drycleaner industry.

1.9.4

THE PROFESSIONAL WET CLEANING PARTNERSHIP

The Professional Wet Cleaning Partnership encourages and promotes the
development of wet cleaning as an alternative to drycleaning processes. Participating
organization include the Fabricare Legislative and Regulatory Education Organization,
the Union of Needletrades, Industrial & Textile Employees, Greenpeace, the
Neighborhood Cleaners Association, the Center for Neighborhood Technology, the
Massachusetts Toxics Use Reduction Institute, and the Federation of Korean Drycleaning
Associati ons.

1.9.5

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING MATERIALS (ASTM) D13 N TEXTILES

The American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) provides specification and
standards that are likely to promote good commercial and customary practices. Of the
many standards issued, its guidelines for environmental assessments are widely used by
consultants and policy makers, and required by most lending institutions. However, there
is no federal case law that addresses whether adherence to ASTM standards will satisfy
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the requisite knowledge element for a successful statutory defense under CERCLA law
(discussed further in section 2) (Sarlo, 1999).5

Sarlo (1999) recommends that until such time Congress amends CERCLA to provide an "all appropriate
inquiry" standard, a potential purchaser should refer to New Jersey's version of CERCLA, which supplies
an "all appropriate inquiry" standard for environmental assessment guidance.)
1-15
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2.0 NATIONAL LEGAL AND REGULATORY SETTING

Many federal, state, and local regulations apply to the drycleaning industry. Air
quality regulations have likely had the greatest and most recent impact, with the Clean
Air Act Amendments of 1990, which requires, at a minimum, that drycleaning equipment
be retrofitted with refrigerated condensers and other emissions control devises. This
section introduces RCRA, CERCLA, CWA, and the SDWA as these acts are most
relevant to both issues of liability and the remediation of groundwater contamination.

2.1

RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND RECOVERY ACT

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA) is founded on the
HAZARDOUS WASTE
STATUTES

continued progression of federal waste statutes that began
in 1965 (figure 2-1) directing the USEP A to develop
programs to manage the nation's waste. The principle
goals of RCRA are as follows:
To protect human health and the environment from
the hazards posed by waste disposal;
To conserve energy and natural resources through
waste recycling and recovery;
To reduce or eliminate, as expeditiously as
possible, the amount of waste generated, including
hazardous waste;

Figure 2-1. Progression of

To ensure management of waste that is protective
of human health and the environment.

National Hazardous Waste
Statutes.

2.1.1

MAJOR PROVISIONS RELEVANT TO THE DRYCLEANING INDUSTRY

In 1976, RCRA amended the existing legislation providing a specific mandate for
the identification, management, and disposal of hazardous waste. Hazardous waste
listings (40 C.F.R. Part 261, Subpart D) are used to determine particular waste streams
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that may present a potential threat to human health and the environment, and to determine
the applicability of the Hazardous Waste Program (Subtitle C). Perchloroethylene is
listed under the "F" list, which defines spent solvent wastes, such as those generated in
the drycleaning process. As a subset of the listed hazardous wastes, constituent
characteristics exhibiting one of the four properties shown in table 2-1 also are
considered hazardous waste.
Criteria for Hazardous Waste Classification Based on Constituent Properties
Ignitability - ability to start burning easily; liquids with a flashpoint below 140 0 F; solids that
spontaneously ignite; or oxidize;
Corrosivity - ability to dissolve metal or burn skin; pH less than or equal to 2.0 or greater than or
equal to 12.5;
Toxicity - materials that are poisonous to humans and other living organisms, as determined by the
toxicity characteristic leachate procedure;
Reactivity - ability to undergo rapid or violent chemical reactions, which necessitates special
handling requirements
Table 2-1

2.1.1.1

SUBTITLE C: HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

RCRA's Subtitle C prescribes a "cradle to grave" system for the management of
hazardous waste (figure 2-2). The USEPA differentiates three categories of generator

RCRA "CRADLE TO GRAVE" SYSTEM

----1

------

~ansporters
~=:r

state5']
--?

Inspections
Enfor:ement

I

I
I

permJts=t-----JL-. TSD FaciUUes

Figure 2-2 Flow Chart ofRCRA's Management System for
Hazardous Waste (Sullivan, 1995, p 45).
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status according to the amount of waste generated monthly: 1) conditionally exempt
small quantity, 2) small quantity, and 3) large quantity generators (table 2-2).
Hazardous Waste Generator Categories
Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity Generators (CESQGs) generate no more than 100 kg (220 pounds)

of hazardous waste per month or less than ] kg (2.2 pounds) of acutely hazardous waste per month.
Small Quantity Generators (SQGs) generate between 100 and 1,000 kg (220 to 2,200 pounds) of hazardous
waste per month, or less than 1 kg (2.2 pounds) of acutely hazardous waste.
Large Quantity Generators (LQGs) generate more than 1.000 kg (2,200 pounds) of hazardous waste per
month, or more than 1 kg (2.2 pounds) of acutely hazardous waste per month.
Table 2-2

Table 2-3 shows the requirements under RCRA for these categories.
Disposal of hazardous solid waste (i.e. sludge/muck) is regulated under RCRA since
1988. Off-site treatment of separator water and sludge (discussed in section 3) requires
transport by a certified carrier to a state-approved permitted/interim status hazardous
waste facility, unless the following two conditions apply:
1) Local Publicly Owned Treatment Works allow disposal of separator water to
sanitary sewer systems;
2) Separator water is treated on-site with an evaporative system.
2.1.1.2

SUBTITLE I

RCRA Subtitle I provides for the management of underground storage tanks
(USTs). Regulated USTs are defined as, "a tank or combination of tanks and
underground connected piping that have at least 10% of their volume underground and
which are, were, or may have been used to contain petroleum, hazardous, or other
regulated substances" (USEPA, 1998, P 8-18). USTs are required to be protected from
corrosion forces and must be equipped with leak detection equipment (40 C.F.R.
§265.190-196).
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Category of Hazardous Waste Generator
Requirement

Conditionally Exempt Small
Quantity Generator (CESQG)

Small Quantity
Generator (SQG)

Large Quantity
Generator (LQG)

General Requirements
Determination of
whether waste is
hazardous
USEPA
I.D.Number

Required

Required

Required

Not federally required

Required

Required

Personnel Training

Not federally required

Employees must be
familiar with proper waste
handling and emergency
procedures

Hazardous waste handling
training required for all
employees

Contingency
planning and
emergency
procedures

Not federally required

Basic plan required

Full plan required
[40 CFR §262.34(a)(4)]

Waste Storage Requirements
On-site storage
quantity limit
On-site storage
time limit
Satellite
accumulation of
waste
Storage
maintenance
requirements

:'S 2,200 lbs (1,0000 kg)

:5 13,200 Ibs (6,000 kg)

No limit

No limit

180 days or :5 200 days if
TSDFis<

:5 90 days

Not applicable

:5 55 gallons

:5 55 gallons

Not federally required

Basic requirements with
technical standards under
Part 265 for storage tanks
and containers

Full compliance with
management tanks, containers,
and drip pads

Transporting Requirements
Packaging, labeling
marking, and
placarding
requirements
Uniform hazardous
waste manifest

Exception reports

Type offacilily
required for off-site
management of
waste
Land disposal
notification

Not federally required

In accordance with
applicable DOT
regulations

In accordance with applicable
DOT regulations

Not federally required

Required

Required

Not federally required

Report missing manifest
return copy within 60
days of transporter
accepting

Contact transporter and TSDF
within 35 days of transporter
accepting waste to determine
status; submit report within 45
days

State-approved solid waste
facility ofRCRA
permitted/interim status
hazardous waste facility; check
state-specific requirements

RCRA permitted/interim
status hazardous waste
facility

RCRA permitted/interim
status hazardous waste facility

Not federally required

Required

Required

Recordkeeping Requirements
Copy of manifests
Copies of biennial
re~ort

Records of waste
analyses
Table 2-3

Not federally required

Maintain copies for 3
years

Not federally required

Not federally required

Not federally required

Maintain for 3 years after
last shipment of waste

Maintain copies for 3 years
Maintain copies for 3 years
(40 CFR 262.41)
Maintain for 3 years after last
shipment ofwa'>te
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CORRECTIVE ACTION

Corrective action under RCRA requires that the owner or operator of a RCRA
facility take corrective action for all releases of hazardous waste. Permits are issued that
contain schedules of compliance with the stipulated corrective action and requires
financial responsibility for completing such action. Although RCRA sets performance
standards for tracking and proper disposal of hazardous waste, it does not provide a
standard of liability.

2.2

COMPREHENSIVE ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSE, COMPENSATION AND
LIABILITY ACT OF 1980

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of
1980, Pub.L. No. 96-510 (CERCLA) and its subsequent amendments under the
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act l Pub. L. No. 99-499) (SARA), known
as Superfund, is a federal law authorizing the USEPA to, " ... respond to releases, or
threatened releases, of hazardous substances that may endanger public health, welfare, or
the environment,,2 (USEPA, 1998, P 8-21). CERCLA complements RCRA, as it was
designed to respond to past disposal of hazardous substances, while RCRA regulates ongoing waste handling and disposal (Sullivan, 1995, p 225). In addition, CERCLA deals
explicitly with liability for releases of hazardous waste (Gibney, 1988). The primary

1 SARA, section 122, was intended to act as a "significant inducement for parties to come forth, to settle, to
avoid wasteful litigation, and thus to begin cleanup" (Lawlor, 1999).
2 CERCLA also directs the USEPA to respond to sites where pollutants and/or contaminants may pose an
immanent and substantial danger to public health or welfare, however, the USEPA is not authorized to
recover costs or require parties to perfonn cleanup (Sullivan, 1995, p 229).
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statutory sources of listed 3 CERCLA hazardous substances and hazardous wastes include
RCRA, CWA, and CAA.4
CERCLA's jurisdiction may be divided into three broad categories: 1) National
Priority Listings, 2) federal facility sites, and 3) private party under state, EPA, or judicial
review sites (Brady, 1998, p 7). CERCLA distinguishes between two kinds of responses:
1) remedial actions, generally long-term or permanent containment or disposal programs,
and 2) removal efforts -- typically short-term cleanup arrangements (New York v. Shore
Realty, 759 F.2d 1032). Five general provisions define the scope of authority under
CERCLA:
Authority of the USEPA and private parties to recover cleanup costs;
Authority of the USEPA to seek judicial remedies that require a liable
party to abate an endangerment to public health, welfare, or the
environment;
Authority of the USEPA to seek administrative actions to compel private
parties to undertake actions necessary to protect public health, welfare, or
the environment;
Authorizes private parties to bring citizen suites to enforce CERCLA's
provisions;
Authorizes natural resource trustees to bring actions for damages to,
destruction of, or loss of the natural resources that are owned, held in trust,
or controlled by a state, the federal government, or Indian tribe.
"Congress never officially permitted the USEP A to delegate independent
enforcement responsibility for CERCLA to the states" (Lawlor, 1999). Instead, a
relatively informal relationship exists where states act as principally responsible or lead

3 CERCLA's listed hazardous substances and hazardous wastes are defined under 40 CFR Parts 302; 261.3,
respectively. In addition, unlisted CERCLA hazardous substances are generally noted under 40 CFR
261.20 - 261.24.
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agencies in selected CERCLA cleanups," but any remedial action (NPL) must be
cooperatively agreed-upon by the USEPA, the state, and the political subdivision in
which the site is located (Lawlor, 1999).

2.2.1

LIABILITY AND POTENTIALLY RESPONSmLE PARTIES

CERCLA law liberally construes the definitions and terms that constitute liability
for contamination. Provisions for both joint and several liability have had the effect that
each individual may be responsible for all cleanup costs at a given site. CERCLA
liability is strict liability: reasonable and/or prudent practices, whether they meet or
exceed industry standards, are not valid defenses to avoid judicial findings ofliability.5
Congress intended that responsible parties be held strictly liable, even though an explicit
provision for strict liability was not included in the Act. Liability under CERCLA "shall
be construed to be the standard ofliability under section 311 of the Clean Water Act, 33
U.S.C. §1321, which courts have held to be strict liability (New York v. Shore Realty).
However, unlike tort law that imposes strict liability while recognizing a causation
defense, CERCLA does not recognize causation,6 in addition, the law is retroactive.
Federal United States District courts have jurisdiction over CERCLA and are free to
impose whatever liability standard seems most appropriate in achieving CERCLA' s

RCRA section 3001, CWA sections 311 (b)(4) and 307 (a), and CAA section 112.
United States v. Chern-Dyne Corp. 572 F. Supp 8002; New York v. Shore Realty Corp., 759 F.2d 1032
(Sullivan, 1995, p 242).
6 The government only needed to prove that there was a release or threatened release that response costs
were incurred, and that the defendant's hazardous substance was found at the clean-up site. The court
essentially found that, in order for liability to be imposed, the government is not required to show that a
specific defendant's waste caused the incurrence of response costs. As the court held, it was not the
legislative intent to include a causation provision and, indeed, if a causation provision were found, it would
make the affirmative defenses in section 9607(b) loquacious. United States v. AIcan Aluminum Corp., 990
F.2d 711, 721 (2nd Cir. 1993)(Lawlor, 1999).
2-7
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overarching goal of expeditious cleanup by know polluters (Lawlor, 1999). 7 In addition,
liability may extend to, "Any site or area where a hazardous substance has ... come to be
located" (Sullivan, 1995, p 230).
"[U] pwards of 50% of the transactional costs of typical CERCLA cleanup go to
attorney's fees ... however, the legal opposition purchased by these fees is
logically inescapable given CERCLA's liability scheme. For all but the most
affluent business concern, voluntary acceptance of cleanup responsibility means
bankruptcy. As a matter of straight economics, most would rather fight in court
than commit financial suicide" (Brady, Brady, and Borns, 1998, p 8).
Although Brady may be referring primarily to the larger National Priority List sites, his
message is a common sentiment of those potentially involved in any CERCLA action.
A finding of liability begins with the requirement
CERCLA

that there be a/acility or vessel (figure 2-3) linked to a

Facilities & Vessels

source of contamination. Next, CERCLA provides a general
categorical listing of potentially responsible parties (PRPs)
(table 2-4). Federal courts continue to clarify and define
these definitions, while the statutory affirmative defenses to
liability are limited to situations where releases are caused
by 1) an act of God, 2) an act of war, or 3) an act or
Figure 2-3-Examples of
CERCLA defmitions of
Facility or Vessel.

omission of a third party where the potentially responsible
party took foreseeable precautions to avoid creating liability

(Sullivan, 1995, P 260).

7 The majority concluded that CERCLA applies to any hazardous substance and that there are no
quantitative requirements (Lawlor, 1999).
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CERCLA Categories of Potentially Liable Parties
Definition

CategOlY
Owners Operators

Current owners and operators of the facility or vessel involved.

Fonner Owners and
Operators

Fonner owners and operators of a facility who were involved with the facility during
the time any hazardous waste was disposed at the facility.

Generators or
Arrangers

Persons who arranged for disposal or treatment of hazardous substances which they
owned or possessed at a facility.

Table 2-4

Other potential defenses (table 2-5) are found in the rules, policies, and guidance
docwnents of the USEP A. Despite aggressive court rulings, seemingly favoring broad
CERCLA: Provisions for Exemptions, Exclusions, and Limited Liability
CERCLA
Section

DefenselExemption

190 band
101(35)

Innocent Landowner

101(20)(A)

Secured Creditor Exemption

107(n)

Limitation of Fiduciary Liability

101 (20)(D)
101 (35)(A)

Protection of Government Entities
that Acquire Property Involuntarily

Applies even when goverrunents take "action"
(foreclosure, bankruptcy) they are exempt.

I 22(g)

DeMinimus Waste Contributor
Settlements

Party that contributed to a small part of the
contamination pays for the respective part of the
cleanup in exchange for protection from being sued for
more.

Applicability
Acquired property after contamination occurred AND
did not know or have reason to know it contamination
existed.
Lenders who have ownership of property but have not
participated in the management of the facility.
Protects trustees, executors, and administrators of trusts
and assets from personal liability is some situations but
does not P!otect the trusts or assets.

USEPA Policies and Guidance

I

Owners of Property Containing
Contaminated Aquifer(s)

Contamination has migrated onto property but with no fault, contribution,
or connection to responsible party.

Owners and Lessees of
Residential Property at Superfund
Sites

Exempt UNLESS contributed to the contamination.

Prospective Purchasers of
Contaminated Property

Potential buyer knows of contamination but enters into an agreement with
USEPA to provide a "benefit" (financial or otherwise) and USEPA agrees
not to sue.

DeMiniums Landowner

Similar to Deminimus Waste Contributor Settlements but concerns
landowner's liability for relatively small contribution to contamination.

DeMicromus Waste Contributor

USEPA will not pursue parties that contributed miniscules amounts of the
total waste.

Table 2-5

The USEPA dermes miniscule as the amount less than or equal to 0.002% of total waste volume, 110
gallons, or 200 pounds.

8
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fmdings of liability, attempts to make fine-lined distinctions of CERCLA' s language
persist. Although a thorough examination is beyond the scope of this report, findings
regarding intent and judicial interpretations of 1) innocent landowners, 2) potential
purchasers, and 3) lender liability are briefly discussed.

2.2.1.1

UNNOCENTLANDO~R

An examination of relevant case law has demonstrated that the probability of
successfully using the innocent landowner defense to avoid liability for a contamination
problem is extremely low (Sarlo, 1999). Charles Sarlo's comment (1999) on judicial
findings ofCERCLA's innocent landowner explores the basis that a purchaser9 of
commercial or industrial property may be subject to at least two types of legal claims: 1)
neighborhood citizen suits filed (state court) on the basis of toxic tort law, and 2)
government suits based on CERCLA.
In passing SARA, Congress inextricably linked toxic tort law with CERCLA by
creating the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR).lO While
CERCLA is not a toxic tort statute, its provisions may assist plaintiff's claims for
personal injury caused by the PRPs release of hazardous waste. Specifically, the ATSDR
allows the following:
Access to toxicological profiles developed under the jurisdiction of CERCLA;
Requires that the Administrator of the ATSDR perform a health assessment for
each Superfund site;

Lending institutions facing foreclosure on properties also face a similar issue as the "innocent
landowner." Further, Van Bergen, 1994, reports that, "One clear message that is being sent to lenders is
that in order to maintain protection from liability, they must completely distance themselves from the
borrower's property and operations."
10 While neighbors can bring an action against the property owner under CERCLA, Superfund money may
not be used to compensate personal or property injury caused by hazardous substances (Sarlo, 1999).
9
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Gives discretionary authority to the Administrator of ATSDR to perform health
assessments where individuals have been exposed to hazardous substances for
which the probable source of such exposure is a release from any site (Sarlo,
1999).
Innocence is not consistent with the definition of strict liability standard, and
Congress did not provide a defense for the innocent landowner. In SARA, Congress,
defined "contractual relationship" to exclude land contracts, deeds, or other instruments
transferring title of the real property, from third party defenses thus making use of the
innocent landowner defense only possible if:
The property was acquired by the defendant after the disposal or placement of the
hazardous substances on, in, or at the property;
At the time the defendant acquired the property, the defendant did not know and
had no reason to know that any hazardous substances, which was the subject of
the release or threatened release, was disposed of on, in, or at the property;
Defendant can establish by a preponderance of the evidence that the release, or
threat of release of a hazardous substance, and the damages reSUlting there from,
were caused solely by the act or omission of a third party who was not in a
contractual relationship with the defendant;
Defendant took responsible precautions against foreseeable acts or omissions of
any third party and the consequences that could foreseeably result from such acts
or omISSIons.
One might think that a defendant could meet the proscribed requirements, but " ... case
law has rebuffed the successful assertion of the innocent landowner defense for
noncompliance with each ofthe statutory provisions" (Sarlo, 1999).
Due to the breadth CERCLA definitions, the purchaser of property who
commences operation upon acquiring title can be guilty of disposing hazardous
substances ifhis operation does not implement good manufacturing practices. A number
2-11
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of courts use the policy argument that a passive migration defense would allow a property
owner to avoid liability by failing to take corrective action on environmental
contamination that exists on his property. The counter argument used by a seemingly
equal number of courts is that the use ofthe "passive" theory to define "disposal" in
CERCLA matters controverts the plain language of CERCLA.
That the contamination was caused solely by the act or omission of a third party
has been interpreted by courts quite strictly so that any involvement, no matter how
insignificant, would likely destroy the possibility of successfully asserting this defense
(Sarlo,1999). For instance, performing investigations of "all appropriate inquiries" for a
property transfer may leave the otherwise innocent landowner open to suit if the
investigations were performed negligently and, as a result, caused the contamination to
spread (see section 4: behavior and transport of solvents in the subsurface). Further, as
Sarlo (1999) points out, soil investigations may not identify the presence of subsurface
contamination, but contamination may be discovered years later by other means. Under
this circumstance, the owner may liable for contributing to the release of a past hazardous
waste if proper response is not taken to correct the problem. Appropriate inquiries, due
care and foreseeability, are closely related, under CERCLA. As an example ofthe
strictness imparted to these defenses, Sarlo (1999) discusses New York v. Shore Realty.
After it purchased property and subsequently evicted the tenants, Shore Realty
was held liable because it was aware of the nature of the tenants' activities before closing
on the title. Therefore, the releases and threats of release from these activities were
neither "caused solely" by the tenants nor did Shore Realty take "precautions against"
these "foreseeable" acts or omissions. In sum, Sarlo (1999) believes that the legislative
history reveals "a shifting standard where more sophisticated purchasers will be held to
2-12
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higher standards and these standards will change over time so that all defendants will be
held to a higher standard as public awareness of environmental concerns grows.
In 1993, Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission (WSSC) was named as a
defendant under CERCLA Section 107 for cost recovery for a release at co-defendants
site (Westfann Associates Limited Partnership v. International Fabricare Institute et al.
846 F. Supp 422; 1993 U.S. Dist). WSSC evoked the innocent landowner defense,
asserting that the release in question was caused solely by the IF!. The court ruled
against WSSC finding that absent evidence that PCE did not escape from WSSC's sewer
lines into the surrounding environment, and noting that the sewer had many cracks and
was designed to leak,lI WSSC was liable.
Siler and Romita (1994) note that in the similar case of Lincoln Properties Ltd., a

California Limited Partnership, v. Norman Higgins, el al. 36 E.R.C. (BNA) 1228 (1993),
the defendant successfully invoked the innocent third party defense. However, the
authors' note that the two cases are distiquishable, most notability, where in Lincoln there
was no contractual relationship between the municipality and drycleaning facility, as
existed in Westfarm II. Siler and Romita (1994) make clear that foreseeability and due
care are the foundations from which are likely to made, and they offer the following:
"Under current law, CERCLA liability is at least strict, not fair. Municipalities who
pennit industrial discharges and allow their sewer pipes to leak are no less
responsible than, e.g., small volume industrial waste generators.,,12
Concerning the innocent landowner defense Sarlo concludes that where the defense
" ... 'would appear to be an oasis' for the truly 'innocent' purchaser of contaminated

11

12

Pennissible leakage allow pipes to both infiltrate and exfiltrate water.
United States v. Conservation Chemical Co., 619 F. Supp. 162 195-96 (W.D. Mo. 1985), was cited.
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property, 'it frequently turns out to be a mirage for those who seek to assert it'" (Sarlo,
1999).
2.2.1.2

PROSPECTIVE PURCHASER AGREEMENTS
In 1995, the USEPA revised its 1989 Prospective Purchaser Guidance to include

sites other than National Priority List sites where a substantial likelihood of a purchaser
incurring CERCLA liability exists, and where the USEPA's participation is essential to
remove liability and facilitate the cleanup. :rhe intent of a prospective purchaser
agreement (PP A)13 is to encourage private sector involvement and to promote efficiency
and cost savings in redevelopment projects. Of primary importance, the prospective
purchaser that chooses to develop a site must provide a direct benefit (usually monetary)
to the USEPA or provide an indirect benefit, such as a community or recreation center, to
the community where the development is to occur (Lifsey, 2000). The value of the
contribution must be enough to ensure that the prospective purchaser does not realize
win4fall profits. Once an agreement is reached, it becomes finalized in a PPA.
The 1995 Guidance also serves to provide liability protection from civil and
administrative CERCLA claims in the form of comfort/status letters to prospective
purchasers (Lifsey, 2000). The intent is to provide "injunctive relief or reimbursement of
response cost pursuant to CERCLA Section 106 or 107(a)" (Lifsey, 2000). However, the
Covenant Not to Sue in the PPA, does not extend to the protection of the following:
Section 7003 ofRCRA;
Natural resources damages under CERCLA;
Violations of the Clean Water Act;

J3 A ''prospective purchaser agreement" is a negotiated agreement between the USEPA and prospective
purchasers of real property with existing hazardous waste contamination that provides limited liability
protection under CERCLA.
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Third party suits against a prospective purchase under CERCLA of
RCRA;
State actions 14 (ifthe state not a party to the PPA) (Lifsey, 2000).
States, which may be concerned with losing their enforcement authority, may avoid
becoming involved with USEP A agreements, while, in tum, the USEP A is not usually
willing to sign off on state PP As if the agency is not involved in the negotiation process
(Lifsey, 2000). For these, and other reasons, comfort letters are not enforceable and do
not protect purchasers from liability, and, although PPAs are enforceable, the purchaser
may still be found liable (Lifsey, 2000).

2.2.1.3

LENDER LIABILITY
The strict liability provision of CERCLA has caused an increased scrutiny of

prospective purchasers, the property in question, and more thorough inspections of
properties by potential lending institutions. In 1991, a court ruling under United States v.
Fleet Factors Corporation 901 F.2d 1550 (11 th Cir. 1990), cert denied, 111 S. Ct. 752
(1991) determined that lenders could be held liable for participation in the day-to-day
management of potential CERCLA properties and for asserting financial influence that
could affect the treatment or disposal of hazardous waste at these same sites (vanBergen,
1994).

In the past and prior to United States v. Fleet Factors Corp., lenders have relied on
Section 101(20)(A), a CERCLA provision exempting from liability parties who do not
participate in the management of a potential CERCLA site, but rather hold indicia of
ownership primarily to protect security interests associated with the property) as a
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defense (vanBergen, 1994). However, although there have been small concessions in
case law upholding the exemption, vanBergen (1994) notes that the progression of cases
" .. .indicates a clear intent to expand the class of potentially liable individuals ... " and,
lenders, facing joint and several liability, are many times clearly the "deep pocket."
The expansion of lender liability affects lenders as well as businesses seeking
loans from these institutions. VanBergen (1994) reports that, "Small businesses ... are
finding it more difficult to use their property as collateral, especially property that is the
site of a gas station, dry-cleaner, or other businesses which routinely use chemicals in
their operations." In addition, local banks and lending institutions may not extend even a
simple mortgage for of liability (vanBergen, 1994). A 1992 survey conducted by the
American Bankers Association reported that over 45% oflenders had stopped making
loans to borrowers who use or store hazardous materials (vanBergen, 1994). Similarly,
developers have been unable to secure loans for such properties.
When lenders do become involved in a property transaction, the costs to the
institution are realized by the increased time and financial expenditures needed for
conducting extensive investigations of potential borrowers and property (vanBergen,
1994). Some lenders avoid foreclosing on properties to prevent evoking a potential
CERCLA liability issue (vanBergen, 1994).

2.2.2

CERCLA FUNDS AND COST RECOVERY

CERCLA's Hazardous Substance Superfund (trust fund), created by taxes on the
petroleum industry, the chemical industry, and other corporations that pay environmental
taxes, once served to cover the costs associated with remediation, enforcement, and the

14

Lifsey (2000) reports that generally a settlement with the federal government does not bar a state from
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reimbursement of private parties for work performed on the cleanups. The original fund
was replace by SARA and increased the size of the Superfund to $ 8.5 billion over five
years by increasing existing taxes and adding a tax on imported chemical derivatives, and
an environmental tax (Superfund Revenue Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-499, §§ 11-17,
100 Stat. 1613,1760-74 (1986) (codified at 42 U.S.C.A. § 9611 (West 1983 & Supp.
1987)). However, the federal government's authority to collect these taxes expired at the
end of 1995, and Congress has not yet reinstated this authority.
PRP claims usually arise when a party who is not a PRP, remediates a site and
then sues a PRP. The PRP will then sue other PRPs to force them to share cleanup costs.
In another scenario, a PRP may clean a site (either voluntarily or through government
order) and sue other PRPs to force them to share in the costs. Section 107 ofCERCLA
provides a cause of action to both governmental and private parties against PRPs for the
recovery of cleanup costs at a Superfund site. Specifically, section 107(a)(4)(B) of
CERCLA makes PRPs liable to private-party plaintiffs for the recovery. Therefore, a
PRP can initiate a voluntary cleanup at a Superfund site and then seek recovery from
otherPRPs
Contribution protection guarantees settling PRPs a method of avoiding future
liability to non-settlers. However, section 113(f)(2) only protects against contribution
suits. It does not explicitly protect against 107 cost recovery actions brought by nonsettling parties. Given the recognized difference in the statutes, plaintiff PRPs who are
prohibited from bringing a contribution action against a settling PRP may instead choose

bringing a contribution action against a PRP, however, the First Circuit court rejected this argwnent in
United States v. Cannons Eng'g, 899 F.2d 79,93 (lst Cir. 1990).
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action under section 107: the United States Supreme Court affirmed this right in Key
Tronic Corp. v. United States, 511 U.S. 809, 818 (1994) (McCrory, 1999).
"When Congress enacted CERCLA, it gave PRPs the right to sue for their
response costs. When Congress amended CERCLA, it gave PRPs the right to sue each
other for contribution. However, SARA also gave PRPs the right to protection from
contribution once they settled their case with the United States. Neither Congress nor the
courts have explained how these rights relate to one another -- settlement loses much of
its appeal if a third party can sue a settler the day after settlement" (McCrory, 1999).
In the past, the USEPA has shown willingness to address the problems of orphan
sites through reimbursement from the trust fund, however, the lack of specific statutory
mandate to do so, and the uncertainty of continuing are disincentives to settlement.
Given the "polluter pays" philosophy of CERCLA and the inadequacies of the trust fund
itself, "most observers agree that negotiated settlements will continue to be EPA's
method of choice for resolving site cleanup responsibility (Lawlor, 1999).

2.2.3

REMEDIAL ACTIONS AND STANDARDS

A release of any hazardous waste in any quantity into the environment is
sufficient to cause a response action, which may lead to remedial action. Reporting
regulations require that releases of "reportable quantities of substances and/or wastes or
releases posing other potential hazards 15 be report to the National Response Center. Once
reported, the provisions ofthe National Oil and Hazardous Substance Pollution
Contingency Plan (40 CFR Part 300) provide direction for remedial action.

IS Amoco

Oil Company v. Borden, Incorporated, 889 F.2d. 664, 1989.
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The USEPA's Superfund Comprehensive
SUPERFUND PROCESS

Accomplishments Plan (SCAP) sets forth the
agency's nationwide strategic plan for remedial
actions (Sullivan, 1995, p 235). Figure 2-5 and
table 2-6 present the general CERCLA process.
CERCLA gives preference to remedial actions
that facilitate the reduction, volume, toxicity,
and mobility of hazardous substance.
Additionally, remedial technologies are
preferred that promote the permanent
destruction of hazardous wastes through
treatment over those that require off-site
transport and disposal of the waste (Sullivan,
1995, P 237). With state involvement, the

Figure 2-5 - General Sequence of
CERCLA's Remedial Process.

USEP A then follows the mandates of the NCP
(40 C.F.R. 105 (a)(8)(B)) to score and rank

sites for possible listing on the National Priorities List. At non-NPL sites, the USEPA
typically is not directly involved in the cleanup strategy, and states' assume leading roles.
Still, guidelines reflecting the NCP are followed, unless the party assuming responsibility
for the cleanup chooses an alterative cleanup method 16 private party should chose to.
Although the utilization of cost-effective remedies is a factor, CERCLA cleanups tend to
be quite costly, as the provisions of the ARARS require that remedies must achieve the

16 Brady (1998) notes that cleanups that are not consistent with NCP guidelines most likely bars CERCLA
cost recovery actions
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--------------------------------------

highest cleanup levels established by other federal and state standards (Brady, Brady, and
Borns, 1998, P 10; Sullivan, 1995, p 239).
r----

General Terms: CERCLA Remedial Process
Remedial Investigation

(RI)

Assessment of the nature and extent of the contamination and
associated health and environmental risks.

Feasibility Study

(FI)

Alternatives for remediation are developed

Proposed Plan

(ARARS)

Identifies a preferred remedial alternative that meets applicable or
relevant and appropriate requirements ARARS

Remedy Selection

(ROD)

The official report or record ofdecision (ROD) that provides the site
background information and describes the selected remedy.

Remedial Design

(RD)

A detailed design based on the ROD

Remedial Action

(RA)

Construction and operation of the remedy

Operation and Maintenance

(O&M)

Activities conducted at a site to ensure that cleanup goals are met

--

Table 2-6

2.3

--

THE CLEAN WATER ACT

The Clean Water Act (CWA) continues the mandates of the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act of 1972 17 Pub. L. No. 92-500. The USEPA has established
national effluent standards on an industry-by-industry basis. The Act CWA regulates 1)
wastewater discharges directly into surface water via the National Pollution Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES), and 2) discharges into municipal sewer systems through
an aggressive pre-treatment program.
Facilities that divert wastewater to publicly owned treatment works (POTWs) are
exempt from NPDES requirements. The POTWs are regulated under the CWA § 307(b),
which recognizes the creation of "categorical effluent guidelines"(pretreatment standards
for existing sources and new sources)(Sullivan, 1995, p 157). The USEPA as well as the

17

The Refuse Act, passed in 1899 was the earliest federal law affecting water pollution, however its

primary concern was pollution effecting navigation of the nation's waters (Sullivan, 1995, p 135)
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state POTW authorizes may enforce against violations of pretreatment permits, including
violations of the national pretreatment standards (Sullivan, 1995, p 158).

2.4

SAFE DRINKING WATER ACT

The federal Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974 (SDWA) 18 regulates contaminants
in public drinking water systems.

19

Amendments to the Act in 1986 both strengthened the

exiting requirements and added several new provisions, which include the following:
Directed the USEP A to set maximum contaminant levels for 83 contaminants to
be promulgated under a Drinking Water Priorities List;20
Set national standards for maximum levels of contamination in public drinking
water systems;
Requires monitoring of public water systems for unregulated contaminants;
Provides for regulation of underground injection wells (UIW);
Expanded chemical monitoring and reporting requirements to include pollution
prevention measures;
Authorized the USEPA to require states to develop and implement Wellhead
Protection Programs (Sullivan, 1995, P 205; Drinking Water Bureau, 2000, pI).
Further amendments, in 1996, the Reauthorization and Second Amendment of the Act
extended the concept of source water protection of systems relying exclusively on
groundwater to include systems that draw water from lakes, rivers and reservoirs. The
SDWA's health based goals are protected under RCRA and CERCLA.

18 Before passage of the SDWA, national authority was limited to providing protection from communicable
diseases spread by bottled water, and water provided to passengers by interstate water carriers, such as
railroads (Sullivan, 1995, p 203).
19 Section 1401 ofthe Safe Drinking Water Act defines a public water system as "a system for the
provision to the public of water for human consumption through pipes or other constructed conveyances, if
such system has at least fifteen service connections or regularly serves at least twenty-five individuals."
The Act further defines public water systems as either "community water systems" or "non-community
water systems" (Drinking Water Bureau, 2000, p 2). Privately owned drinking water systems may also fall
under the jurisdiction of the SDWA (Sullivan, 1995, p 208).
20 Requires continuous expansion of the list where contaminants that are "known or anticipated to occur" in
public water systems pose a health risk and that may warrant regulation under the Act.
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Maximum contaminant level goals (MCLGs) are drinking water standards
promulgated by the USEP A to protect against what the agency perceives may be an
anticipated adverse effect to human health. For carcinogens and suspected carcinogens,
the standard is zero exposure. However, the maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) issued
are based on the feasibility of statute administration. Variances and/or exemptions21 in
maintaining these standards may be permitted under the Act. Appendix A shows MCLGs
and MCLs, in addition to groundwater standards issued by the State of New Mexico's
Water Quality Control Commission, for PCE and HCs and their breakdown products.
UIW injection wells, used for waste disposal, include any bored, drilled or driven
shaft or clay hole that is deeper than it is wide (Sullivan, 1995, p 217). Injection wells,
frequently used in treatment of groundwater, are regulated under the SDWA. The
SDWA defines five categories ofUIWs, which are defined below:
Class I: wells that inject hazardous waste and industrial or municipal disposal
waste below the lowermost drinking water formation;
Class II: wells associated with the oil and gas industry;
Class III: wells for the extraction of minerals;
Class IV: wells injecting hazardous waste or radioactive waste into a formation;
Class V: all other wells, including injection wells used in experimental
technologies (Sullivan, 1995, p 219), which will be discussed in section 5.
Underground sources of drinking water (USGWS) are critical aquifer protection
areas established under the SDWA, and are defined as:
All or part of an area within an area designed as a sole or principal source aquifer;

A variance may be granted if it is determined that even the best technology, treatment techniques or other
means (taking costs into consideration) are unable to meet the relevant MCL standard. An exemption
differs from a variance, as it is used to obtain temporary relief (3-year exemption) from the required
MCL(s) (Sullivan, 1995, p 211-212).
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All or part of a sole source aquifer in which an area wide groundwater quality
protection plans has been approved under the provisions of the Clean Water Act
(Sullivan, 1995, p 222).
State wellhead protection programs are required under the SWDA Amendments of
1986. A wellhead protection area is defined as the surface and subsurface area
surrounding a water well or wellfield, supplying a public water system, through which
contaminants are reasonably likely to move toward and reach such water well or well field
(Sullivan, 1995, p 222-223). States are required to adopt and submit a state program to
protect wellhead areas within their jurisdiction from contaminates that may cause adverse
human health effects, that includes technical guidance used in making wellhead
protection determinations.

2.5

CONCLUSION

Many of the laws and their subsequent amendments are based on years of effort to
protect human health and the environment, while requiring responsible parties to be held
accountable for causing the situation. However, although federal law encompasses many
aspects toward achieving goals of human health and environmental protection,
impediments exist.
RCRA's CESQGs, which exempts small quantity generators from many
requirements under the Act, compromises the intent of "cradle to grave" hazardous waste
management by limiting the compliance mandates. A second example where federal law
may fall short of achieving the stated goals of the Acts concerns CERCLA's SARA
amendments. The Amendments were enacted with the intent to expedite the CERCLA
process and thus free-up market mechanisms. However, delays from continuous
litigation, most notably over liability issues, have compromised this intent.
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As it is widely noted in virtually all of the legal briefings reviewed and cited in
this section, defenses based on CERCLA' s SARA Amendments have been rendered
practically meaningless by federal district courts, which continue to favor CERCLA's
three affirmative defenses as the appropriate defenses to findings ofliability. In total, the
SARA Amendments do not provide much relief to PRPs seeking to assert them.
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3.0

SOLVENTS, PROCESS MACHINERY, AND RELEASES

3.1

DRYCLEANING PROCESSES AND PRACTICES AND SOLVENT PROFILES

Regulatory law regarding drycleaning facilities has been directed at reducing
emissions, waste reduction and control. Drycleaning processes using PCE and HC
(flashpoints below 140°) processes produce the following hazardous waste under RCRA:
Spent solvent,
Still residues from solvent distillation (still bottoms),
Spent filters and filter media from recovery of used PCE from washers
(e.g., cartridge, disk, powder, regenerative, and non-regenerative),
Cooked powder residue or filter muck (associated with powder filters
only),
Button and lint trap wastes, rags and solvent storage containers, and
Separator water (USEPA, 1998, p 8-19).
Part one of this section describes drycleaning processes and management
practices as they may lead to releases of these wastes to soil and groundwater. Part 2
examines the properties ofPCE and HC solvents and their behavior in the vadose zone
and groundwater.

3.1.1

CHEMICAL SOLVENTS: PROFILE

Nationally, the average commercial drycleaning facility cleans approximately
19.7 tons of clothes per year (USEPA, 1995). Cleaning equipment and products are often
chosen based on cost considerations, and compatibility with quality control and
performance standards. Operator and customer preferences, often dependent on regional,
socioeconomic, and cultural differences, are also factors that help determine product
preferences (USEPA, 1998, p 6-2). Despite potential differences, the general goals for all
cleaning technologies are:
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Optimize soil removal from fabric by overcoming the physical and chemical forces
that bind soils to textiles;
Transport soils away from the textile through the cleaning medium; and
Preserve and/or restore the original attributes oftextiles, including dimensions, dye
character, hand, and overall fabric finish (USEPA, 1998, P 6-3).
As noted by the USEPA (1995, P 6-3), the cleaning ability of a process depends on a
wide range of variables, including those presented in figure 3-1.

Non-aqueous (solventbased) processes are used
by the majority of
drycleaners, however,
many of these facilities
Figure 3-1 - Factors Affecting Cleaning Ability as noted by
USEPA, (1998).

also use aqueous (water-

based) processes as well. In fact, the terms drycleaning and drycleaningfacility may be
slightly misleading as small amounts of water may be added or charged to the solvent to
facilitate removal of water-based stains.
Drycleaning solvents are effective at dissolving oils and fatty stains and cleaning
garments that contain hydrophilic (water-loving) fibers. Conversely, they are not as
effective in removing stains such as those caused by sugar, salt, and perspiration, and
they do not act well with hydrophobic fibers such as polyester and nylon, high-count
fabrics, non-polar colorants and twist yarns (USEPA 1998, P 10-8).
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PERCHLOROETHYLENE SOLVENT

PCE is defined as an unsaturated chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbon (CAH)
molecule. 1 It is a colorless, volatile liquid that is essentially nonflammable (Halogenated
Solvents Industry Association, 1999). PCE is manufactured by replacing the four
hydrogen atoms ofan ethene molecule with chlorine atoms (Cohen, 1993), which are
halogens, PCE is commonly referred to as a halogenated solvent. The properties ofPCE
important to its environmental chemistry are shown in figure 3-2.
When a CAH loses a chlorine atom, it is said to have undergone "dehalogenation"
or "dechlorination" (figure 3-3). Unfortunately, a reduction of one chlorine atom at a
time yields molecules that are considered equally or potentially more dangerous than

Formula ............................................ C2C14
Density............ .... ............................. 1.63 g/cm3
Aqueous Solubility ......... .................... 1.50 x 102 mgIL-1
Partition Coefficient ...................... ....... 3.98 x 102
Henry's Law Constant ......................... 2.59 x 10-2 atmlm3/moJ-l
Boiling Point ... ... ...... ............ ... ...... ...
121.2° C
Absolute Viscosity .................. '" ... .... ... 0.89 (cP)
Figure 3-2 Selected Properties ofPCE.

Exposure to PCE is known to affect the human central nervous system and causes
damage to skin, mucous membranes, eyes, lungs, liver and kidneys. Consequently,
several federal laws prescribe management criterion regulating PCE. Table 3-1 presents

I These molecules are characterized as having a double carbon bond, the absence of an aromatic ring, and
the presence of the chlorine atoms.
2 TCE, 1,I-Dichloroethylene, cis-l,2 Dichloroethylene, Trans-,2 Dichloroethylene, Vinyl Chloride.
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Perchloroelhene

Trichloroelhene

rP

(UmHed Biological
Reaction)
f,1 - Dichloroe1hene

(Predominan1 Biological
Reaction)
cis - 1,2, - Dichlonoelhene

(UmHed Biological
Reaction)

trans·1,2- Dlchloroa1hene
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CI
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H

Ethane
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H
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H
0
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Figure 3-3 Reductive dechlorination ofPCE (Wiedemeier et a!., 1999, p 245).

PCE's carcinogen ranking by three national institutes. Of additional concern are the
degradation products of PCE, such as vinyl chloride that is the most hazardous
and is a carcinogen to humans.
Carcinogen Ranking by National Institutions
International Agency for Research on Cancer

Probably Carcinogenic to Humans

American Conference of Governmental Industrial
Hygienists

Animal Carcinogen

National Toxicity Program

Reasonably Anticipated to be a Human
Carcinogen

I

Table 3-1.
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PCE is further known as a dense non-aqueous phase liquid (DNAPL). DNAPLs
are denser than water and have relatively low solubility in water. Should they enter the
subsurface, DNAPL's tend to migrate vertically, both through the vadose zone and the
saturated zone.

3.1.1.2

HYDROCARBON SOLVENTS

Hydrocarbon (HC) solvents used by the drycleaning industry are distinguished as
Stoddard, 140°, and Naphtha solvents. Before World War II, Naphtha was derived from
fractional distillation of coal tar and coal tar residue (Guthrie, 1960). Today, Stoddard
solvents are distillation fractions of crude petroleum that contain at least 200 compounds,
which are primarily C7 through CI2 hydrocarbons. In addition, the mixture contains
alkanes Paraffins, naphthenes, and aromatics (U.S. Department of Health & Human
Services (1993) (figure 3-4). After the distillation process, additional modifications of
Stoddard solvents result in their classification as hazardous waste under RCRA.
Mixtures of petroleum distillate fractions that contain hazardous substance, but
are not modified beyond the refining process are not considered hazardous substances
under RCRA's petroleum product exemption. However, HC solvents can be
characterized as a hazardous substance under RCRA, because they are considered
ignitable. Therefore, the chemical composition and manner in which HC solvents are
produced will determine if federal law, such as RCRA or CERCLA, applies. In addition,
some newer solvents, such as 140F solvent (including DF*2000), may not be considered
ignitable (hazardous) due to their high flashpoints. Even ifRCRA and CERCLA do not
apply to a particular HC solvent product, it may be regulated under state and/or local
codes.
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Alkanes (Paraffins)
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I
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Figure 3-4 Principle Classes of Hydrocarbon Molecules found in Stoddard Solvents (Health &
Human Services, 1993).

He solvents are characterized as light non-aqueous phase liquids (LNAPL) in

that they are less dense than water and will float on the top of the water table.

3.2

DRY CLEANING PROCESSES & PRACTICES

Many variations in drycleaning machinery configurations exist largely due to
changes in regulatory practice over the years, however, there are two general types:
transfer and dry-la-dry machines (photographs 3-1 and 3-2). Transfer machines are
similar to home laundry machines; clothes are washed in one machine and then
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transferred to a second machine (drum) for drying. The sale of new transfer machines in
the U.S . has been prohibited since 1993. 3 Dry-to dry machines are designed to wash and
dry gannents in a single drum. A benefit of dry-to-dry machinery is that solvent does not
have the potential to drip to the floor where it may escape through cracks in the flooring,
as commonly occurred at facilities using transfer machines. Photograph 3-3 presents a
general description of dry-ta-dry machinery (peE).

Photograph 3-\ PCE transfer machinery: Wash
unit far left, dryer (drum) front right.
Photograph 3-2 PCE Dry-to-Dry .

3

Sales banned under the National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for Source Categories
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Mechanics of Traditional D."y-to-Dry Machinel),

Separator

Sti 11
Sepa rator water eo nta ill er

Button: Pure solvent ad ded by vendo r.

Sl ill bottom or muck res idue sho ot.
Photograph 3-3 peE Dry-to-Dry Machine. Filtration
and distillation processes allow "spent" peE to be
recycled for reuse in the system. Waste, in the fonn
of separator water and still bottom, is
regulated as hazardous waste. (June, 2000).

Retrofitting devices for both PCE and HC machines, and the designs of newer
machinery have helped to reduce the quantity of waste generated by improving filtration,
distillation, and separation processes, which, in turn, help to increase solvent reuse. 4

(NESHP) Final Rule (58 FR 49354) (USEPA, 1995, pIS).
Solvent mileage may be defmed as the amount of fabric cleaned per quantity of solvent; a measure of
efficiency of a drycleaning system (Linn, 2000).

4
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Table 3-2 shows solvent use decline of 30% over five "generations" of peE machinery
improvements.

peE Reduction and Performance
Release Reduction and
Perfonnance

Mileage
Best == 1
Worst == 8
8

Total Solvent Use gal/yr

Transfer No Control
627
Transfer: CA I Vent
469
Control
Transfer: RC Vent
417
Control
Dry-to- Dry No Control
561
Dry-to-Dry CA Vent
355
Control
Dry- to- Dry Closed
303
Loop
D-t-D C-L2 Small CA
2\0
and Door Fan or No CA
D-t-D C-L Unvented
178
Integral Secondary CA
ICA: Carbon Adsorber; 2. Dry-to Dry Closed-Loop

6
5
7
4

3
2
I
. .

Table 3-2 -- ([Modified: Estimated Release Reduction Perfonnance and Cost CharacterIslics of PCE Drycleanmg
Machine Configurations] USEPA, 1998, P 10-21).

3.2.1

LIQUID RECLAMATION

Liquid reclamation refers to filtration, distillation, and separation processes.
These processes allow solvents to be cleaned, reused, and, lastly, they provide
mechanisms for disposal of waste generated. A conceptual description of these processes
may begin with the drying cycle, in which solvent is evaporated and is sent through filters
to remove solid impurities. Next, the solvent is condensed and sent to a still or
distillation unit. During this process, soluble impurities are separated from the solvent by
vaporizing the mixture. The distillation process results in 3 separate phases: 1) solid
waste, 2) distilled or purified solvent, and 3) water. Solid waste is produced during the
distillation process and is referred to as still bottom residue, muck, and sludge.
3-9
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The waste contains water, soils, carbon and other non-volatile
residues, while systems using powder filters produce a dry
powder mllck. The waste is considered hazardolls, and is
removed from the still by scrapping the still bottom or shoot and
placing the residue in hazardous storage containers. The
purified solvent and water from the still is routed to a water
separator where, due to the immiscibility and density
differences of the two liquids, they will separate in layers5
within the separator (figure 3-5 and photograph 3-4). The

peE

~
Solvent and
Water from
Condenser

purified solvent is returned to the system and is used as a
secondary solvent. Photograph
3-2 (page 3-7) shows two
separate tanks at the bottom front
of the machine: pure solvent is
stored in tank, while the purified
solvent is routed from the

Photograph 3-4 Wastewater
separator: top-layer water,
bottom layer PCE (June,
2000).

separator to the solvent storage
tank. The water, known as separator water, is drained from the
separator into a container, however the wastewater is still

He
Figure 3-5 Separator process
as shown by Linn, 2000).

5 PCE being denser than water will settle on the bottom layer (DNAPLs), while HC's are less dense than
water and will settle on the top (LNAPLs).
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considered a contact wastewater as it contains both dissolved and free-phase solvent6
(Linn, 2000).

3.2.2

MACHINERY MAINTENANCE

Liquid reclamation processes are dependent on the proper operations and
maintenance of the machinery. For instance, lint, dirt, and biological growth of fungus
may accumulate in the separator causing it to malfunction. The USEPA (1998, p 4-5)
estimates that such malfunctions may increase expected release concentrations by a factor
of four. Similar releases occur with corrosion of the galvanized steel used in older
machinery models.

3.2.3

DISPOSAL, TREATMENT PRACTICES, AND MEDIA CONCENTRATIONS

In Pensacola, Florida, 11 of 33 wells studied by the Escambia County Utilities
Authority (ECUA) were found contaminated with PCE/TCE. The contaminant plume
was traced to a dryc1eaner site where the operators of the facility had "improperly" stored
the waste in a surge/settling tank prior to sending it to the county wastewater treatment
plant. The tank had numerous holes and cracks that allowed the contaminants to seep
into the soil and eventually reach groundwater. The ECUA continues to treat the water at
great expense (Pensacola News Journal, Report of the Special Grand Jury on Air and
Water Quality,(visited June 2, 2000,
http://www.pensacolanewsjournal.comlnews/specialreports/artic1es/gjury/grandjury625f.

htm).

6

One-ounce of free phase PCE wiIllegally contaminate 2,537,662 galJons of groundwater (Adler, 1993).
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Historically, the most common method of wastewater disposal has been discharge
to sewer/septic systems (literature on historical solid waste disposal is not available), with
onsite discharge at the facility (typically out-the-back-door) ranking second (Linn, 2000).
Onsite treatment practices include evaporation through use of boiler plates,
carbon units, cooling towers, and aeration (IFI, 1990). Of these methods, only aeration is
deemed by the IFI (1990) as an acceptable method for reducing PCE concentrations in
wastewater.
The IFI (1990) and the USEPA (1999) recognize that the majority of drycleaner
operations use sanitary sewer systems (floor drains etc.) as the method of wastewater
disposal. However, it is now recognized that this practice has lead to solvent releases in
concentrations higher than originally expected.

3.2.4

SEWER EXFILTRATION AND STATE FJNDINGS

In 1977, outflow leakage (exfiltration) from gravity sewers was considered, by the
USEPA, a major cause of groundwater contamination in the United States, and, in 1986,
small quantity hazardous waste generators (including drycleaning facilities) were
estimated to release over 110,000,000 pounds of hazardous waste to POTWs annually
(Siler and Romita, 1994, p 84). Based on research by the California Regional Quality
Control Board, PCE may exfiltrate from sewer lines:
Through breaks or cracks in the sewer pipes,
Through pipe joints and other connections,
By leaching in liquid form directly through sewer lines into the vadose zone,
By saturating the bottom of the sewer pipe with a high concentration of PCEcontaining liquid, and then PCE diffusing through the pipe into surrounding soils,
By penetrating the sewer pipe as a gas (Izzo, 1992, p 19).
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In addition, Siler and Romita (1994) report that sewer lines have a specified maximum
leakage rate, which, for a 6" pipe would typically amount to 6,000 gallons per day per
mile (gdpm), while 12" to 24" piping may exfiltrate approximately 12,000 to 30,000
gdpm. The age of the piping would likely increase these rates.
A report by Camp Dresser & McKee, 1999, notes that the likelihood of
groundwater impact is dependant on factors such as pipe location with respect to the
water table, and the age of the piping. Further, the report offers a summary of methods
for determining exfiltration rates, however, in general, it may be assumed that exfiltration
is linearly-dependant on the area of the pipe exfiltrating and the pressure head, and may

be estimated with Darcy's Law as follows:

Q = LA db = Flow rate, where;
Q=
A=
dh =
L=

exfiltration rate (fefs)
pipe area,
pressure head (ft), and
leakage factor (S-l), and

L = K/dL = Leakage factor, where;
K = permeability of surrounding soil (ft/s), and
dL = thickness of soil layer (ft) (Camp Dresser & McKee, 1999, p 4-4).

3.2.5

STATE FINDINGS
Studies in California and New York conclude that high concentrations of PCE

found in groundwater are often associated with dryc1eaner discharges. In California, Izzo

(1992) found that, "The main discharge point for dryc1eaners is the sewer line," where
dissolved and pure solvents are disposed of." As of 1992,21 source studies of the 215groundwater wells impacted by PCE (including many municipal wells), showed that 20
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were known to be from drycleaner facilities (USEP A, 1998, P 4-34). The report also
surveyed 17 drycleaning facilities and reported finding concentrations presented in table
3-3.
PCE Concentrations in Wastewater Collection Systems
City & Site
Merced
Merced Laundry
One Hour Martinizing R
One Hour Martinizing
Simpson Cleaners
Sunshine Cleaners
Parkway Cleaners
Sacramento
Southgate
I

Roseville
Deluxe Cleaners
Tillets Cleaners
Turlock
Carr's cleaners
Snow White Cleaners
Turlock Cleaners
Bright Cleaners
Durite Cleaners
Lodi
Busy Bee
Woodlake Cleaners
Guild Cleaners

Upgradient (ppb)

Downgradient (ppb)

-

180
110
730

-

Flush (ppb)

-

NF
NF

853

23,000
96,000
6,300
67,000
280,000

NF

50

830

NF

120
28

260
380

<0.5
1,800
NF
<0.5
35

14
3,800
3,500
0.6
190

2.5
220
<25
23,000
<5

NF

700
620
24
Median 190
Average 748

280,000
210,000
<5
3,565
67,937

-

-

<0.5

-

-

Table 3-3 -- ([ModIfied: Sewer Samplmg Adjacent to Drycleaners], Izzo, 1992).

In New York, a 1993 study conducted between the mid 1970s -1990s monitored
groundwater beneath 30 drycleaning facilities, and found PCE concentrations ranging
from 5 to 28,000 ppb. Further, 6 public wells contained 41 to 640 ppb, while 85 private
wells ranged from 5 to 6,000 ppb. The report concluded that the high concentrations
were the result of, "either direct discharges ofPCE from drycleaner operations or from
indirect contamination as a result of improper disposal of wastes from drycleaner
operations" (USEPA, 1998, p 4-34).
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CONCLUSION

Solvent recovery and reuse has reduced the quantity of solvent used in
dryc1eaning processes. Further, solvent recycling, new machinery designs, and
regulatory law have helped to reduce and contain releases that otherwise may have
reached soil and groundwater. However, management of waste and proper maintenance
of machinery will continue to determine the risk of contamination at the facilities. State
findings suggest that sewer/septic systems are also likely to be large contributors of
sources for contaminant releases to the subsurface environment.
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SOLVENT BEHAVIOR AND TREATMENT: VADOSE ZONE AND
GROUNDWATER

The majority of drycleaning solvent releases to the environment are related to
disposal practices (past and present), while contaminant levels primarily depend on
system operations and maintenance. It is likely that the primary causes of soil and
groundwater contamination are from wastewater disposal through releases from
drycleaning facilities and sanitary sewer systems, and from still bottoms and solvent tank
leakages. This section describes the transport of chlorinated solvents through the
subsurface, which includes its physical and chemical behavior associated with these
media.

4.1

FATE AND TRANSPORT

CAHs may be found in three phases in the subsurface, 1) dissolved, 2) free phase,
and 3) vapor phases, while three general categories may be used to describe their
location: 1) free phase product,

I

2) dissolved in

water, and 3) volatilized (soil vapor) in the
interstitial space (Personal Interview with Baird
H. Swanson, Geologist, NMED (June 2, 2000)).
Subsurface fate and transport is dependent on the
physical and chemical properties associated with
both the solvents and the subsurface.

1

Photograph 4-1 peE's vertical migration
through the saturated zone caused by its own
pressure gradient. Simulated by Schwille using
PCE and beads saturated with water
([Modified] Schwille, 1988, p 92).

Also referred to as mobile, nonresidual, and free-product (Wiedemeier et aI., 1999, p 28).
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Transport of free-phase product is primarily due to gravitational forces. This
property 2 allows vertical migration (photograph 4-1) through permeable areas of the
unsaturated and saturated zones at rates faster than water due to its density and lower
viscosity or at rates the same as water in the dissolved phase (Schwille, 1988, p 10). The
phase separated liquid will continue to settle until it reaches an impermeable layer either
above (vadose zone) or within the aquifer, such as a clay lens, rock structure, or the
bottom of the aquifer
material, (Schwille, 1998, p 16).
Once it reaches an impermeable
zone, the mass wi II move along the
top of this confining layer, and will
not appreciably be deformed or
Aqultard

displaced by moving groundwater
(Schwille, 1988, P 16). Depending
on the slope of the aqitard, the
phase-separated liquid may migrate
.,-~

Dissolved
Plu~e .. · ·

--=====-

~-- -

in directions different from the

---:-~')~lOW f'Qf"nlea tl"ldrl~~~rtwat cr Flow

1___ ________ _
1

•
--- - -------- groundwater flow as shown in figure

11______________________________
Aquitard

Figure 4-1 Distribution of Non-Aqueous Phase
Liquids in the Subsurface. DNAPL (top), LNAPL
(bottom)
([Modified] Interstate Teclmology and
Regulatory Cooperation, 1999, p D-20).

- 4-1 a. Figure 4-1 illustrates DN APL
and LNAPL migration through the

2 In the saturated zone, PCE's effective density is reduced by approximately 40% and will not be a
controlling factor in vertical migration. However, in the unsaturated zone, where effective density is at its
greatest, this is more likely to promote migration (Schwille, 1988, p 23).
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subsurface.
In the unsaturated zone, advancing solvent fronts will wet the grains and form a
cloud of solvent vapors in the interstitial air spaces of the porous media (Personal
Interview, Baird H. Swanson, Geologist, NMED, (June 2, 2000)). However, sediments
may retain and/or retard vertical migration based on their retardation potentials. Large,
pore diameters with permeability's greater than 10-4 mls may create interfacial barriers,
which may cause the continuous phase of the PCE to break and spread through the
medium as discontinuous globules or migrate downward in the vapor phase. Conversely,
low conductivity layers such as clay lenses will present vertical migration. If the clay
lenses are oflimited horizontal extent, the CAHIDNAPL may flow horizontally to the
edge of the lens and spill over to underlying layers as shown in figure 4-1 (Personal
Interview, Dr. Bmce M. Thomson, (June 2,2000)). The retention capacity of a given
media depends on factors, such as available pore space, soil properties (especially organic
carbon content), and heterogeneity, however, even similar soils may have different
residual saturations (Wiedemeier et aI., 1999, p 72).
Migration in the unsaturated zone will be affected by the tendency for vapor
migration (Schwille, 1988, p 2), or by liquid migration from a source of recharge, such as
precipitation and anthropogenic activities. CAH vapors are denser than air and will
diffuse and settle deeper in the soil column. Groundwater flow is of limited importance
in transport of phase separated CAHs. In the saturated zone, migration of dissolved
CAHs is governed by groundwater flow and its solubility, (Schwille, 1988, p 2), and
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Figure 4-2 Hydraulic gradient required to initiate or completely mobilize residual
NAPL blobs verses hydraulic conductivity of porous media ([Modified]
Wiedemeier et aI., 1999, p 72).

disturbances3 in regions of heterogeneity and impermeability (i.e. clay areas) (figure 42).
It is more common to find PCE present in dissolved and residual saturation phases

than as a phase separated liquid. Although PCE is largely immiscible in water, its
solubility is approximately 150 IlgIL. As noted above, PCE will not be displaced by
moving groundwater; rather, it may be expected to dissolve from a residual saturation
phase into groundwater, which will become saturated with the PCE. According to
Schwille's findings (1988), groundwater flowing at 1mid through 1 m of a porous
medium will cause saturation levels in grmmdwater (Schwille, 1988, p 107).
Processes that will retard and/or degrade CABs include sorption, volatilization,
hydrolysis, dehydrohalogenation, hydrogenolysis and dehaloelimination will similarly act

3

Intrusive methods of site characterization, such as borings for soil sampling.
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to attenuate PCE migration (Wiedemeier et aI., 1999, p 118). Table 4-1 presents a
summary of these mechanisms
Hydrophobic bonding between the CAH and solid surfaces (a result of the
nonpolar structure of the solvents) largely causes the globules to sorb to organic matter
and clay minerals (if less polar that the water molecule) that may be present in sediments
or aquifer matrixes. "[I]t appears that the primary adsorptive surface for organic
chemicals is the organic fraction of the aquifer matrix, however there is a critical level of
organic matter below which sorption onto mineral surfaces is the dominant sorption
mechanism" (McCarty et aI., 1981 in Wiedemeier et al., 1999, p 144). Partitioning
between the dissolved phase and the sorbed phase will be reached as, typically, a limited
number of sources for contaminate sorption are available (Wiedemeier et aI., 1999, p

The volatility of CAHs is modeled using Henry's law:

Where C a = concentration in air (atm)
H

=

Henry's law constant (atm x m3 /mol)

CI = concentration in water (mol/m3).
However, for plumes residing 1 meter or more below the water table, very little mass is
expected to volatilize (Wiedemeier et aI., 1999, pp 153-154).
CAHs may be biodegraded by naturally occurring microorganisms in subsurface
sediments, such as yeast, fungi, and bacteria. These microorganisms eat and metabolize

4 The equilibrium relationship between the dissolved and sorbed phases is modeled mathematically by a
sorption isotherm. A linear isotherm is not commonly used, which is written as C s = Kc C1 where C s =
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organic substances, and breakdown or degrade the compounds into carbon dioxide and
chloride. Biodegradation primarily requires the presence of suitable energy sources,
adequate microbial substrate and moisture, the presence of environmental conditions
conducive to degradation, and the presence of suitable organisms capable of degrading
the compounds (Personal Interview, Baird H. Swanson, Geologist, NMED, (June 2,
2000)).
TRANSPORT AND FATE MECHANISMS
PROCESS
DESCRIPTION
DEPENDENCIES
PHYSICAL TRANSPORT IN SOIL & GROUNDWATER
Dependant on aquifer properties,
mainly hydraulic conductivity and
Movement of a solute by
Advection
effective porosity, and hydraulic
bulk groundwater movement
gradient; independent of
contaminant prollerties

Dispersion

Spreading of a solute
outward primarily due to
mechanical mixing

Dependant on aquifer properties and
scale of observation; independent of
contaminant properties

Diffusion

Spreading and dilution of
contaminant due to molecular
diffusion

Dependant on contaminant
properties and concentration
gradients

Dilution
(Recharge)

A decrease in chemical
concentration due to mixing
with a fluid with lower
concentrations of chemicals
or no chemicals

Dependent on aquifer matrix
properties, depth to groundwater,
surface water interactions, and
climate

Barometric
Pumping

Vertical movement of soil
gas

Changes in atmospheric pressure

REACTIONS IN SUBSURFACE ENVIRONMENTS
Reaction between aquifer
Dependent on aquifer matrix
matrix and solute whereby
properties [organic carbon content
Sorption
relatively hydrophobic
(foe) and clay mineral content, bulk
density (pg), specific surface area,
organic compounds dissolve,

EFFECT

Main mechanism driving
contaminant movement in
the subsurface
Causes. longitudinal,
transverse, and vertical
spreading ofthe plume,
reduces solute
concentration, and widens
the Qlume
Diffusion of contaminant
from areas of relatively
high concentration to areas
of relatively low
concentration; generally
unimportant relative to
dispersion at most
groundwater flow
velocities
Causes dilution of the
contaminant plume and
may replenish electron
acceptor concentrations,
especially dissolved
oxygen
Combined with normal
volatilization, solute mass
can be removed from the
subsurface to the
atmosphere
Tends to reduce apparent
solute transport velocity
and remove solutes from
the groundwater via

concentration sorbed onto soil, C] = concentration in water, K., = distribution coefficient (Personal Interview,
Dr. Bruce M. Thomson, (June 2, 2000)).
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TRANSPORT AND FATE MECHANISMS
DESCRIPTION
DEPENDENCIES

PROCESS

diffuse, or are electrically
attracted to so il matter
(usually carbon or clay
mineral~

and total porosity (n) and
contaminant properties (solubility,
hydrophobicity, octanol-water
Partjtionin~ coefficient)l

EFFECT
sorption to the aquifer
matrix

V 0 latilizati 0 n

Volatilization of
contaminants dissolved in
groundwater into the vapor
phase (soil gas)

Dependent on the chemical's vapor
pressure and Henry's law constant

Removes contaminants
from groundwater and
transfers them to soil gas;
typically unimportant for
most groundwater ~tems

Abiotic
Degradation

Chemical transformations
that degrade contaminants
without microbial
facilitation; only halogenated
compounds are subject to
these mechanisms in the
groundwater environment

Dependant on contaminant
properties and groundwater
geochemistry

Can result in partial or
complete degradation of
contaminants; rates
typically much solver than
for biodegradation

Biodegradation

Microbially mediated
oxidation-reduction reactions
that degrade contaminants

Dependant on groundwater
geochemistry, microbial population,
and contaminant properties;
biodegradation can occur under
aerobic and/or anaerobic conditions

Partitioning

Partitioning from NAPL into
groundwater: NAPL whether
mobile or residual, tends to
act as a continuing source of
groundwater contamination

Dependent on aquifer matrix and
contaminant properties, as well as
groundwater mass flux through or
past NAPL plume

May ultimately result in
complete degradation of
contaminants; typically the
most important process
acting to truly reduce
contaminant mass
Dissolution of
contaminants for NAPL
represents the primary
source of dissolved
contamination in
poundwater

Table 4-1 ([Modified] Wiedemeier et aI., 1999, p 10-11).

4.1.1

GROUNDWATER SOLVENT PLUMES

Wiedemeier notes that groundwater plumes are formed from four scenarios
(figure 4_3):5
1) Aqueous-Phase Release to Subsurface: Separation from source once delivery
mechanism is halted and the contaminant concentrations in the groundwater
around the former source decreases. A cloud-like plume containing dissolved
phase contaminants is transported according to groundwater movement.
2) Aqueous-Phase and/or NAPL Release to Vadose Zone Only: Sorbed
contaminants in the soil's organic matter. Recharge wi~l cause desorption and
the contaminant will appear on the water as dissolved compounds.

5 Substrata environments in which CAH plumes are found may be classified as either aerobic (dissolved
oxygen present) or anaerobic.
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3) LNAPL Release to Water Table: LNAPL (He) reaches the water table then
spreads and fonns a thin layer (pool) on its surface. A fluctuation in the water
table causes a smear zone that leaves residual NAPL pancaked between the
smear zone and groundwater flow compounds partition from the NAPL and

a) Aqueous
Phase
Release (0
Saturated
Zone

b) NAPL
Release in

Vadose
Zone Only

c) LNAPL
Release
to Water
Table

d) DNAPL
Release to
Saturated
Zone

Figure 4-3 - Conceptual Models of Four Release-to-Groundwater Scenarios.
(Wiedemeier et aI., 1999, p 29).

form an aqueous phase plume.

4) DNAPL Release to the Saturated Zone: DNAPL's introduced in to the
subsurface environment in sufficient quantity to reach the saturated zone.
Phase separated pools of DNAPL may dissolve into water fonning
contaminant plumes.
Empirical studies of plume behavior are beginning to emerge. One such study
conducted by Lawrence Livennore National Laboratory (1999) examined data from 65
sites contaminated with CAHs, such as PCE and TCE. As cautioned in the report, the
analytical findings are highly dependent on both the variability of the data and the higher
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weighted averages of the data submitted by states, such as California. However, several
findings are significant:
Plume lengths are approximately log normally distributed, although with some
deviations.
The mean plume length was approximately 1,600 ft, and 90% of the plumes
were less than approximately 6,300 ft in length.
A correlation between plume length and maximum concentration exists.
Source concentration and site hydrogeological characteristics, most notably,
groundwater velocity, are highly significant factors affecting movement and
length of plumes, while dehalogenation processes may have only a subtle
influence. However, the data indicated that vinyl chloride plumes might
exhibit lower growth rates.
Large daughter product (degradation products) plumes in comparison to the
parent plume product length is the exception rather than the rule.
A positive correlation exists between the maximum concentration (coefficient
of variability derived from data) and organic carbon partitioning (log Koc).
A positive correlation appears to exist between maximum contaminant
concentration (coefficient of variability derived from data) and Henry's Law
Constant (log Kh), especially concerning unconfined aquifers.
4.2

CONCLUSION

The complex nature and extent of the plume will depend on whether the source is
a one-time spill or continuing release, such as a leak in a holding tank or an illegal
discharge. The nature and extent of the plume will depend on the subsurface geology.
The presence of clay lenses may cause extensive lateral spreading, where less spreading
will occur ifthe DNAPL can simply sink to the bottom of a porous formation.
Flow of a DNAPL source tends to move downward more than laterally with
groundwater flow. Vapor phase and dissolved phase transport of CARs can be very
important in the vadose zone. In the saturated zone, the highest CAR concentrations will
be near pools of phase separated liquids. Sorption onto soil surfaces tends to retard
transport. Very high retardation/sorption occurs with high organic fractions of soils,
4-9
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however, arid climates usually lack large sources. Limited chemical and biological
degradation is common, due to absence of natural attenuation factors.
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5.0 GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF SOIL AND GROUNDWATER REMEDIATION

A primary goal of site characterization is to produce, " ... data of sufficient quality
to support remedial decisions in a cost-effective manner ... " (EPA, 1998a, p 6). Further,
the methods of characterization are dependent on the applicable standards at the site. A
goal of site characterization methodologies is to reduce the number of monitor wells
required during the site characterization phase. For CAHs and HCs, delineation of both
dissolved and free phase product should be made. Soil vapor and groundwater sampling
are the most common methods of site characterization to define the extent of the
contaminate plume.
Treatment technologies are designed to address the contaminant plume and/or the
associated medias through biological, physical, chemical, and thermal processes, which
may include destruction, mobilization, transformation, containment, and removal of the
contaminates. "The best available technology for restoration of chlorinated solvent
impacted soil and groundwater seems to include a handful of remedial alternatives or
combinations thereof... " (parker and Mohr, 1996).
In addition to traditional, widely used contaminant remediation technologies,
many innovative technologies, although lacking well-documented cost and performance
data, are widely endorsed by scientific, policy, and regulatory organizations throughout
the United States. Further, many of the technologies have the potential to replace more
expensive and ineffective traditional technologies, such as pump-and-treat systems.
Today, many in situ treatments may have advantages over ex situ treatments. These
advantages include not removing existing buildings and other infrastructures, interrupting
businesses, and causing less surface exposure of contaminants to humans and the
environment.
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Advancement of the cleanup industry has allowed for identifying effective
remedial alternatives much earlier in the remedial process, in addition to providing state
and federal regulators with higher comfort levels in projecting cleanup schedules
(Lawlor, 1999). The cost to the PRPs can be considerably less simply by reducing the
cleanup time (Lawlor, 1999).
Primarily, the success of remedial schemes will be influenced by the mass and
nature of contaminants released, and by the hydrology, geology, lithology, and biology of
the contaminated media. In addition, knowledge of the chemical fate and transport
mechanisms is key to choosing a remedial technology. Many technologies may require
variances or exemptions from local, state, or even federal rules and regulations. For
instance, injection of chemicals and steam into the subsurface requires UIW permits, as
required under the SDWA. Some cutting-edge technologies, such as toluene! amendment
for enhanced bioremediation (by dehydrohalogenation) for the treatment of CAHs, in
addition to requiring the variances, will likely require public scrutiny prior to acceptance,
as, historically, these treatments may be seen as counter intuitive to achieving remedial
goals.
Based on 1999 survey results published by SCRD, the treatment technologies
discussed below represent those used in drycleaner remediation efforts by the twentyeight states that participated in the survey. The intent of presenting this summary is to
introduce the technologies. Appendix B provides a matrix of additional data regarding

1 Edwards Air Force Base pilot project reported a 95-98% success rate for TCE biodegradation (from
1,000-1,400 Ilg II to 25-50 Ilg II) through toluene and oxygen injected into treatment wells (Perry, L, and
McCarty, SC.D., 1997).
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treatment technologies for CABs (halogenated VOCs), including associated costs, as
complied by the Federal Remediation Technologies Roundtable (FRTR).
5.1.1
5.1.1.1

SITE CHARACTERIZATION
DNAPL SOURCE INVESTIGATION TOOLS

Partitioning Interwell Tracer Test (PITT): PITT involves the injection of a suite of
tracers into one or more wells and the subsequent extraction of the tracers from other
wells in the well field. In the unsaturated zone, the tracers employed are gases, whereas
liquid tracers are used in the saturated zone.
SCAPS LIF (Tri-Services SCAPS program): The system uses a pulsed laser
coupled with an optical detector to measure fluorescence via optical fibers, and is
sensitive to any material that fluoresces when excited with ultraviolet wavelengths of
light. Intended for the identification of petroleum hydrocarbons, but may cause other
naturally occurring substances to fluoresce as well. The system is sensitive to variations
in soil matrixes
Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT): Often referred to as electrical
resistance tomography. Enables temporal and spatial mapping of the extent of free
DNAP's in the subsurface through two or three-dimensional imagery. Compares
electrical resistively and phase measurements made at two or more frequencies.
Electrodes are placed in boreholes or at the ground surface to sample the subsurface
impedance distribution. Baseline data is unnecessary, and the technology is effective at
imaging changes in water saturation or water chemistry.
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5.2
5.2.1

TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES
NATURAL AND ENHANCED ATTENUATION (IN SITU BIOLOGICAL)

Natural attenuation (NAi is the term used to describe the natural processes in the
subsurface which to reduce or eliminate pollution. The Interstate Technology and
Regulatory Cooperation Work Group3 (ITRC) (1999) recommends that NA is most
appropriate under the following conditions:
Natural attenuation processes are observed or strongly suspected of occurring;
There are no human or ecological receptors that are likely to be impacted or
potential receptors in the vicinity of the plume are, or can be protected;
It is protective of human health and the environment;
A continuing source that cannot cost effectively be removed or contained will
require a long-term remedial effort;
Alternative remediation technologies are not cost-effective or are technically
impracticable; and
Alternative remedial technologies pose significant added risk by transferring
contaminants to other environmental media, spreading contamination or
disrupting adjacent ecosystems.
NA processes can be either destructive, such as biodegradation, or non-destructive,4 and
occur by the following processes:
1) Reductive dehalogenation;
2) Direct oxidation;

3) Co-metabolism; (fortuitousS processes) (Parker, and Mohr, 1996);

4) Irreversible sorption;

2 Also referred to as, bioattenuation, biodegradation, intrinsic bioremediation, intrinsic remediation or
passive remediation.
3 The ITRC was established by the Department of Energy in 1995. It is a state led national coalition of
personnel from regulatory and technology programs have more than 30 states.
4 Non-destructive processes, such as sorption, dispersion, dilution, and volatilization, will not be discussed
in this part, as these mechanisms are discussed in parts.
5 The common reference to cometabolic process as "fortuitous" (processes by chance?) may be properly
descriptive when used in reference to other processes (electron donor/acceptor), however, the term seems to
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5) Dilution (Personal Interview, Dr. Bruce M. Thomson (June 6, 2000)).
Biological reductive dechlorination occurs under anaerobic conditions (Chapelle,
1993, pp 368-369) in saturated environments (Parker and Mohr, 1996) by organisms,
which use carbon sources or hydrogen as electron donors. CABs function as electron
acceptors, resulting in removal of a chlorine atom, which is replaced with a hydrogen
atom.
CABs also may serve as electron donors by microorganisms that use less oxidized
CABs, such as 1,2 DCA and vinyl chloride, to obtain energy and carbon through the
oxidation of these molecules. The CAH is used as a growth substrate (food source) and,
thereby, may be degraded to carbon dioxide, water, and chloride (5-1) (ITRC, 1999, p 8).
Frequently, sufficient quantities of electron donors, such as methanol or gaseous
hydrogen, are not present in groundwater; consequently, incomplete degradation with
daughter products is likely to occur. Bacteria capable of degrading these compounds
contain oxygenase enzymes capable of oxidizing at least some CAB compounds.
The CAHs may be degraded in cometabolic processes in which the organisms use

Microorganisms eat 011
or other organic
contaminant

Microorganisms digest 011 and
convert It to carbon dioxide (C02)
and water (H20)

Microoganisms
give off C02 and
H20

Figure 5-1. Schematic Diagram of Aerobic Biodegradation in Soil (USEPA, 1996a).

other organic compounds as their primary source of energy and carbon. The CARS are

minimize recognition of this emerging technology, as it is being developed by institutions, such as Cornell
University's work with strain 195.
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degraded by enzymatic processes associated with microbial consumption ofthe primary
substrate (Personal Interview, Dr. Bruce M. Thomson, June 6, 2000)).
If engineering steps are required to promote or enhance chlorinated solvent
biodegradation, then the process is referred to as enhanced or accelerated
bioremediation. Enhanced bioremediation involves the addition of nutrients to the
subsurface through primary substrate nutrient delivery systems (figure 5-2), which may

Oren Sur1ace

C....'I'..IndtHa1b' FIO'N
Oirer;~o'"

Figure 5-2 Nutrient Delivery System for Enhanced in-situ bioremediation (OCETA Environmental
Technology Profile, visited February 2, 2000 http://oceta.on.ca/promes/beak.

be flushing and/or circulations systems. The substrates may include alcohol (e.g.
methanol or ethanol), sugars (e.g. glucose or molasses), fatty acids (e.g. acetic acid or
vinegar) or natural gases (methane or propane). Experience with growth of active CAR
degraders has pointed out that much more attention should be directed to basic studies of
growth kinetics. Unlike similar processes involving electron acceptance concerning HCs,
which result in the complete destruction of the HC molecules, under the electron
acceptor/donor scenarios concerning PCE and other CAHs reductive dechlorination by
the sequential removal of all four chlorine atoms (PCE) does not occur given a single
event.
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The effective biodegradation of CAHS will require moderately permeable,
relatively homogenous sediments, especially if both an extraction and injection
component is utilized. However, the presence of clay strata does not preclude its use. In
fact, the bioremediation component may be well applied to enhance degradation andlor
removal of contaminates from lower permeability zones.

5.2.2

PUMP AND TREAT

Pump-and-treat processes involve pumping contaminated groundwater to the
surface and treating it before disposal or re-injection. Its effectiveness depends on a
homogeneous high conductivity aquifer, as heterogeneity slows contaminant diffusion
(advection), mass transfer limitation, sorption onto soils, or the presence of residual
solvent will reduce the effectiveness of pump and treat systems.
The system uses pumps to extract groundwater from recovery wells where it can
be treated by above ground systems, such as air stripping towers, aeration units, carbonbased vessels, membranes (reverse osmosis), and microorganisms (bioreactors).
Typically, the treated water is recharged back into the aquifer, diverted to a municipal
water system, discharged into a surface water body, or hauled to location where the water
can be disposed of. Pump and treat is used to:
Contain plumes;
Prevent contaminant migration;
Reduce large quantities of dissolved contaminant concentrations, however it is not
expected to meet federal drinking water standards.
Tracers are sometimes added to pump and treat systems to facilitate monitoring of
system performance. Toran, Stafford, McKay, and Webster, Tritium Tracer Movement
as an Analogy for Pump and Treat Remediation (visited April 2, 2000)
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<http://research.esd.oml.gov/hydrology/TRACERlINDEX.HTM> reported that in their
pilot project the pumping system failed to remove the tritium because only the tritium in
the well and in the fast flow zones could be removed (figure 5-3). Significant amounts of
water and contaminants will not be removed from the slow flow zones by pumping or
natural flow because only the fractures are flushed, not the matrix. Conventional pump
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Figure 5-3 Tritium concentration over fust 2 years in the injection well.
The effects of removing the tritium from the pumping well (arrow) were
only short tenn.

and treat will fail as a plume remediation technology in fractured rock because the matrix
has become a secondary source of contaminants (Personal Interview, Dr. Bruce M.
Thomson, June 6, 2000). The long time and high costs of removal in this setting make it
impractical. The use of pump and treat to contain contamination and prevent continued
plume spreading (source control rather than source removal) is of value at may sites;
similarly, this may be true when used with other treatment processes.
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CIRCULATING WELLS

Circulating wells are single well systems that enhance the mobilization of
contaminants in the subsurface by forcing groundwater to circulate about the well. The
systems create both vertical, horizontal groundwater flow, which may enhance
desorption, and volatilization of contaminants trapped in regions of low penneability.
Depending on the location of the contaminants, the systems may extend up into the
vadose zone, which helps flush contaminates from the capillary fringe, or in the saturated
zone where the recharge screen acts an injection well capable of reaching the deeper
regions of an aquifer. Because they are single well systems, ground water circulating
wells (GCWs) may be place in "hot spots."
Two types of circulating wells are air-lift pumping and submerged pump systems.
Air-lift systems operate by injecting air into the aquifer system, which decreases the bulk
local density of water and results in vertical circulation (Trizinsky, 1999). Pumping
systems have submerged pumps installed in either the well or in a subsurface vault
(Trizinsky,1999). The pattern of circulating groundwater caused by the systems
depends on the hydraulic gradients of both the aquifer and the GCW, and the hydraulic
conductivity of the aquifer (Trizinsky, 1999).
New treatment schemes are proposed which use the distribution potential of the
circulation cell to introduce other treatment technologies, such as surfactants, catalysts,
stabilizers, oxidants, flushing agents, nutrients or electron acceptors (Trizinsky, 1999).
Benefits of GCWs include:
•

Remediation is accomplished without extracting groundwater, lowering the
groundwater table, or generating the volumes of wastewater typical of most pupand-treat systems;
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There is no need for an above ground air stripper or storage tanks to contain
treated water;
Higher dissolved oxygen levels are provided, in the treated water.
5.2.4

CARBON ADSORPTION

Activated carbon is a common sorbent for organic contaminants, and may be used
with pump-and- treat systems to remove pollutants from liquid and gas phases. Carbon
adsorption may have a limited effect on reducing CAH concentrations, and success
depends on factors, such as flow rates, concentration of contaminant, and mass loading.
Other considerations are follows:
Streams with high-suspended solids (> 50 mg/L) and oil and grease (> 10 mg/L)
cause fouling of the carbon. In such cases, pretreatment to remove the solids or
oil and grease is generally required.
Costs are high if used as the primary treatment on waste streams with high
contaminant concentration levels.
•

Type, pore size, and quality of the carbon, as well as the operating temperature,
will affect process performance.

•

Water-soluble compounds and small molecules are not adsorbed well.
Spent carbon eventually must be regenerated or disposed of. Both options are
costly.

•

Multiple contaminants can affect process performance (CPL Carbon Link
Corporation (visited 3/19/2000) <http://www.activatedcarbon.com/coro/usc1eanflo.html>).

5.2.5

SOIL VAPOR EXTRACTION

Soil vapor extraction (SVE)6 uses vapor circulation wells to remove volatile
contaminants from the soil matrix as a vapor, which is then brought to the surface and

SVE is also referred to as in situ volatilization, enhanced volatilization, in situ soil venting, forced soil
venting, in situ air stripping, or soil vacuum extraction.

6
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treated or vented. Vapor extraction wells can be placed either vertically or horizontally.
Typically, they are placed vertically and are designed to penetrate the lower portion of
the unsaturated zone. The technology is designed for unsaturated media with relatively
permeable soil (USEPA, 1997, pES-I). Treatment of vapors extracted may include
carbon adsorption, incineration, catalytic oxidation, condensation, biological treatment,
and ultraviolet oxidation.
SVE enhances aerobic bioremediation processes by providing oxygen to microbes
present in the subsurface (USEPA, 1997, P 1-1). SVE alone generally cannot remove
contaminants in the saturated zone. A recent study by the USEP A (1997) evaluated five
technologies that enhance SVE systems, which include air sparging, dual-phase
extraction, directional drilling, pneumatic and hydraulic fracturing, and thermal
enhancement, which are discussed at the end of this section.

5.2.6

DUAL-PHASE EXTRACTION

Dual-phase extraction (DPE) technologies are designed to remove contaminants
from the soil vapor phase, from groundwater, and will remove free-phase product.7
Unlike SVE systems, DPE wells are extended below the water table into the saturated
zone. The technology works by lowering the groundwater table, increasing extraction
well vacuum, and, thus extracting both water and air through (through the same borehole)
(USEPA, 1997, P 4-20).
Three types ofDPE's systems are available:

7 When DPE is used to remediate multiple phases of contamination, it is often referred to as multi-phase
extraction (USEPA, 1997, P 4-1).
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Drop-tube entrainment extraction: Extraction of fluid (liquid and soil

vapors) via vacuum applied to a tube inserted in the extraction well.
Groundwater and soil vapors are removed from the extraction well in a
common pipe manifold, separated in a gas/liquid separator, and treated
separately.
Well-screen entrainment extraction: Extraction of groundwater and soil

vapors from a common borehole screened in the saturated and vadose
zones. Groundwater is aspirated into the vapor stream at the well screen,
transported to the treatment system in a common pipe manifold, separated
in a gas/liquid separator, and treated separately.
Downhole-pump extraction: Extraction of groundwater using a

downhole pump with concurrent application of vacuum to the extraction
well. Groundwater and soil vapors are removed in separate pipe
manifolds and treated separately.
DPE's may be better suited for less penneable soils with lower hydraulic conductivities
(USEPA, 1997, P 4-20).

5.2.7

CHEMICAL FLUSHING

The development of technologies based on flushing is a " ... consequence of the
failure of pump-and-treat remediation schemes that utilize only ground-water extraction,
with or without re-injection of the local groundwater, as a means of removing nonaqueous phase liquids" (Jafvert, 1996, p 1). Chemical flushing involves circulating water
through the contaminated zone. A surfactant or co-solvent is added to increase the
solubility and therefore the mobility, or the contaminants, which are then treated at the
surface. In situ flushing 8 integrates surfactant injection, recovery regeneration, and reuse
into a continuous operational process (figure 5-4). The treatments cause mobilization of
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Purified Surfactant to Surface Distribution Systcln

Surfactant Recovery System
Process Trailer

Water Table

Saturated Zone
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Figure 5-4 Design ofa Pilot-Scale In situ Surfactant Flushing System (Clarke et al., 1994 in
Yin and Allen, 1999, p 24).

contaminants by increasing their solubility. Air stripping or adsorption then removes
volatile organic compounds mobilized by the surfactant. Whether the surfactants
effectively increase the solubility of the contaminants depends on their affinity for soil
organic matter (Jafvert, 1996, p 13).
There are several categories of flushing technologies, which include surfactants,
cosolvents, oxididants, treatment walls, and steam (which will be discussed under
"thermal treatments"). As reported by the In Situ Flushing Action Team (1997), wider
use ofthese technologies is being promoted though pilot projects that are addressing the
following issues:
Risk of plugging soil pores with precipitates that form from reactions between
flushing agents and contaminants.
Ability to address multiple contaminants with varying properties.

g"In situ flushing differs from soil washing, which is generally used to describe the ex situ process of using
solutions and a mechanical process to remove contaminates fro soil, although some authors may refer to in
situ soil washing synonymously with in situ flushing" (Roote, 1997, p 1)
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Ability to perfonn in areas with geological features that are not conducive to
success, such as low penneability, high clay or organic content, high degree of
heterogeneity or secondary penneability.
Ability to predict the length of time required to achieve cleanup goals
(remediation times can be lengthy for dissolved phase contaminants due to
slowness of the diffusion process).
Ability to model in situ flushing operations.
Gaining approval from regulators, who are concerned about the toxicity of
residual flushing solutions (Summary of the Remediation Technologies

Development Forum In Situ Flushing Action Team Meeting
<http://www.rtdf.org/public/newflushingiminuteslIsf0597.htm>, visited June 26,
2000).
5.2.7.1

SURFACTANTS AND COSOLVENTS

Surfactants are detergents and emulsifiers having both hydrophilic and
hydrophobic properties, which allow contaminants to partition from carbon sources into
the surfactant's micelles or microemulsions. They are as mobile as DNAPL, thereby,
allowing the products to migrate toward DNAPL hot spots. Surfactants may be
combined with foams that enhance mobility control thereby decreasing the volume of
surfactant. Foams are able to reach areas of low penneability and can block off high
penneability zones to allow longer contact time between the surfactant and the
contaminant (Jafvert, 1996, p 15).
Cosolvents are hydrophilic organic solvents, such as alcohols, ethers, and ketones.
When injected into the subsurface, they enhance contaminant removal by 1) increasing
the solubility of the contaminants, and 2) reducing interfacial tension between the
contaminants and water, which causes mobilization of the contaminants (Jafvert, 1996, p
15).
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Solubility enhancement by cosolvents occurs because of changes in the bulk
properties of the solution. Cosolvents may be mixed, as was done at a Florida
drycleaning remediation site where 95% ethanol and 5% isopropanol were combined.
Later in the remedial process, the mixture was changed to 95% ethanol and % water to
reduce project costs. Surfactants and cosolvents may be mixed together or used
separately.

5.2.7.2

OXIDATION

Oxidants are used to abiotically degrade contaminants. The type of reaction
depends on the chemical oxidant(s) used, which may include hydrogen peroxide (H 20 2),
potassium permanganate (KMn0 4), ozone, and dissolved oxygen (figure 5-5). Chemical
oxidation may be used in situ to either destruct contaminates or encourage aerobic
environments conducive to bioremediation processes
Applications of H202 require that rates of decomposition be monitored, as
oxygen-supersaturation in unsaturated and saturated zones may cause microbial fatalities.
Development of magnesium peroxide applications, such as Regenesis Corporation's
Oxygen Release Compound (ORCTM), provides time-release mechanisms to prevent
supersaturation. H 202 may be combined with metal catalysts such as Fenton's Reagent
that, in addition to oxygen creation, will oxidize CARs and HCs.
Potassium permanganate can completely oxidize PCE. By-products from this
reaction include carbon dioxide, chlorine, hydrochloric acid, and manganese dioxide
(ITRC, 2000, P 37-38).
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Treatment fence of
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Figure 5-5 Schematic Descriptions of Liquid Oxidant Delivery Systems (Siegrist et aI.,
1999, in lafvert, 1996, p 17).

5.2.8

S.2.S.1

THERMAL TECHNOLOGIES

SOIL VAPOR EXTRACTION WITH THERMAL ENHANCEMENT
In situ steam-enhanced extraction (ISE) combines steam injection and SVE to

mobilize and remove organic contaminants from soil and ground water. Steam, injected
into the subsurface, vaporizes the contaminants and displaces liquids in soil pores.
Organic vapors and liquids are then pumped to the surface using extraction wells or
trenches. This process, also known as steam stripping, may be considered when the
phase transformation between solid and vapor is limited due to low volatility of the
contaminant and lower permeabilities of media, such as clays and organic soils (USEP A,
1995). Applications of ISE in deeper soils may realize a significant cost advantage over
excavation, due to the difficulty in removing soils at greater depths.
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5.2.8.2

IN SITU HYDROUS PYROLYSIS/OXIDATION (HPO)

Hydrous pyrolysis/oxidation (HPO) remedial technology uses hydrothermal
oxidation that destroys DNAPLs' and dissolved contaminants (ITRC, 2000 P 30). Hot
oxygenated groundwater then mineralizes CAHs. HPO works on the principle that in the
presence of oxidants (oxygenated water or soil minerals), organic chlorinated compounds
will readily oxidize to carbon dioxide and chlorine ions when heated to the boiling point
of water. BPO is a rapid, destructive technology that does not require extraction.
Further, HPO is able to destroy the residual DNAPL components not readily removed by
the DUS process. Advantages ofBPO include the following:
Significantly increases reaction rates and decreases remediation time;
Increases mobilization of viscous contaminants;
Avoids problems of mixing that are common in other in situ oxidation
processes;
Can be applied to large volumes;
Efficiently treats contaminants at depths of over 100 feet;
Is an economical alternative to excavation and pump-and-treat.
BPO is most effective in sandy soils and does not work well in stratigraphies with
interbedded clay layers.

5.2.8.3

RADIO-FREQUENCY AND ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE HEATJNG

Radio-Frequency Heating (RF) technology uses electrodes or antennae that emit
frequency waves to increase molecular motion in the subsurface. The increased motion
heats the soils and vaporizes the contaminates, which may be removed by SVE (USEPA,
1997, pp 7-8-7-12). Electrical resistance works by using the soil matrix as a conduction
path for electrical current.
5.2.8.4

THERMAL DESORPTION (EX SITU)
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Thennal desorption is a separation technology. Heat is used to volatilize
contaminants causing them to separate from the soils. Temperatures must be great
enough to facilitate the event, and may result in high energy costs. Once in the vapor
phase, the contaminants are collected and treated, typically by an air emissions treatment
system. Thennal desorption systems (figure 5-6) typically consist of a pretreatment and
material handling system, a desorption unit, and a post-treatment system for both the

f
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Figure 5-6 The Thennal Desorption Process (USEPA. 1996c).

vapor phase and solid phase (USEPA, 1996c).
Treated soil from the desorber is tested to measure how well the process removed
the target contaminants. If the treated soil is non-hazardous, it is redeposited on-site or
may be used as backfill. If, however, the soi l requires further treatment, it may be treated
with another technology or transported off-site for disposal. (USEPA, I 996c).

5.2.9

TREATMENT WALLS
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Treatment walls, also called passive treatment walls or permeable barriers
(PRBs), are engineered physical barriers (walls) with fillings built across the flow path of
contaminated groundwater (figure 5-7). Further, they act as conduits that that sorb,
precipitate, or degrade contaminants (USEPA, 1998a, p 4).

WaiirTabJe
GWFlow--.
I>",'II\ ..

,,"ID Reac:tlVe Barrier

Figure 5-7 A treatment wall placed in the path of contaminated groundwater restricts further
migration of the contaminants. As shown in this scenario, a penneabJe iron barrier is used
as the treatment wall to treat a contaminate plume (USEP A, 1998b, pI).

Sorption barriers physically "grab' the contaminants out of the groundwater,
holding them on the barrier surface. Examples of these adsorbents are zeolites, and
activated carbon. Precipitation barriers contain fillings, such as limestone, which case the
contaminate to precipitate out of the dissolved phase to insoluble products which are
them left trapped in the barrier, where clean water flows out the other side of the barrier.
Degradation barriers are walls filled with a mixture of nutrients and oxygen that stimulate
microbial biodegradation, which causes degradation of the contaminant (USEP A, 1996d).

5.2.9.1

PERMEABLE REACTIVE BARRIERS

Penneable Reactive Barriers (PRBs) work by employing the corrosion processes
of metallic iron that, due to its zero-valence-state properties, may serve as electron donors
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for the reduction of oxidized species (USEPA, 1998b, P B-74). This electrochemical
corrosion mechanism causes instability of iron that can then provide the necessary energy
for oxidation-reduction reactions without external energy input. Many CABs, such as
PCE, TCE, DCE, and TCA can serve as the oxidants that will drive the process. Mixing
palladium, another metal, with the iron granules enables the wall to treat contaminants
that iron alone cannot treat (USEPA, 1998b, P B-74). Figure 5-8 shows the components
of a permeable reactive barrier.

Reactive
Ce ll

(a) Continuous reactive barrier configuration

~Cll

=::J

Pea
Gravel

(b) Funnel-and-gate configuration

Funnel

C:aisson
Gate)
Caisson
Gate 2

Funnel

(c) Multiple caisson gales

(d) Serial reactive media

Figure 5-8 Components of a Pemleable Reactive Barrier (Yin and Allen, 1999, p 26).

5.3
5.3.1

IMPLEMENTING TOOLS TO ENHANCE SVE
AIR SPARGING

Air sparging9 systems use compressors to deliver air through injection wells into
contaminate zones. The air promotes volatilization and removal of adsorbed
contaminants in sediments and contaminates dissolved in groundwater (figure 5-9). It is
most effective in areas with high-permeable soils in homogenous regions and unconfined

9

Also referred to as in situ air stripping and in situ volatilization.
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aquifers. Once volatilized, the vapor phase contaminates are typically removed through
SVE extraction welJs.
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Figure 5-9 Schematic of Combined Soil Vapor Extraction/Air Sparging System
with Extraction Well . (USEPA, 1996b).

5.3.2

PNEUMATIC AND HYDRAULIC FRACTURING

Pnemnatic and hydraulic fracturing technologies induce fractures in impermeable
areas of the unsaturated and saturated zones, such as bedrock and clay, by injecting gases
or fluids into the medias (figure 5-10). The technologies are used to increase the
effectiveness other remedial technologies, such as SVE, bioremediation, air sparging, and
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Figure 5-10 Effects of Pneumatic Fracturing (USEPA, 1997, p 6-29).
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chemical
treatments (not inclusive), by enlarging capture zones, providing greater permeability,
and improving fluid injection and infiltration rates. Table 5-1 presents performance data
of selected sites that have used the technology.

Technology

Pneumatic and Hydraulic Fracturing Performance Data
Geologic
Technology Performance
Contaminants Treated
Formation Typed
After Fracturin2

Pneumatic Fracturing and SVE
with Hot Gas Injection

VOCs, primarily TCE

Shale

Pneumatic Fracturing and SVE

VOCs, primarily TCE

Silty clay, sandy silts,
and clay

Pneumatic Fracturing and DPE

Chlorinated Solvents

Biotite gneiss and
schist

Pneumatic Fracturing and In
Situ Bioremediation

VOCs, primarily TCE

Shale

Hydraulic Fracturing and SVE

TCE, TCA, DCA, and PCE

Silty clay

Hydraulic Fracturing and DPE

Chlorinated Solvents

Clay

Hydraulic Fracturing and SVE

TCE

Sedimentary bedrock

Rate of air flow increased by
more than 600 percent
Rate ofTCE mass removal
increased by approximately 675
percent.
Rate of air flow increased 3.5
times. Permeability increased 510
times.
Rate ofTCE mass removal in clay
zones increased as much as
46,000 times.
Recovery rate increased as much
as 10 times.
Transmissivity increased by 85
percent.
Average rate of extraction
increased 15 to 20 times.
Concentration of contaminants
recovered increase 10 times.
Average product recovery rate
increased 4 times
Rate of extraction increase by as
much as 6 times.
Rate ofTCE extraction increased
by as much as 700 Iiters per
minute.

Table 5-1 ([Modlfied from Table 6-2], USEPA, 1997, pp 6-37 - 6-40).

Typically, high-pressure cylinders with pressure regulators capable of delivering
800-1,800 cfm at 70-300 psi (compressors typically cannot deliver these ranges)
(USEP A, 1997, P 6-12) are used to create networks of subsurface fissures and channel
through which air is then delivered.
Hydraulic fracturing involves drilling wells into a contaminate zone with hollowstem augers used to drive casing containing an inner pointed rod that is removed highpressure pumps rod is then reinserted and driven to greater depth (figure 5-11).
Hammering (dropweight pneumatic of hydraulic hammer) or direct push (weight of drill
rig) or cone penetrometers may be used. Concern for mobilization of vapor phase
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Figure 5-11 Sequence of Operations for Creating Hydraulic Fractures (USEPA, 1997, P 6-30).

contaminates should be considered, however, liquid phase contaminants are not generally
expected to be mobilized, unless viscous fluids, such as Guar gum gel, are used.
5.3.3

DIRECTIONAL DRILLING

Directional drilling allows wells to be placed above and/or below the water table,
and allows access to areas otherwise not reachable by vertical wells, such as under
buildings. Specialized drill rigs may be equipped with a variety of assemblages that
enable drilling in a number of medias (photograph 5-1).
Two general type wells may be placed with directional drilling: blind and
continuous. Blind drilling terminates in the subsurface and the well is then pushed
through the borehole into place. Continuous drillings exit the ground surface and then
are installed by pulling the well back with the drill rig through the borehole. Common
problems are as follows:
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Not fully characterizing the horizontal well site geology and
geochemistry;
Not fully researching the credentials of the drilling company;
Not planning and researching the drilling fluid and screen materials and
design carefully;
Not developing the well adequately;
Not evaluating carefully the potential for pressure drops due to slope,
geology or well loss;
Not using a contractor experienced in planning, procuring, and
implementing a horizontal well installation program;
Not retaining a driller who understands the intricacies of drilling in the
specific geologic environment;
Not providing close oversight to the drilling contractor;
Drilling contractors providing undersized and undermaintained equipment
for the job;
Drilling contractors drilling the pilot hole too quickly and not creating a
smooth uniform curvature to the borehole;
Not maintaining a consistent pressure along the length of the horizontal
weIl (USEPA, 1997, p 5-12).

Photograph 5-1 Directional drilling (Vermeer D24a NAVIGATOR
system (USEPA, 1997, Appendix A: photograph 5-2).

1m
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HORIZONTAL WELLS

Horizontal wells allow for a 50% greater zone of influence than vertical wells,
and have been used at sites up to 2,600 feet in length and 235 in depth. The types of sites
most likely to apply ISB will contain moderately permeable, relatively homogenous
sediments contaminated with VQCs, especially ifboth an extraction and injection
component is utilized. However, the presence of clay strata does not preclude its use. In
fact, the bioremediation component may be well applied to enhance degradation and/or
removal ofVOCs from lower permeability zones.

5.3.5

INJECTION WELLS

Injection wells are conventional wells used to inject water to control
hydraulic gradient. They may be used as injection ports for substrate introduction
in enhanced bioremediation treatment plans.

5.4

CONCLUSION

Sections 4 and 5 describe the relation between the behavior and physical
characteristics of drycleaning solvents in the subsurface and options for remedial
technologies. Frequently, a combination of one or more technologies will provide the
most efficient and effective cleanup. For instance, SVE and air stripping in conjunction
with the injection of enhancements or flushing technologies may quickly and effectively
remediate many sites, both in the unsaturated and saturated zones. In addition, air
sparging may stimulate microbial action resulting in the biological degradation of the
contaminants. Excavation is generally less desirable because it is expensive, may require
the removal of buildings, creates dust, and allows volatile contaminants to escape
untreated into the atmosphere (it is a desirable option at heavily contaminated sites where
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the contaminants are located near the surface). The extracted vapors usually require
treatment, but treatment costs are low compared those associated with excavation.
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6.0 NEW MEXICO FINDINGS
6.1

DEMOGRAPIDCS

The State of New Mexico currently has 102 incorporated cities, towns and
villages. Over the next 5 years, the state is expected to rallk fifth among the nation's
fastest growing states, with most of the growth is occurring in or near the larger cities.
New Mexico is the only state in the nation that has no single racial ethnic group that
makes up a majority of the popUlation.

6.2

HYDROGEOLOGY

The hydrogeology of New Mexico is the result of a sequence of geologic events
that helped shape New Mexico's landscape (Figure 6-1). The Rio Grande Rift (Rift)
extends the length of the state along the Rio Grande river and is caused by tensional
tectonic forces. The rift starts in southern Colorado, cuts across all of New Mexico, and
proceeds into Mexico. The greatest extent of the rift is approximately 26,000 feet deep
and over thirty miles wide. The Rio Grande, with its headwaters in Colorado, runs
through it, eventually emptying into the Atlantic Ocean at the Gulf of Mexico. The rift is
a basin-filled aquifer] made of unconsolidated sediments from the flanking mountain
ranges. Near Albuquerque, the saturated thickness of the aquifer is greater than 10,000
feet. lbe unconsolidated sediments, which have filled the rift, form the aquifers, which
constitute the source of potable water supply for over half ofthe state's popUlation (Dr.
Bruce M. Thomson, personal interview, July 5, 2000). In the northwest region of the
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state, the San Juan Basin is located within the tablelands, valJeys, and canyons of the
Colorado Plateau. The basin is comprised of
four superimposed alluvial aquifer systems
separated by impermeable layers of
mudstone, siltstone, and clay. The lowermost
aquifer is Permian in age and the top
Quaternary.

The Great Plains are located in the eastern
portion of the state. Sedimentary rocks
(marine and non-marine) form the
predominately flat-lying, rolling-hills
Figure 6-1 New Mexico Relief Map (Jolm
Hopkins University (Mar. 19,2000)
<http://fermi .j huapl.edu/states/maps I /nrn.gi t>.

landscape. The eastward flowing streams
raining the Rocky Mountains form the High

Plains aquifer that is composed of poorly consolidated gravel, sand, silt, and clay.
The Roswell Basin aquifer system consists of an underlying carbonate-rock
aquifer and a hydraulically connected overlying alluvial aquifer. The alluvial aquifer is
in unconsolidated gravel, sand, silt, and clay that overlie the eastern part of the carbonaterock aquifer with surface flowing the Pecos River (Robson, S.G., and Banta, E.R., 1995).

I An "aquifer" is defmed as a saturated water-bearing geologic unit capable of yielding water in usable
quantities. A "confined aquifer" is defined as an aquifer bounded by less-permeable stratigraphic units,
wherein hydraulic head is elevated above atmospheric pressure. In some regions of the state, flowing
artesian conditions may exist where hydraulic head is elevated above ground level. In contrast, an
unconfmed or ''water table" aquifer is a geologic unit whose upper surface is not bounded by confming
beds or less permeable strata (Drinking Water Bureau, Field Operations, New Mexico Environment
Department, 2000).
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6.3

NEW MEXICO'S DRYCLEANER INDUSTRY

6.3.1

DEMOGRAPIDC SETTING

There are an estimated 130 commercial dryc1eaning facilities in the State of New
Mexico (US Census Bureau, 1997), with nearly 50% located in Bernalillo County.
Preliminary research based on empirical data suggests that a conservative estimate of the
total number of dryc1eaning facilities (past and present) in the state is less than 400.

2

Table 6-1 shows the number of establishments in the state from 1993-1997.

F

New Mexico Drycleaning Establishments: County Employment Business Patterns
Year

Number of Employees

1993

828

Number of Establishments
121

1994

873

114

1995

836

102

1996

771

100

1997

NA

129

..
Table 6-1 ([Modified] County Busmess Patterns Economic Profile (vIsIted June, 2000)
<http://www.fedstats.gov>).

The Southwest Dryc1eaners Association (SDA), based in San Antonio, Texas, is
the regional dryc1eaner professional association for New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma, and
Arkansas. SDA was founded over 91 years ago, and has over 700 association members,
although participation by New Mexico's industry is known to be limited. SDA is an
affiliate of the IF!.

6.3.2

MACHINERY AND SOLVENT USE

The majority of New Mexico's dryc1eaners use PCE as the cleaning solvent.
Reported3 quantities ofPCE average 150 gal/facility annually, however from discussions
with industry members it is expected that the 100 gal/facility/year is a better estimate.

2 'Findings

based on preliminary fmdings of a comparative study of the existing industry with facilities
listed in US West Dex yellow pages over the past thirty years.
3 Quantity projected from data from the following sources: State of New Mexico Air Quality Bureau, Air
Quality Services Section, City and County of Bernalillo, USEPA RCRA division.
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Using this figure, the drycleaning industry uses an estimated 13,000 gallons ofPCE
annually.

1r~1rI()~

6.3.3

Although New Mexico does not have a sales tax, compensating taxes and a gross
receipts tax (GRT) are assessed. Compensating taxes (5% of the value of tangible
personal property imported into the state) (visited June 1,2000
<http://www.edd.state.nm.usIFACTBOOKIsalestax.htm>) are paid by the industry on
items, such as solvent, hangers, plastic wrap, and identification tags. In addition, the
state GRT rate is 5% plus local government may add up to an additional 2.5%. The GRT
is applied to most sales including services. As reported by the US Census Bureau (1997)
New Mexico's drycleaner industry reports the following:
State of New Mexico Drycleaner Establishments:
Summary Statistics of Firms Subject to Federal Income Tax
NAICS
Code

Business Type

Establishment
(number)

Receipts
($1,000)

Annual Payroll
($1,000)

Paid Employees
(number)

Drycleaning & Laundry Services
(except Coin-operated)

129

29,147

11,931

1,054

I

81232
Table 6-2

6.4

S1rA'IE AU1rH()RI1rIES, REGULAT()RY LAW, AND GR()UNDW A1rER
PR()1rEC1rI()N PROGRAMS

The Water Quality Act (WQA)(74-6-1 et seq. NMSA 1978) provides the
authority for water quality management in New Mexico. The Water Quality Control
Commission (WQCC), established under the Act, is given the responsibility of
developing state regulations to protect surface and groundwater resources, and enforcing
the provisions of the CWA. The WQCC receives limited funding from the USEP A for
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implementation ofthe RCRA, CERCLA, SDWA, and its duties include but are not
limited to the following:
Accepting and supervising construction loans and grants;
Adopting a comprehensive water quality management program and developing a
continuing planning process;
Adopting groundwater standards;
Adopting, promulgating, and publishing regulations to prevent or abate water
pollution;
Assigning responsibility for administering WQCC regulations to constituent
agencIes;
Authorizing constituent agencies to enter into agreements for purposes consistent
with the WQA;
Granting individual variances from any regulation of the commission;
Adopting regulations requiring notice of intent to introduce or allow the
introduction of water contaminants;
Adopting regulations establishing pretreatment standards (74-6-4 NMSA 1978).
The WQCC has adopted water quality standards protective of human health,
including standards for PCE, HCs and the breakdown products ofthese chemicals (see
appendix 2-1 for standards). Further, WQCC regulation 4103 (abatement standards)
require that, "The vadose zone shall be abated so that water contaminants in the vadose
zone shall not be capable of contaminating ground water ... " The WQCC delegates
authority to several state entities to administer its mandates, including the New Mexico
Environment Department (NMED). The Water Quality Board promulgates all
regulations applying to persons and entities outside ofNMED.
The Environmental Improvement Board (EIB) is a five member board appointed
by the governor, which is responsible for environmental management of hazardous waste,
USTs, liquid waste disposal, solid waste management, emergency response under several
6-5
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state laws (Water Quality Control Commission, 1996, p 86), and consumer protection.
The EIB adopts and promulgates regulations and standards for the following programs
(not inclusive):
Food protection;
Water supply'
Liquid waste;
Air quality;
Occupational health and safety;
Plumbing, drainage, ventilation and sanitation of public buildings;
Hazardous wastes and underground storage tanks;
Solid waste (74-1-8 NMSA 1978).
Further, the EIB adopts regulations for hazardous waste management, and is responsible
for the following:
Identifying and listing hazardous wastes;
Establishing standards applicable to generators identified under subsection 74-4 et
seq. NMSA, 1978;
Establishing standards applicable to transporters of hazardous waste;
Establishing standards applicable to distributors or marketers of any fuel produced
from or containing hazardous waste;
Establishing performance standards as may be necessary to protect human health
and the environment applicable to owners and operators of facilities for the
treatment, storage, or disposal of hazardous waste;
Requiring owners and/or operators of exiting and new facilities for the treatment,
storage, or disposal of hazardous waste to be permitted;
Establishing procedures for the issuance, suspension, revocation, and
modification of permits;
Establishing procedures for the inspection of facilities for the treatment, storage,
and disposal of hazardous waste;
Adopting regulations concerning hazardous waste incidents, and notification
processes;
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Adopting regulations concerning USTs; and
Adopting regulations for the management of hazardous waste and hazardous
waste transformation (incineration, pyrolysis, distillation, etc.) (74-4-4 NMSA
1978).
6.4.1

OFFICE OF NATURAL RESOURCE TRUSTEE

The Natural Resource Trustee Act of 1993 creates a natural resource trustee
(NRT) charged with the protection of the state's natural resources on behalf of the public.
The NRT has jurisdiction over all state natural resources within the state, or belonging to,
managed by, controlled by, or appertaining to the state including:
Acting on behalf ofthe public to protect New Mexico's natural resources by
recovering damages for injury to, destruction of or loss of those resources;
Investigating injury to, destruction of or loss of natural resources;
Determining the amount and cause of injury to, destruction of or loss of natural
resources;
Determining the liability of any person for injury to, destruction of or loss of
natural resources;
Assigning and collecting damages for injury to, destruction of or loss of natural
resources, including bringing legal actions and collecting the costs of assessing
and collecting the damages;
Protecting and representing the interests of the state where federal laws find injury
to, destruction of or loss of natural resources, such as may occur under CERCLA
(75-7-1 et seq. NMSA 1978).
6.4.2

NEW MEXICO HAZARDOUS WASTE ACT (NMHWA)

The New Mexico Hazardous Waste Act (74-4-1 et seq. NMSA 1978) authorizes
the EIB to adopt regulations pursuant to the mandates of federal RCRA law. As under
the federal Act, both hazardous waste management and an underground storage tank
program (USTP) are incorporated under the NMHWA (74-4-1 et seq. NMSA 1978).
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HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

Hazardous waste management is administered by NMED, and mirrors the
corresponding federal law and regulations of RCRA' s Subtitle C. Generators of
hazardous waste are required to have an USEPA identification number, however,
CESQGs are exempt under state regulations. Recently (1996), the state received
Corrective Action Authorization from the USEP A, although the USEP A retains oversight
ofthee actions. The state's RCRA Technical Assistance Section offers assistance to
drycleaner owners/operators in meeting the requirements of RCRA, in addition to
offering a time-limited amnesty program for compliance. In the past two years, the
remediation process mandated by the program has begun to change from a proscriptive
approach in which a stringent set of soil and/or groundwater criteria must be met, to a
risk-based corrective actions (RBCA).4 This approach allows both the remediation
strategy and the cleanup standards to be based on the risk to human health and the
environment that are presented by the contaminants at the site.

6.4.2.2

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK (UST) PROGRAM

New Mexico's Underground Storage Tank Bureau (USTB) regulations (20
NMAC 5) were originally adopted by the EIB in 1989 and have been revised several
times since. USTs are defined as, " ... a single tank or combination of tanks, including
underground pipes connected thereto, that are used to contain an accumulation of
regulated substances and the volume of which, including the volume of the underground
pipes connected hereto, is ten per cent or more beneath the surface of the ground" (20

4 Although not yet promulgated by USEPA Region VI guidance documents, risk-based corrective action is
adopted under New Mexico's Underground Storage Tank Bureau. Risk-based action utilizes risk-based
screening levels (RBSL) (contaminant target levels) for a contaminant of concern determined using default
criteria and site specific data for thickness of contaminated zone and depth to ground water in the Tier One
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NMAC 5 §112.127). Sumps, or systems with capacities of 110 gallons or less, which
may be present at drycleaner facilities, do not meet the definition of an UST (20 NMAC
§ 101.C). UST regulations for prevention and corrective action to ensure public health
and environmental protection include the following:
Registration of tanks,
Annual Fee,
New and upgraded UST systems,
General operating requirements,
Release detection,
Release reporting, investigation and confirmation,
Financial responsibility,
Administrative review,
Corrective action,
Certification of tank installers,
Certification of contractors,
Corrective action fund administration (20 NMAC §§ 5.1 through 5.17).
Benefits of the regulations for owners and operators of USTs include financial relief for
required corrective action, and development and use of innovative remediation
technologies that ensure effective and cost efficient cleanups (Water Quality Control
Commission, 1996, P 126).
The Underground Storage Tank Bureau (USTB) performs the corrective actions,
which, under the UST regulations means taking action to investigate, minimize,
eliminate, or cleanup up a release to protect the public health, safety, and welfare or the
environment (20 NMAC § 112.27). Revenue generated for the Corrective Action Fund is
prescribed under the Ground Water Protection Act (discussed below).

evaluation in accordance with 20 NMAC 5.12 and the Underground Storage Tank Bureau's Guidelines for
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Part 13 of the regulations provides for underground storage tanks corrective
action for UST systems containing other regulated substances, which may apply to
certain drycleaning facilities meeting the definition of an UST. Reporting requirements
for releases or threatened releases are also required enumerated in the regulations, in
addition, §1203 of WQCC regulations may also be applicable.

6.4.3

THE GROUND WATER PROTECTION ACT (GWPA)

The Ground Water Protection ActS (GWPA) (74-6B-l et seq. NMSA 1978) has
generated funding over the past decade or more for corrective actions of UST sites
contaminated by leaking underground storage tanks (LUSTs). Oversight of expenditures
from the fund is provided by the UST Committee, which is appointed by the Governor
and includes the secretary of the environment, six members from fire protection districts,
elected local government officials, wholesalers of motor fuels, independent retailers of
motor fuels, individuals knowledgeable about corrective actions in connection with
LUSTs, and private citizens or interest groups, appointed by the governor. The EIB is
mandated to enforce the Act.
At the time of its enactment, the USEPA estimated that 10-30% of all USTs (6522,000 tanks) were threatening New Mexico's water resources, while state findings
reported an estimated 6,500 USTs, 708 that were known to have contaminated
groundwater (Water Quality Control Commission, 1996, p 125). Faulty installations and
corrosion of the older tanks were the primary causes leading to these releases, and, as
with the dryc1eaner industry, many service stations, petroleum suppliers, and government

Corrective Action.
Amended the Petroleum Storage Cleanup Act of 1988.

S
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facilities are located in population centers where the threat to public water supplies is the
greatest. The primary findings that lead to the passage of the act are as follows:
The legislature recognizes the treat to the public health, safety and the
environment resulting from pollution of ground water resources as a result of
leaking underground storage tanks. The legislature also recognizes that the
owners and operators of facilities containing underground storage tanks cannot
take corrective action without placing their businesses in serious financial
jeopardy;
The purpose of the Ground Water Protection Act ... is to provide substantive
provisions and funding mechanisms that will enable the state to take corrective
action at sites contaminated by leakage from underground storage tanks (74-6B-2
NMSA 1978).
Revenue generated for the Corrective Action Fund is administered by NMED in
accordance with the regulations adopted by the EIB or the secretary, and comes from a
$100 annual fee assessed on all USTs located in the state. In addition, monies are
generated by charging a "loading fee" that is reduced depending on the unencumbered
balance in the fund. Although the fee increases the price of fuel by consumers, it is less
than the amount would had been if, instead, redial action costs been passed on. In
addition, the benefit of a statewide program creates an economy of scale large enough
that the price paid is much lower than had it been a regional or local program.
The fund is available to owners in compliance with all UST regulations who are
performing corrective action at UST sites. Another benefit of the fund, and a compelling
reason for support of G WP A at the time it was introduced to the state legislature, is that,
like the dryc1eaning industry, most UST owners and operators were unable to obtain
environmental insurance to help cover the costs of remediation, and many, prior to the
passage of the Act, were facing insolvency.
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NMED also provides contracting and supervision of remediation activities. To
date, the USTB has completed remedial activities under GWP A for 1190 UST sites. An
estimated 545 additional sites are currently active.

6.4.4

STATE SUPERFUND PROGRAM

New Mexico does not have its own state superfund program to address inactive or
abandoned hazardous waste sites. The USEPA administers the federal Superfund
program for most activities in New Mexico, which include acting as lead agency in
remedial investigations and development of feasibility studies (Water Quality Control
Commission, 1996, p 139).
NMED retains a Multi Project Cooperative Agreement that allows the state
superfund section to assume the lead role in USEP A lead actions, in addition to allowing
100% federal funding for the states activities that involve identification and investigation
of potential new superfund sites, as required under the agreement until the year 2009
(Water Quality Control Commission, 1996, p l39). The state pay s 10% of final
superfund costs related to remedies where federal Superfund monies are used. Currently
the state has approximately 11 superfund sites, two drycleaner related. Appendix C
provides information on the drycleaner sites, in addition to other New Mexico case study
data.

6.4.5

SOURCE WATER ASSESSMENT AND PROTECTION PROGRAM

In compliance with the 1986 SDWA's amendments, the State of New Mexico was
authorized to implement its Wellhead Protection Program in 1991. New Mexico's
Source Water Assessment and Protection Program (SWAPP) is federally-funded to
identify potential sources of contamination and evaluate the susceptibility of supply wells
and surface water intakes to contamination, while working with water associations and
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service providers to develop strategies to protect drinking water supplies (Drinking
Water Bureau Field Operations Division New Mexico Environment Department, 2000, p
1). New Mexico has approximately 1,340 active public water systems of which 48% are
classified as community water systems, 40% transient non-community systems
(campgrounds, restaurants, etc.), and 12% non-transient non-community systems
(schools, places of work, etc) (Drinking Water Bureau Field Operations Division New
Mexico Environment Department, 2000, p 2).
The SWAPP is primarily an information-gathering tool to further develop the
mandates of the SDWA. The program includes conducting aquifer vulnerability a study
throughout the state to evaluate the potential for public water system degradation by
contaminates that threaten public health. Identification of industries which produce, use,
distribute, or handle hazardous compounds and are located near water supply wells or
surface water intakes will help determine the potential susceptibility of the water
resource. Once identified, potential source areas6 are assessed for their susceptibility and
vulnerability posed by the contaminant.
Susceptibility analysis, using geologic and hydrologic characteristics of the area,
and solubility, mobility and toxicity factors ofthe contaminant will be used to determine
risk to water supplies. In addition, the characteristics ofthe contaminant, the likelihood
of contaminant discharge, spill, or accidental release, and proximity and potential
cumulative effect from multiple sites, will help determine the vulnerability of the water

6 The

source water protection area is the area surrounding each well or surface water intake where spills,
leaks, accidents or other forms of discharge would have a direct impact on the community water supply.
The size of this area depends on soil characteristics, site geology and ground water hydraulics, and on
drainage area and upstream land uses within the watershed of surface water systems (Drinking Water
Bureau Field Operations Division New Mexico Environment Department, 2000).
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resource. (Drinking Water Bureau Field Operations Division New Mexico Environment
Department, 2000). A preliminary Drinking Water Bureau database search shows that
municipal drinking water supply wells are impacted by CAHs throughout the state.

6.4.6

VOLUNTARY REMEDIATION PROGRAM

The Voluntary Remediation Act of 1997 (VRP) (74-4G et seq. NMSA 1978) was
created to provide incentives for the voluntary assessment and remediation of
contaminated property, with state oversight, and to remove future liability of lenders and
landowners. A primary goal of the VRP is to facilitate redevelopment through a
streamlined, non-punitive remediation process. Eligibility for the program includes
payment of a nonrefundable application fee of $1 ,000, and requires the following:
1) Ownership of site;
2) Operation of a facility on the site;
3) Be a prospective owner of the site; or
4) Be a prospective operator ofa facility at the site (74-4G-5(A) NMSA 1978).
In addition, a voluntary agreement that does not meet the additional criteria enumerated
under the provisions of the Act cannot be considered under the VRP program. Several of
these criteria are as follows:
A federal grant requires an enforcement action at the site;
The site has a state of federal permit that addresses a contaminant described in the
application, or a permit is pending;
An agreement between NMED and the USEP A department and the environmental
protection agency precludes the site from being addressed under this statute;
Rejection of the agreement by the department based on response(s) during the
required public comment period;
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VRPPROCESS

The applicant fails requisite criteria
regarding past compliance with
environmental laws (74-4-G-5 NMSA
1978).
Benefits of the VRP include certificate of
completion, covenant not to sue and the lender

liability agreements. After a certificate of
completion is conveyed (Figure 6-2), a covenant
not to sue may be issued, however, it does not
release liability for claims arising from federal,
state, and third parties unless specified under the
remediation agreement (20 NMAC §601). These
issues are further discussed in section 7.

Figure 6-2 General Remedial
Progressions under State of New
Mexico's VRP Program.

6.4.7

GREEN ZIA ENVIRONMENTAL EXCELLENCE PROGRAM

The Green Zia Environmental Excellence Program is a public recognition and
technical assistance program. It is a voluntary multi-year program designed to support
and assist all New Mexico businesses achieve environmental excellence 7 through
continuous environmental improvement. The program uses a prevention-based
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management system to examine all environmental media including air, water, waste, and
health and safety, through the following:
1) Identification of all the environmental health and safety concerns as well as the
costs associated with a waste generating process;
2) Utilization of prevention approaches to reduce or eliminate the waste and reduce
the associated costs (Green Zia Environmental Excellence Program, 2000).
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Figure 6-3. An Analysis of a Drycleaning Process used to Identify Environmental Issues in at
a Drycleaning Facility. The slide is part of a large slide presentation, which is available at
http://www.nmenv.state.nm.us/under Special Events and Programs.

6.5

CONCLUSION

The drycleaner industry in the State of New Mexico is similar to national industry
findings: the majority of the establishments are located near city thoroughfares
throughout the state; revenue and profit margins similar to national findings, although

7 Environmental Excellence is defmed in the program as going beyond compliance with environmental,
health, and safety regulations by establishing an environmental management system that incorporates
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they are slightly lower; groundwater resources have been impacted by releases of the
cleaning solvents to the environment; the industry continues to grow with increases in
resident populations; and many of the existing establishments have been operating for
many years.
As just mentioned, New Mexico has sustained groundwater degradation caused
by releases of drycleaning solvents to the environment. Since 1976, New Mexico has
recognized through the Water Quality Act that its water resources are critical to the
vitality of the state, as this arid state is reliant on groundwater as its drinking water
source. The unfortunate coincidence of having population centers located atop shallow
vulnerable aquifer tables in a large portion of the state makes contamination from
drycleaner solvents more critical and probable.
The state has developed standards and adopted programs to protect its water
resources. In addition, the state has adopted programs that help sustain its industries,
while safeguarding human health and the environment, such as GWAPA. Further,
programs targeted to encourage redevelopment efforts, such as the VRP, have recently
been developed. However, programs mirroring federal law, such as the state RCRA's
adoption of provisions for CESQG status, may, in the case of drycleaning facilities, lead
to contaminant releases that could otherwise have been prevented. The Green Zia
Environmental Excellence Program provides a means to help mediate this circumstance
by assisting in the development of best management and practices. Yet, it is a voluntary
program that requires significant commitment by participants.
Use ofRBCA and other innovative approaches at some contaminated sites help
focus remedial efforts in an efficient and effective manner. Similarly, SWAPP is helping

pollution prevention into core business practices.
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to identify, prioritize, and further protect the state's groundwater resources that are most
vulnerable to degradation by contaminate releases. Finally, the remedial activities
leading to case closures at over 1,000 UST sites makes GWAPA and the USTB valuable
resources from model from which future state programs may choose to look to for
program development guidance.
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7.0 MECHANISMS FOR GROUNDWATER REMEDIATION

Programs for the remediation of soil and groundwater caused by releases
of hazardous waste at drycleaning facilities vary among the states. For instance,
states may have specific drycleaner programs, such as the member states of
SCRD, or state programs may cover all generators of hazardous waste under one
general program, such as states with state superfund programs. Still, states like
New Mexico may rely on state regulatory enforcement mechanisms, such as
reporting contamination in excess of soil and groundwater standards, to initiate
remedial actives, in addition to participating as lead agencies in federal
government programs, such as RCRA and CERCLA.
As previously mentioned, discovery of contamination from CAB's from
drycleaner facilities has largely been a result of 1) UST investigations, 2)
environmental property sale transactions, and 3) reports of nearby impacts to
public or private supply wells. As with LUST sites throughout the United States
that were largely discovered in the late 1980s, having no specific programs for
remediation at the time, specific remedial programs for drycleaner facilities are
both relatively new and few in number. As it is anticipated that increasing
numbers of drycleaning facilities needing remediation will be discovered over
time, and, as many of these sites will be ranked as non-NPL sites where the
federal government will have a more limited role; the role of states initiating
remedial activities will, consequently, become more important.
This section identifies policy issues that have been found important in
considering the development of drycleaner initiatives. Secondly, it introduces
existing initiatives identified for this report and uses the findings of previous
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sections as a basis from which comments toward successes and failures of these
initiatives may be made.
7.1

POLICY ISSUES

The Environmental Law Institute (ELI) published survey results of
1

findings regarding state cleanup programs existing as of 1997. Several themes
are helpful when considering remedial programs. Table 7-1 enumerates many of
the findings and gives a brief description of ELI's findings.

Findings Regarding Policy Issues of State Programs
Identified from National Study

Funding

Existing staff / slight overall national decrease in state remedial
programs.
Aggregate total of $1.41 B in state superfund program reserves.

Public participation

Virtually in all state programs.

Enforcement tools

Varies by state / RCRA and CERCLA applicability dependant.

Staffmg

Retroactivity of programs
Liability
Natural resource damage

Varies by state. Many new state programs not retroactive.
Multiple parties, including operators, equipment manufactures, property
owners, chemical companies, and insurers.
Assed in some states, but not all.

Punitive damages

Assed to obstructive irresponsible actions by potentially responsible
parties.

Cleanup standards

Variable from USEPA drinking water standard to state groundwater
standards and to risk based corrective action limits.

Table 7-1

7.2

STATE SUPERFUND PROGRAMS

The majority of state superfund programs mirror the federal program.
Characteristics common to both include the following:
1) Procedures for emergency response action;
2) Remediation of risk to human health and the environment;

1 Survey includes all 50 states, in addition to the District of Columbia and the Conunonwealth of
Puerto Rico (ELI, 1999).
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3) Provisions for a cleanup fund or other financing mechanism to pay for
studies and remedial activities;
4) Enforcement authority to compel cleanup (RP) to conduct or pay for
studies and/or site remediation;
5) Staff to manage state-funded remediation and oversee RP-conducted
remediation; and
6) Procedures for public participation in decision making on site cleanup.
However, state programs without substantial state financial resource mechanism,
like New York's bond financing scheme, have difficultly generating revenue.
7.3

BROWNFIELDS

The Brownfields Economic Redevelopment Initiative (BERT) is designed
to remediate abandoned or underused former industrial land that is difficult to
redevelop because of existing or potential environmental contamination typically
classified as a Brownfields site. (Mank, ). The USEPA recognizes the primary
goal of these projects is the creation of sustainable projects that benefit
communities over the long-run and that do not result in the reversion ofthe
project-property to the brownfields' status in the future.
Brownfields Programs initially finance site investigation and remediation
projects with public funds and later attempt to recover the costs from responsible
parties. More than 600 cleanups are underway at brownfields sites, with a
majority occurring in Illinois, Minnesota, and Oregon (Breggin, McElfish, and
Pendergrass, 1999). Developers usually seek to redevelop Brownsfields
properties if the sites have only a small to moderate amount of contamination,
such as former industrial facilities, warehouses, gas stations, and drycleaners.
Most Brownfields are located in inner-city neighborhoods that once were the
centers of industry. Yet, state Brownfields cleanup statutes authorized to relaxed
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cleanup standards for redevelopment raise issues of protection of human health
and environmental quality, to surrounding communities, as presenting social
equity issues, and limited public support. The USEP A's Title VI regulations state:
/I

A recipient [of federal funds] shall not use criteria or methods of administering

its program which have the effect of SUbjecting individuals to discrimination
because of their race, color, [or] national origin."
EPA is also working to develop a Memorandum of Understanding (MOA)
(discussed at 7.6) with brownfields developers to create a su stainable
redevelopment process that addresses theses issues.

7.4

VOLUNTARY REMEDIATION

Voluntary remediation programs, like New Mexico's VRP, encourages
privately funded cleanup initiatives. Most states, apply the same cleanup
standards to voluntary cleanups as they apply to state lead or enforcement
cleanups. Most states encourage voluntary cleanups by offering some form of
legal closure as incentive to volunteers. At least forty states provide some form of
release from liability for future cleanup, but these releases vary widely in form
and substance.
Many parties that may wish to enter into these programs are ultimately
discouraged, as the liability provisions, such as covenant not to sue and no further

action letters) are oflimited protection.
7.5

STATE DRYCLEANER PROGRAMS

State Drycleaner programs exist in 18 states (Appendix D provides a matrix
of the mechanisms used in the programs, as reported by program administrators).
Similarities among the programs are numerous. Current state drycleaning
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programs provide for regulation of facilities in the following ways: 1) providing
for payment of certain costs of remediation of pollution from drydeaning
activities, 2) imposing certain taxes and fees, and 3) prohibiting certain acts and
providing penalties for violations.

7.5.1

ELIGIBILITY AND FEES

All states report requiring registration with annual registration fee, as a
requirement of conducting a drycleaning business within the states. In addition,
fees are generated from fees for each gallon of solvent purchased, and a gross
receipts tax. Most states require that a minimum of $1 million dollars be
generated by the fund. Most state funds were less than originally projected, due
to overestimating the potential revenue raised by fees on solvents.
A problem with fees generated from solvent fees is that in some states
there is a difficulty with collections. Others states (especially border states) report
that purchase in other states to avoid paying the fees reduces the size of the fund.
These and other complications may interfere with state programs (i.e., minimum
fund balances, limits on cleanup funds, or the ability to successful sunset
programs.
Most states do not require property owners or potential buyers that will
use the facilities as other businesses, to pay into the fund, although these parties
are covered under many ofliability protection provisions. However, in Wisconsin
(reimbursement program), eligibility for a closed facility requires that a 3D-year
license fee and 3D-year solvent fee be paid for by the property owner or lessor to
be used as deductibles for any funds issued under the program.
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REQUIREMENTS UNDER THE FUND

Full regulatory compliance is mandated as part of the state programs.
Violations in regulations, past or present is justification for denying participation
in the programs. Pollution prevention is integral and the most important
cornerstone to any successful and sustainable state program.

7.5.3

LIABILITY PROTECTION

Several instruments are used to convey liability protection. Florida issues
a letter of no further remediation. Another conveyance form is the "site
rehabilitation letter." All state attempt to shield program participants from legal
actions by third parties, state regulatory programs that would otherwise be
applicable, and the natural resource trustees. However, no state assumes to
extend protection from the federal government.

7.5.4

REMEDIAL ACTIONS

Some remedial actions are state directed, while some are privately
overseen by independent contractors. Both must perform necessary corrective
actions to achieve either regulatory status of no further action.

7.6

HALOGENATED SOLVENTS INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION

The Halogenated Solvents Industry Alliance as presented by the Dow
Chemical Company is very similar to the state programs.

7.7

CERCLA "SUPER SETTLEMENTS"

In the Town of Well, in the state of Maine, a new remedial mechanism is
being piloted. Four-hundred PRPs responsible at one site contaminated with
hazardous waste are negotiating with one environmental cleanup entity that will
assume all future liability for the site in exchange for a fixed permanent cash-out
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amount (Lawlor, 1999). The USEPA will issue a MOA which effective releases
the parties from future liability. The federal government always retains a reopener, however lending institutions and other parties see the MOA as the best
possible mechanism for liability release.
As the USEP A, the State of Maine, and all PRPs are involved in the
negotiations, which will likely be submitted to the district court for settlement, the
case issues leaves little room for future litigation or liability.
Such an agreement requires the new RP to be backed by a major insurance
company willing to provide it with an ironclad policy with a cost-cap.

7.8

LEGAL ACTIONS

Pilgrim Enterprises sued chemical and equipment manufactures for
remedial costs associated with 17 drycleaner facilities in Texas. The case was
settled out of court. Many familiar with the action say that the holding of the
court may signal an emerging national trend. similar to arguments made in the
tobacco cases.
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8.0 ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The preceding sections focus on the foundations of the current problem of
environmental degradation of New Mexico's groundwater resources. The facts
and findings form the basis for the analysis, and options and recommendations
presented in this section.

8.1

ANALYSIS
Given historic waste disposal practices and the physical and chemical

properties of CARs, what has been released into the environment from
drycleaning facilities will persist and pose a significant risk to groundwater
resources. Overtime, as the state is expected to continue to grow in population
numbers, recharge mechanisms will increase, which may cause the migration of
the contaminates that are currently in the residual state.
The problem of the existing unmitigated damage to New Mexico's
groundwater resources caused by releases of drycleaning solvents may be
classified as a market failure, as New Mexico's drycleaning industry is not
financially or technically capable of resolving the problem, and the private sector
is largely, if not completely, unwilling to assume the potential liability associated
with this industry. Further, as the contaminates have entered the public domain
(groundwater) the problem may be also be classified as an environmental
externality. 1

1 "An externality is any impact on a third party's welfare that is brought about by the action of an
individual and is neither compensated nor appropriated" (pearce, David W. and Warford, Jeremy
1,2000).
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Environmental externalities, such as groundwater pollution, are largely
thought to be a compelling and justifiable reason for government intervention. As
there is no doubt that drycleaner owners and operators are responsible for
mitigating the existing problem, this issue will not be further addressed.
However, legal analysis, based on a review of national statutory and case law, and
legal scholar reviews, finds that parties other than the drycleaning industry are
also responsible.
Chemical and equipment manufactures necessarily have the most
information about the products they produce and market, therefore, they have the
greatest potential to understand the risks associated with their products. Anything
less than full containment of the solvents and complete exchange of information
to the consumers regarding the risk should necessary cause a degree of liability to
be retained by the manufactures. Other PRPs, such as property owners, lending
institutions, and developers assuming the risks associated with cleanups of
recalcitrant, DNAPL compounds, should be liable, for causing migration of the
contaminates if, they are not remediated.
The intent of CERCLA is to cleanup sites where hazardous waste
threatens human health and the environment. Many market transactions cannot be
facilitated in the open market, as parties, such as lending institutions, insurance
companies, developers, business entrepreneurs, and real estate investors are wary
of invoking CERCLA liability at active and inactive drycleaning facilities. For
transactions that do occur, the parties involved should be willing and able to
mitigate existing problems, as the intent of CERCLA is to hold all parties liable
who assume management of these sites.
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SECTION 8

ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

New Mexico policy makers have experienced a scenario similar to the
drycleaning issue, with the LUST sites in the late 1980s, as 1) the problem was
presented under similar circumstances, where the extent of environmental impact
was suspected to be great, yet it was unknown; 2) the facility owners and
operators were, for all intents and purposes, insolvent; 3) the private sector was
unable to remedy the problem; and 4) the problem threatened human health and
the environment.
To a more positive conclusion, there is no reason to expect that
contamination at drycleaner facilities will be an ongoing problem for several
reasons:
There is a significant decrease in quantity ofPCE, which helps reduce the
chance of accidents,
N ewer equipment is better designed to contain the solvent,
Technical assistance programs that promote best management and best
practices, while offering amnesty for compliance, are available.
8.2

RECOMMENDATIONS

Many policy makers agree that market failures justify government
intervention. The question is, "To what degree should government be involved?"
Financial liability for contamination from past releases at drycleaning facilities is
under the jurisdiction of CERCLA law, which necessitates a continued federal
presence in the sites. Therefore, in part, the question is answered by the stated
intent of the USEP A to promote a more active role in state participation, and
encourage negotiated agreements/settlements.
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SECTION 8

8.1.1

ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A STATE DRYCLEANER INITIATIVE (OPTION 1)
State drycleaner initiatives are a step in the right direction for

environmental cleanup of drycleaning sites. However, limited liability coverage,
exclusion of other potentially liable parties, and windfall profits going to those
parties potentially responsible but who do not pay into the funds requires a closer
look into the merits of the programs. Table 8-1 show that it would be difficult to
achieve the goal of $1 million as other states require. It may be that a priority
system where few sites are targeted for cleanup may help to
I
\

Potential Fund Generation by New Mexico's Drycleaner Industry
Amount Assessed $

New Mexico

Total

2-3%-

Unknown

Unknown

Perc Fee I gal

3.00

13,000 gal10ns/yr

13,000

Annual Registration Fee

100

130 facilities

39,000

Funding Mechanism
Gross Receipts Tax

Remediation Fee*

~~

limited

52,000/yr

i *One-time Assessment

8.1.2

GWAPA MODEL (OPTION 2)
The GWP A program is an excellent model program to help define the

issues associated with the dry cleaner issues, as well as providing mechanisms for
program development. Do to the limited size of the drycleaner industry, a piggyback program for additional fund generation to a program similar to GWP A may
be a viable option and is worth further examination.
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SECTION 8

8.1.3

ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

SUPER AGREEMENT/SETTLEMENT (OPTION 3)
The Town of Wells "Super Settlement" has merits for a drycleaner

program. First, it brings all PRPs together and settles the liability issue. Secondly,
it allows lending institutions and insurance companies to assess the financial
viability of a single party for helping to secure funding for the project. Third, it
allow for private sector market mechanism, such as competitive bidding,
The USEP A, under its 1995 Guidance, intends states to be settling parties
concerning prospective purchaser agreements (Lifsey, 2000). Coupled with state
oversight of remedial actions in keeping with CERCLA law, a variation of a super
settlement/negotiation is highly worthy of further investigation.

8.3

ALL OPTIONS (PRIMARY CONSIDERATIONS)

Once a policy action is identified, the inherent difficulties in treating
recalcitrant compounds, such as drycleaner solvents, and the overriding goal to
attain compliance with CERCLA law, requires significant technical expertise and
knowledge of CERCLA processes. State administration and oversight of these is
important, as the resources for drycleaner remediation is significantly limited.
Other issues to be considered include the following:
Eliminate risk of continued releases;
Reduce litigation! encourage negotiation by all vested parties;
Induce market efficiency.
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APPENDIX A
GROUNDWATER & DRINKING WATER STANDARDS
FOR DRYCLEANER SOLVENTS AND THEIR BREAKDOWN PRODUCTS
NEW MEXICO EPA EPA EPA
(groundwater) MCL MCLG HA
PARAMETER
(ppm)

I(ppm) I(ppm) (ppm)

CHLOROE1HANE (VINYL CHLORIDE)

0.001

0.002

Zero

1,1-DICHLOROETHENE

0.005

0.007

0.007

tox
tox

0.07

0.07

1RANS-l,2-DlCHLOROETIlENE

0.1

0.1

TRICHLOROETIlENE (TCE)

0.1

0.005

0.02

0.005

Zero
Zero

0.000

Zero
Zero

Ethenes (Ethyienes)

cIs-I,2-DICHLOROETIIENE

TETRACHLOROETHENE (PERCHLOROETHYLENE,

PCE)

1,1,2,2-TETRACHLOROETIIANE

0.01

,2-DlBROMOETHANE (ETHYLENE DlBROMIDE,

EDB)

1,I-DICHLOROETHANE

0.0001
0.025

1,2-DlCHLOROETHANE (ETHYLENE DICHLORIDE,

EDC)

0.01

0.005

1, 1,1-TRlCHLOROETHANE (TCA)

0.06

0.2

0.2

1,1,2-TRICHLOROETHANE

0.01

0.005

0.003

1,1, 1,2-TETRACHLOROETHANE

0.07

1,1,2,2-TETRACHLOROETIIANE

0.01

HEXACHLOROETHANE

tox
Aromatic Hydrocarbons

IACENAPTHENE

tox

iANTHRACENE

rHRYSENE

0.0002

!olBENZ(A)ANTHRACENE

0.0003

Zero
Zero
Zero
Zero
Zero
Zero

0.0004

Zero

0.0001

IBENZ( A)ANTHRACENE
IBENZo(A)PYRENE

0.0007

0.0002

tox

0.0002

0.0002

IBENZO(B)FLUORANTHENE
fBENZO(K)FLUORANTIlENE

iDIPHENYLHYDRAZlNE
!FLuORANTHENE
iFLUORENE

tox
tox
tox

!IJ'IDENO( 1 ,2,3-c,D)PYRENE

tox

NAPHTHALENE
NAPHTHALENES

****

PHENANTIIRENE
POL YCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS (PCBs)

tox
0.001

PCBs AS DECACHLOROBIPHENYL
PYRENE

0.3

0.03

0.0005

Zero

tox

Table 2-7 (http://www.nmenv).
HA Health Advisory
MCL Maximum Contaminant Level
MCLG Maximum Contaminant Level Goal
mg/L milligrams per liter
tox a numerical standard has not been established, but the contaminant is listed in a narrative standard of "toxic pollutant"
defmed in WQCC regulations
u.s. EPA United States Environmental Protection Agency
WQCC New Mexico Water Quality Control Commission
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REMEDIATION TECHNOLOGIES SCREENING MATRIX AND REFERENCE
GUIDE
FEDERAL REMEDIATION TECHNOLOGIES ROUNDTABLE

< http://www.frtr.gov>

DEFINITION OF LEGENDS USED IN THE TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES SCREENING MATRIX
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I
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I
Itreatment train.

I
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DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS USED IN THE TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES SCREENING MATRIX
Factors and Definitions

Worse

Average

L::,.

0

~~~~;e~i~i~e:~:~s-th:;~=- [~::;~r~;n 2:
deSign, construct, and maintain
the
I technology.

~
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•
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•
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System Reliability
/Maintainability
IThe degree of system reliability
land level of maintenance
required when using the
IItechnology.

Better

I

I

I ,

-- -" ,-"-----"""---"-""""-"----"---- i"-"--"----"""""------"-"I

[LoW reliability and Average reliability
[high maintenance land average
;maintenance
I
,I
i
I
i
I
I'

IHigh reliability and ,Not applicable
Ilow maintenance
I
I

I

I,

I
i
I
I
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Cleanup Time
Time required to clean up a
"s~d7d" s~~ u~~ngt~e dOl.
~ec no ogy. e stan ar sIte

IMore than 3 years
1-3 years
ILess than I year
IContaminant
Ifor in situ soil
i
I
Ispecific
r_More-tl;~]"Ye~--lo.5::JYe~------ [Less than 0.5 ye;-ICont~J;;ant--\for ex situ soil
I
I
Ispecific

and I million gallons
(3,785,000 liters) for ground

for water
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operations and maintenance
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assumed that pumping costs
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DEFINITION OF MATRIX TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES

In Situ Biological Treatment
.--.--.--.. --. i()~yg~~i~d~livered to contaminated~~~;;tu~~t~d~~il;by-i~rced air
Imovement (either extraction or injection of air) to increase oxygen
iconcentrations and stimulate biodegradation.

BiQventing
-

----,--,--'"--'"---,.----~'--,----,,"--

..

-~~,

..

-~-.---.

Enhanced Biodegradation

"._",

iThe activity of naturally occurring microbes is stimulated by circulating
[water-based solutions through contaminated soils to enhance in situ
(biological degradation of organic contaminants. Nutrients, oxygen, or other
!amendments may be used to enhance biodegradation and contaminant
!desorption from subsurface materials.

L~df~i~g------ ----------- -IContaminated soils are periodically tu~~d over or tilled into the soil to

iaerate the waste.
. iN~~r~1 subsurface processes - such as dilution, volatilizatio~,
.lbiodegradation, adsorption, and chemical reactions with subsurface
!materials - are allowed to reduce contaminant concentrations to acceptable
jlevels.

Natural Attenuation

jPhytoremedi~ti~n is a set of processes that use plants to clean

Phytoremediation

jcontamination in soil, ground water, surface water, sediment, and air.

In Situ Physical/Cbemical Treatment
Electrokinetic Separation

iThe Electrokinetic Remediation (ER) process removes metals and organic
contaminants from low permeability soil, mud, sludge, and marine
Idredging. ER uses electrochemical and electrokinetic processes to desorb,
:and then remove, metals and polar organics. luis in situ soil processing
:technology is primarily a separation and removal technique for extracting
,contaminants from soils.

Fracturing

lPressurized air is injected beneath the surface to develop cracks in low
ipermeability and over-consolidated sediments, opening new passageways
ithat increase the effectiveness of many in situ processes and enhance
;extraction efficiencies.

Soil Flushing

iWater, or water containing an additive to enhance contaminant solubility, is
iapplied to the soil or injected into the ground water to raise the water table
[into the contaminated soil zone. Contaminants are leached into the ground
!water, which is then extracted and treated.

-------.-----------.---- -------- r---··----·-----· -----------.----.----.-- -----.- --.-- -..-.------.-.--.------.--- --

Soil Vapor Extraction

:Vacuum is applied through extraction wells to create a
!pressure!concentration gradient that induces gas-phase volatiles to diffuse
[through soil to extraction wells. lue process includes a system for handling
loff-gases. This technology also is known as in situ soil venting, in situ
!volatilization, enhanced volatilization, or soil vacuum extraction.

S~lidifi~~t~St;;hlli~~ti~-------- !C~~t~-i~~t~··~~phYsi~;;JlYb~~~d-~~·~~~I~~~d;ithi~--;;·~t;biii~~d-~~--;-·-·-····-

[(solidification), or chemical reactions are induced between the stabilizing
!agent and contaminants to reduce their mobility (stabilization).

In Situ Tbermal Treatment
-s~;i-v;p~~-E;ct~ti~~.Th~-;;;~liY iSt~~~t~i~-i~j~ctio~--;;~~I~~tr~~;;~ctkifib~~ optlclradio-----·-------------

.Enhanced

Ifrequency/electrical conduction heating is used to increase the mobility of
ivolatiIes and facilitate extraction. The process includes a system for
!handling off-gases.
: Technoloov

Soil, Sediment, and Slud

:
'C

Tcchnolooies,

'
,

Oeseri ltion

,

,

,

Ex Situ Biological Treatment
Biopil~;------------------- fE~~~~~t~-~~I~-;~~~d~ith;~ii~~~d~~~t;-~d-pl-~~~d-i~--·---.-------

labovelffound enclosures. Processes include nreoared treatment beds..

7

------------- ;biotreatment cells, soil plIes, ;d-~~~postl~g:
..... ------.--- iC~ntaminated soils are excavated ~lT;d-~i~~d-~ith-b~lki-;;i~ie~t~-~d-----
[organic amendments such as wood chips, animal and vegetative wastes,
iwhich are added to enhance the porosity and organic content of the mixture
ito be decomposed.

Composting

- (Genetically engineered organisms refer to microorganisms that have
iundergone external processes by which its basic set of genes has been
(altered.
-- .!Contaminated soils are applied onto the soil surface and periodically turned
lover or tilled into the soil to aerate the waste .

Genetically Engineered
Organisms

-

Landfarming
.

-'~-----

-------'--.-..

-.--~.-,.---'"---,."

.." ..------.---.

----~---------.--.--

Slurry Phase Biological Treatment

r '''-'.

-_.- -'-.• --- -

~-

- ,-.-.------... '---, -, -._- -- -----'" - , .. -._,-" -.,,-""'-.-.. ---.

~-""

'--'-"-".~'----'-'-'--

--------.-.-.,---.-~-.---

IAn aqueous slurry is created by combining soil or sludge with water and

f--~

lother additives. The slurry is mixed to keep solids suspended and
Imicroorganisms in contact with the soil contaminants. Upon completion of
Ithe process, the slurry is dewatered and the treated soil is disposed of
-------.----,.~,------,--~------.--- ---~-------.-----.--

Ex Situ Physical/Chemical Treatment

rw

Che;i~~IE-;;tr;~ti~~---·--------

~te contaminated soil and ~~t~~~t;t-;~~i~~dh;-~-~~t~;ct~~:-------jdissolving the contaminants. The extracted solution is then placed in a
iseparator, where the contaminants and extractant are separated for
!treatment and further use.

Chemical Reduction/Oxidation

iReduction/oxidation chemically converts hazardous contaminants to non!hazardous or less toxic compounds that are more stable, less mobile, and/or
i,inert. The oxidizing agents most commonly used are ozone, hydrogen
!peroxide, hypochlorites, chlorine, and chlorine dioxide .
. 'R~ag~nts are added to soils contaminated with halogenated org~ics. The
idehalogenation process is achieved by either the replacement ofthe
ihalogen molecules or the decomposition and partial volatilization of the
:contaminants.

Dehalogenation

Separation

s~ii-W;;hi~g-----

I '
~

-------.--

_u

iSeparation techniques concentrate contaminated solids through physical
land chemical means. These processes seek to detach contaminants from
\their medium (I.e., the soil, sand, and/or binding material that contains
!them).
!Co~t~i~lIllts sorbed onto fi~~~~iiparti~i~;-~~;ep;;t~dfr~~b~ik;~i(~ian aqueous-based system on the basis of particle size. The wash water may
ibe augmented with a basic leaching agent, surfactant, pH adjustment, or
!chelating agent to help remove organics and heavy metals .

.--------------.-------.-------------- r----

u._. - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - . - .. --- .. - ..•- -- -. ----- .-----.---------.---.--. - - - - - . - - - - - - ..- -

rA vacuum is applied to a network of aboveground piping to encourage
Ivolatilization of organics from the excavated media. The process includes a
jsystem for handling off-gases.

Soil Vapor Extraction

-------.-------------.- r-··-- .---------.. -.-.- ..-- .--..... -.-----... ----.-.---------------.--------.. -----...... --.-----.-

Solar Detoxification

iSolar detoxification is a process that destroys contaminants by using the
!ultraviolet energy in sunlight.

·s~lidifkatio~Stabi-l-iz~ti~;------- rc~~t~i;;;ts~-p-hy~T~~llyb~~~d~~~~~~~ed-;ithi~~;t~biiT~d-~;;-.[(solidification), or chemical reactions are induced between the stabilizing
iagent and contaminants to reduce their mobility (stabilization).
Technolo v

Descri ltion

Soil, Sediment, and SllId e Technolooies

3.6 Ex Situ Thermal Treatment

;"';:

----- r

Hot Gas Decontamination

~,

_

---~.-------

..----..

-"---.-~-----.-.-.------,- --,,----.------.-.-~.--,-.-.,-----.--

.. ----.--.-----..

--'-.--.---"'~------

iThe process involves raising the temperature of the contaminated
iequipment or material for a specified period of time. The gas effluent from
[the material is treated in an afterburner system to destroy all volatilized
Icontaminants.

fu~i~~;;rti~----------------·------- ]}iigb·t~~pe~;hI~e~~-871=i~2040C-(i,600~i2oo0F~-~;~~s~dtt;·c~~~;t~

!the presence of oxygen) organic constituents in hazardous wastes.
- - - - -.. ---.----'-----<---~--.--,-~,---.-

I~- ------.~---~ -.-----,----- -- ~,,--,.-- ..-----.---"'.-.. ~-.>-~.-.--- e, " - - - - , •• - - . - , - - - •• - - -. . --.-----~--- - - -.. -~.-,-----.--.-,--- •• - " ' - - - , - - - - - - - -

Pyrolysis

IChemical decomnosition is induced in OT!!anic materials bv heat in the
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'" ~ 'Iechnolo y

'"

:'

,absence of oxygen, Organic materials are transformed into gaseous
[components and a solid residue (coke) containing fixed carbon and ash.
Thermal Desorption

Containment

lWastes are heated to volatilize water and organic contaminants. A carrier
(gas or vacuum system transports volatilized water and organics to the gas
ltreatment system.

. .

.

L~dfi~iic~J?-~'~~ ~~- -~ --~~"-~.~-.~ IL~dfiil'~~p~-;~'~~~d' i~r~~~~in~t~~~~~~-~~~tr~i.~-<-~~"--~---·~-~--

W~t~~-H~~;ti~gV~g~Utti~~~--"- !Water harvesting ~egetative cover is ;iand cover that, through engineered
Cover

ivegetative design, enhances evaporation, plant transpiration, and moisture
(removal from the soil.

Other Treatment Technologies

E~~~~~ti~~:i~t;i~~;~C~dOff-S<it~ !Contaminated material is removed aJl-dtr~~p~'rt~di~ permitted'~ff~~ite-Disposal
.

!treatment and disposal facilities. Pretreatment may be required.
fechnoloov

, Descri )tion

,

,

Ground Water, Surface Water, and Leachate Technolo ies

In Situ Biological Treatment
C;;:;~·;~t;b~li'ZT~~;t~~t·~-<---- ~njection~f;dil~~t~<;~I~ti~n of iiq~ids-~di~;g;-e-;~(Zg::t~I~~~~:-~~ih;;~
[or oxygen) into the contaminated ground water zone to enhance the rate of
imethanotrophic biological degradation of organic contaminants.

lThe rate of biodegradation of organic contal~:i~;;t~by ~~i~r~bes is
ienhanced by increasing the concentration of electron acceptors in ground
;water. Oxygen is the main electron acceptor for aerobic biodegradation.
!Nitrate can serve as an alternative electron acceptor under anaerobic
iconditions.

Enhanced Biodegradation

Natural Attenuation

iNatural subsurface processes-such as dilution, volatilization,
jbiodegradation, adsorption, and chemical reactions with subsurface
imaterials-are allowed to reduce contaminant concentrations to acceptable
'levels.

Phytoremediation of Organics

!Phytoremediation is a set of processes that uses plants to clean
\contamination, particularly organic substances, in ground water and surface
[water.

In Situ Physical/Chemical Treatment
------~.-.~.-. ---~.-.~--~-~--~<

..

-~----~.

Aeration

[. -.....
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-.~.~.-.~ .--~
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iAeration is the process by which the area of contact between water and air
lis increased, either by natural methods or by mechanical devices.
--.-----~ IAi;i~·i~Te~t~d-i~t;·;~tt;r~t~d~;trices t~~e~~~~~~;~t;ti~aJlt;'tb;~~gh

Air Sparging

!volatilization.
'lli~~~mi~g-~--------'-----'---- iBi-;;~l~q;~g~~~~bi~~~th~~~~~~~~di~I-~ppro~h~~~~f~bi~~~~ti~g~d-'---

!vacuum-enhanced free-product recovery. Bioventing stimulates the aerobic
\bioremediation of hydrocarbon-contaminated soils. Vacuum-enhanced freeiproduct recovery extracts LNAPLs from the capillary fringe and the water
itable.
Di~ti~~~l-Well~--~-~---'--- rDrilli~gt;~~iq~~~-;~-~~~d t~p;;itio~~~il;-h~ri~~~Wiy~~~~t;;'~gi~,t~~
~-----'-~--"-'-'-----.-

..

Ireach contaminants not accessible by direct vertical drilling.
--~-~-'------'-~-.

Dual Phase Extraction

,'---- ----

iA high vacuum system is applied to simultaneously remove various

icombinations of contaminated ground water, separate-phase petroleum
!product, and hydrocarbon vapor from the subsurface.

----~--.-".-----.,--.-"'~--.---".----.'

-._. _._---,<--_. ,"_.--- --- ". ----.,,----,..

FluidNapor Extraction
-.- ..

-'~---~-----.-.----~----

Hot Water or Steam
Flushing/Stripping

....

~-----.

--.-.--'---~------,,--.-

.. ---- -"-

iA high vacuum system is applied to simultaneously remove liquid and gas
ifrom low permeability or heterogeneous formations.
....
..
..- .-.. ..
..- ..
..-.----.--.-.. --..
is forced into an aquifer through injection wells to vaporize volatile
semivolatile contaminants. Vaporized components rise to the
iurlsaltur:ated zone where they are removed by vacuum extraction and then
,~-~-~

~-

-~~.''''''''~-~~ '-'-'~'-~~~--'---~'

~--

~.-~~-.--~-~

~~-~~-.-

--~-~---~

'

~-

9

-- -.--~",------~'-- ---_.

Technolo

--- .. ---.--- ...~-""-----" ..-----'{
,

f;~

"," .'_ ,,':

Hyd;~fr~~tt;ri~i---

---. --- .' rlnjection of pressurized water through ~eiis ~;~~ks low pe~;~~bi-l;tY and

~-.

i::

lover-consolidated sediments. Cracks are filled with porous media that serve
las avenues for bioremediation or to improve pumping efficiency.

I,;;
rt~

In-Well Ai~striru;i~g------- !Air is injected i~to ~ double screened well, lifti~g the-~~t~~ in th~~~ll and
iforcing it out the upper screen. Simultaneously, additional water is drawn in
Ithe lower screen. Once in the well, some of the VOCs in the contaminated
[ground water are transferred from the dissolved phase to the vapor phase by
lair bubbles. The contaminated air rises in the well to the water surface
lwhere vapors are drawn off and treated by a soil vapor extraction system.
~-'-"--~---"-'--"'--'---~-'--.~-

-.------~---.---,-
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t

PassivelReactive Treatment Walls [These barriers allow the passage of water while prohibiting the movement
lof contaminants by employing such agents as chelators (ligands selected for
[their specificity for a given metal), sorbents, microbes, and others.
----.-.---------.----.-.----------- - .. - -------------------- Ii- -. ---.---- -.--------.-----
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Crouod Water, Surface Water, and Leachate Technolo ies , '

-

•

Oescri tion
,

.

,

_"

Ex Situ Biological Treatment
Bi<;;-;ct~~~----··----------------IC~~taminants in extr~~t~dwo~~d--;;rt~r are put int;;-;;~~~~t~ith--

!microorganisms in attached or suspended growth biological reactors. In
!suspended systems, such as activated sludge, contaminated ground water is
!circulated in an aeration basin, In attached systems, such as rotating
ibiological contractors and trickling filters, microorganisms are established
Ion an inert support matrix,
Constructed Wetlands

IThe constructed wetlands-based treatment technology uses natural
Igeochemical and biological processes inherent in an artificial wetland
iecosystem to accumulate and remove metals and other contaminants from
iinfluent waters.

Ex Situ Physical/Chemical Treatment
Adsorption! Absorption

lIn liquid adsorption, solutes concentrate at the surface of a sorbent, thereby
;reducing their concentration in the bulk liquid phase.

Air Stripping

:Volatile organics are partitioned from ground water by increasing the
:surface area of the contaminated water exposed to air. Aeration methods
!include packed towers, diffused aeration, tray aeration, and spray aeration.
-~,,----.-.--.-~-.~-

..

-~

,,--

Granulated Activated Carbon
(GACllLiguid Phase Carbon
Adsorption

iGround water is pumped through a series of canisters or columns
!containing activated carbon to which dissolved organic contaminants
iadsorb. Periodic replacement or regeneration of saturated carbon is
[required.

Ion Exchange

lIon exchange removes ions from the aqueous phase by exchange with
linnocuous ions on the exchange medium.

p~pittti~~--"------------·---IThl;-p~~~~t;~~i~~;di~~~J;~d--;;~~t;uinant~-j;;t~ ani~~~I~bl~·~~lid~--

CoagulationIFlocculation

[facilitating the contaminant's subsequent removal from the liquid phase by
isedimentation or filtration. The process usually uses pH adjustment,
laddition of a chemical precipitant, and flocculation.

Separation

iSeparation techniques concentrate contaminated waste water through
!physical and chemical means.

.

·SP~~I~;~i;ti~--· -----~

. --- iW~~~~t~;i~·d-i~b;t~d·~~~~·th~t~. ~ffu~fiit~~-b~d tm:~~gh~hi~h-'-'-----Iwastewater is trickled, The organic contaminants in wastewater are
idegraded by the microorganisms attached to the filter medium.

---~--

....

-~-.-----.---

- -------.--- 1-------· -------------,,--- ------ ... -.-- .. -.---..-.--.. ---,,---------------..---- ----------.. ------" -,,--.

Ultraviolet Oxidation

[Ultraviolet (UV) radiation, ozone, and/or hydrogen peroxide are used to
[destroy organic contaminants as water flows into a treatment tank. An
iozone destruction unit is used to treat off-gases from the treatment tank.

Containment
Ground Water Pumping

water pumping is a component of many pump-and-Treat processes,
are some ofthe most commonly used ground water remediation
itec;llillO\()~lleS at contaminated sites.
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IThese subsurface barriers consist of vertically excavated trenches filled
!with slurry. The slurry, usually a mixture of bentonite and water,
ihydraulically shores the trench to prevent collapse and retards ground water

Sluny Walls

Iflow.
Ikscri Jtioll

Technolo \
Air Emissions/Off-Gas Treatment Tel'hnoh)<1ies

'

'Z

",'

,

'

"

Air Emissions/Off-Gas Treatment
Biofiltration

"'--,-~-- rV~p~r-p~~-~~g~i~~~~~i;;~t~-;~p~;p~dt~~~gh;-;~'ilb~d-;d~~~b--

ito the soil surface where they are degraded by microorganisms in the soil.
'High&e~gy'C;;~~;-----'--------ITh~-HEC'p~~c~~~··~'~~-;'high:~~t~g~~l~~tri~itYt~d~~~yVOC~~t-r~~~'-'

Itemperature.
"---.---.-------~'.----"--.---.---.'''--- ~----.----~-"--

Membrane Separation

..

--"--'--~---..'-'-.-'---'------'-'---~---.-------"_

,_ ....

..

--,

... _,,.

IThis organic vapor/air separation technology involves the preferential
Itransport of organic vapors through a nonporous gas separation membrane
i(a diffusion process analogous to putting hot oil on a piece of waxed
ipaper).

'O~dati~~-------"---'----------' ro-;:g~k'~~t~i~~t;;~d~~t~~)'~d'i~~hiih te~per~~~~iOOO;;C(i:832--

1°F) combustor. Trace organics in contaminated air streams are destroyed at
\lower temperatures, 450°C (842 OF), than conventional combustion by
jpassing the mixture through a catalyst.
'V;p~~Ph~;~"C;;b~~'Ad·~~mti'~~-"·· rOff-g~~~-;~p~~p~dtb;~~gh~;~~i~~'~f~~i'~~;~~~~~i~~~~~;;U;i~i~g' .
iactivated carbon to which organic contaminants adsorb. Periodic
ireplacement or regeneration of saturated carbon is required,
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APPENDIXC
New Mexico Case Study Data

New Mexico Groundwater Remediation Sites (Drycleaner Related)
Groundwater
Concentration(s)
(ppb)

Location

Fruit Avenue
Plume,
Albuquerque
Steamatic,
Albuquerque

Villa Trailer Park,
Farmington
Dart Cleaners,
Albuquerque
Park Avenue,
Albuquerque

One-Hr.
Martinizing,
Santa Fe

Contaminant
Area (estimated
or known to date)

5-800

58 acres

$1,600,000

$2M-2.5M

86

50-250

1.5 acres

$173,000

N/A

Above standards
isoil gas survey)

400-450

60-80 ft diameter
(soil plume)

N/A

$10,000

40-155

7 acres

N/A

$200-$60,000

14.27

21

N/A

$5,000

$200,000

Above standards
(soil gas survey)

130-160

N/A

N/A

$80,000

70

N/A

$5,000

N/A

250-300

N/A

$3,000

N/A

28,000 source area,
300 (200 ft
down gradient,
60 (100 ft
downgradient)

North Railroad
Avenue Plume,
Espanola

South Roswell

Depth to
Groundwater
ft bgs

I

5,000

Above standards
(soil gas survey)
Above standards
(soil gas survey &
groundwater
concentrations
unknown)

Total Cost (estimatedl
A Cost or, if cost not available, highest reported estimated cost.
b Total Cost is sum ofthe cost or, if total not available, highest reported estimated cost.
N/A Not Available

Current
Costs"
(estimated)

Total Costs b
(estima ted)

$3,036,000

North Railroad Avenue Plume: Superfund site located in Espanola, New Mexico,

within the exterior boundary of the Santa Clara Indian Reservation. The site consists of a
plume thought caused by a drycleaning facility where PCE contaminated the
groundwater. The plume extends approximately 58 acres. Contaminant concentrations
range The shallower part ofthe plume ranges from 5 to 40 feet deep, while the deeper
part extends to a depth of about 300 feet. Most private supply wells in the Espanola and
Guachupangue areas tap water at these depths. The shallow plume is about % of a mile
long, while the deeper plume is roughly 800 feet by 800 feet. The contamination was
discovered during routine municipal well testing (figure 6-1).
Fruit Avenue Plume: Superfund site located in Albuquerque, New Mexico. The site

consists of a plume thought caused by a drycleaner facility where PCE has contaminated
the groundwater. Contamination likely occurred during the 1950s-1970s, and has spread
eastward and deeper (500 ft) into a drinking water aquifer. The contamination was
discovered during routine industrial well testing (figure 6-2).
Steamatic: An Assessment and Abatement case (case abated) located in Albuquerque.

The site consisted of PCE contamination caused by discharges from a coin-operated PCE
machine to a concrete sump located outside the drycleaning facility. SVE was used to
treat the site. The contamination was discovered during a site assessment related to a
property sale transaction.
South Roswell: Case status pending. The site consists of PCE contamination, possibly

from a drycleaner facility located in the Highland Center area in the City of Roswell.
The contamination was discovered during routine monitoring of a known UST release
located near the drycleaning facility.
Villa Trailer Park: Assessment and Abatement case located on East 20th Street in

Farmington. A drycleaner facility is identified as the release facility, which is built on a
former floodplain consisting of fine to medium grained sand, silty/sand, clay, and
interbedded gravels. The presence of breakdown products of PCE suggests that natural
attenuation, to a degree, is occurring at the site.

Dart Cleaners: Assessment and Abatement case located on Zuni Street in Albuquerque.
Releases of PCE are thought to be from storage and disposal practices at the facility.
Excavation of soil surrounding the facility was performed, while monitoring of the area
remains subject to regulatory compliance. The contamination was discovered during
property transactions at a strip mall located near the facility.

Part Avenue: Voluntary Remediation Program case located at a drycleaning facility on
Park Avenue in Albuquerque. Soil and groundwater investigations are in progress to
delineation contaminate concentrations and the contaminate zone. The contamination
was discovered during a site assessment related to a property sale transaction.

One Hour Martinizing: Site assignment is pending on contamination found at a
drycleaner establishment on St. Francis Drive in Santa Fe. It is reported that a historic
release(s) ofPCE occurred at the facility. Soil and groundwater sampling is in progress.
The contamination was discovered during monitoring of a known UST release located
near the drycleaning facility.
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APPENDIXD
State Coalition for the Remediation of Drycleaners
<http://www.clu-in.org/programs/dryclean/stateprograms>
(Tables 1-3)
Last Updated (August 8, 2000)

Table 1: Elements of State Programs

Who Is Covered

FLORIDA
• Active drycleaners
• Inactive cleaners
• Property owners
• Solvent suppliers

ILLINOIS
• Active drycleaners
• Inactive cleaners
• Property owners

KANSAS
• Active drycleaners
• Abandoned cleaners
• Property owner
• Third parties

Benefits For Participation

• Cleanup liability protection, but
not off-site
• Cleanup of site
• Tax credits for voluntary cleanup
Applies to spills prior to July 1995
only

• Insurance program
• Remedial program for existing
contamination

• Clean up of contaminated sites
• Liability protection from cleanup

Limit on
Cleanup Funds

No limit per site

$500,000: new spills
$160,000: existing
contamination
50,000: inactive sites

$5 million per site

Legislative
Requirements for Cleanup
Reference

Chapter 376

• Pay fees (See Table 2)
• Apply (Of the 1,562 sites that
have applied, 1,398 have been
deemed eligible.)
• Provide proof of contamination
and proof of operation
• No reported gross negligence

415.ILCS135

• License - includes fees
• Compliance with state and
federal environmental
requirements
• $500,000 pollution liability
insurance

65-34,141

• Active drycleaners must pay fees
(See Table 2)
• No reports of gross negligence or
law violations
• Provide proof of contamination

Program
Sunset

Pollution Prevention
Requirements

• Secondary containment
under and around machinery
and waste storage

• Secondary containment
under and around machinery
and waste storage
• No waste water to sanitary
sewer

12/31/98 (for application to
program)
No termination date for cleanup
activities

1/1110 (for program)
7/1/04 (filing for remedial
benefits)

• Participate in council
approved compliance program
• Secondary containment
under and around machinery
and waste storage
• Deliver solvents in a closed,
direct-coupled system
• Handle all wastes (except
wastewater) as hazardous
material
• Wastewater cannot be
drained into the sanitary sewer

None

• Record keeping
MINNESOTA
• Active drycleaners
• Inactive cleaners

NORTH CAROLINA
• Active drycleaners
• Abandoned cleaners
• Property owners
• Solvent suppliers

• Funds for site cleanup
• Limited liability protection

• Cleanup enforcement protection
• Funds for site cleanup
• Risk -based cleanups

No limit per site

115B.47-.51

• Active drycleaners must pay fees
(See Table 2)

none

None

• New PCE machines to be
dry-to-dry or equivalent
• Spill containment under and
around machinery and waste
storage by 2002)
• Direct-coupled solvent
delivery

2010 - for tax collection with
legislative option to extend.

• No reported law violations

$200,000 per site
annually
$400,000 if imminent
threat

• Document contamination
143-215.104

• Complete all activities under
agreement
• Pay fees
• Compliance with minimum

Who Is Covered

Benefits For Participation

Limit on
Cleanup Funds

Legislative
Requirements for Cleanup
Reference
management practices
• Maintain environmental
insurance
• (not available)

OREGON
• Active drycleaners
• Property owners
• Abandoned drycleaners
linked to an active site with a
compliant operator
• Dry stores

• Immunity from cleanup liability
• Funds for site cleanup

No limit per site

465.500

• Pay fees (See Table 2)
• No reports of gross negligence or
noncompliance
• Report releases
• Provide access to the facility

Program
Sunset

Pollution Prevention
Requirements
• No wastewater discharged to
sewers etc
• Handle all waste except
waste water as hazardous
waste
• Refrigerated condensers for
new machines
• Secondary containment
under and around machinery
and waste storage
• Direct-couph:d solvent
delivery
• Handle all wastes (except
wastewater) as hazardous
material
• Refrigerated condensers on
PCE machines
• No PCE transfer-type of
equipment
• No wastewater discharged to
sanitary sewers etc.

Based on recommendation from
Department of Environmental
Quality (DEQ)

• Annual reporting

SOUTH CAROLINA
• Active drycleaners
• Inactive drycleaners linked
to active drycleaner

TENNESSEE
• Active drycleaners
• Abandoned drycleaners
willing to pay fees
• Chemical suppliers that pay
fees
• Third parties

• Moratorium on cleanup liability
• Cleanups conducted by state

• Cleanup liability protection.
• Funded cleanups

$250,000 per site per
year

No limit on total per
site, $20,000 per year
per site.

Title 44
chapter 56

68-217-101

• Register
• Pay fees
• Document presence of
contamination
• File an application
• No reports of gross negligence or
violation of laws
• Third party insurance if available
• Certified as professional
drycleaner

• Secondary containment
under and around machines
and waste storage
• Report spills within 24 hours
over federal reportable
quantity

2005, with legislative option to
extend

• Pay fees (see Table 2)
• Register
• No reports of gross negligence or
violation of laws
• Have Certified Environmental •
Drycleaner (CED) staff member

• Secondary containment
under and around machinery
and waste storage
• Deliver PCE in a closed,
direct-coupled system.
• Manage PCE waste and
wastewater as hazardous
• Drum and remove petroleum
waste and wastewater
• Seal floors and drains
• Room enclosures for PCE

2001

2

Who Is Covered

Benefits For Participation

Limit on
Cleanup Funds

Legislative
Requirements for Cleanup
Reference

Pollution Prevention
Requirements

Program
Sunset

transfer machines

WISCONSIN
• Active drycleaners
• Abandoned facilities, paying
license and solvent fees for 30
years.
• Property owners

• Financial assistance to clean up
past contamination (as far back as
lIl191) and current discharges.

$500,000 per site
additional $20,000 for
interim actions

292.65 and 66

• Pay fees (see Table 2)
• Report discharges
• NotifY the Department of Natural
• Resources (DNR) if want to
participate in Fund program
• Clean up site per the DNR
administrative rule requirements

• Secondary containment
• No waste water to sanitary
sewer.
• Closed, direct-coupled
delivery system for solvent
delivery
• Manage wastes as hazardous
waste
• Comply with existing
hazardous waste requirements
• Qualification Based
selection system

• Program sunset: 6/30/32
• Application deadlines:
• Interim Actions: 6/30/02
• Facilities closed before 9/1198:
8/30/03
• Facilities operating after
9/30/98: 8/20/08
• Past costs: 60 days after
effective date of administrative
rule
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Last Updated (August 5, 2000)

Table 2: l<'ee Structures

Entities That Pay Fees

Fees

FLORIDA
• 1,600 active drycleaners
• 16 wholesale suppliers (Note:
About 309 former dryc1eaners
and 911 dry stores are
registered, but not required to
pay fees)

Annual re&istration fees:
• Active drycleaners pay $100.
• Wholesale suppliers pay $100.
Solvent fees: $5 per gallon for
PCE.
Gross receipt tax: 2% of the gross
receipts for drycleaning services at
active drycleaners

ILLINOIS
• 1,450 active drycleaners

License Fee:
• $500 «140 gal PCE /1,400 gal
Stoddard)
• $1,000 (140-360 gal PCE /1,4003,600 gal Stoddard
• $1,500 (over 360 gal PCE / 3,600
gal Stoddard)
Solvent fees:
• $3.50 per gallon (PCE)
• $0.35 (petroleum solvents)

KANSAS
• 211 active drycleaners
• 13 9 dry stores

MINNESOTA
• 270 active drycleaners

Annual registration fees.
Active drycleaners pay $100.
Solvent fees, Fees are charged as
follows:
• $4.5 per gallon (pCE- increases
of$0.25 are allowed each year, up
to a cap of$5.5 per gallon)
• $0.45 per gallon (petroleum
solvents-increases are allowed
each year, up to a cap of $0.55 per
gallon)
Gross receil!t ~urchar&es: 2.5%
surcharge on gross receipts.
Penalties. Fines are charged when
facilities do not comply with the
management practices outlined by
the Fund program,
Annual re&istration fees. Active
drycleaners pay annual fees based
on full-time employees (FrEs):
• $1,000 « 5 F'fEs)
• $2,000 (5 to 10 FrEs)
• $3,000 (>10 FrEs)
Solvent fees:
• $7.00 per gallon (PCE)
• $1.40 per gallon (hydrocarbon-

Average Total Fees
per Drycleaner

$5,138

$1.500
$250 insurance
premium (voluntary)

$5,600

Deductibles and Insurance Money

• $1,000 (if applied before 6/30/98)
• $5,000 (if applied before 9/30/98)
• $10,000 (if applied before 12/31/98)

• $10,000 insurance
• Voluntary Site Remediation oversight costs
(approximately $2,500)
Remedial Program:
• $5,000 site investigation
• $10,000 cleanup
• $10,000 inactive site investigation
• $10,000 inactive site cleanup

Original Projection versus Actual
Revenue

Actual revenue: $8.3 million per year.
None
Projected revenue: $21-22 million.

Actual revenue: $2 million per year
None
Projected revenue: $3 million

Actual revenue: $1.4 million per year
$5,000
Projected revenue: $1.4 to $1.5 million

$2,450

Maximum
Fund
Balance

$10,000

Actual revenue: $650,000 per year.

Drycleaners subrogate insurance coverage to
state,

Projected revenue: $1,000,000

• Fees stop
when Fund
reaches $6
million
• Fees start
again when
Fund drops
to $2 million

None
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Entities That Pay Fees

Fees

Average Total Fees
per DrycIeaner

Deductibles and Insurance Money

Original Projection versus Actual
Revenue

Maximum
Fund
Balance

based solvents)
NORTH CAROLINA
• 600 active drycleaners
• Potentially 300 abandoned
sites

Solvent fees.
• $5.85 per gallon (PCE)
• $0.80 per gallon (hydrocarbonbased solvents)
• Insurance (no longer available)

• $1,300
•Insurance (not
available)

• Active facilities: $5,000 to $15,000,
depending on the number of full-time
employees.
• Solvent distributors: $25,000
• Abandoned facilities: $50,000

OREGON
• 340 active drycleaners
• 30 dry stores

Annual rell:istration fees.
• Active drycleaners pay $1,000.
• Dry stores with revenue greater
than $50,000 pay $500.
Solvent fees. The amounts charged
per gallon has increased steadily
overtime:
10199
1996 7/99
1/00
PCE
$12
$17.11 $21.11
$21.5
$10.74
Others $2.4 $6.74
$10.82
(Note: Fees increa~e 3% per year
on January I, and $4 each year that
the fund fails to generate $1
million)

$2,100

• $5,000 (ifless than 5 employees)
• $10,000 (if more than 5 employees)

SOlJTH CAROLINA
·266 active drycleaners (This is
the current number; there were
originally 289.)
• 5 wholesalers
(Note: Drycleaners using
petroleum-based solvent had
option not to participate.)

Annual rel:istration fees
• $750 (0 to 4 employees)
• $1,500 (5 - 10 employees)
• $2,250 (> 10 employees)
Wholesalers
• $30/year
Solvent Fees
• $10 per gallon (PCE)
• $2 per gallon (petroleum
solvents)

TENNESSEE
-520 active drycleaners
- 20 abandoned drycleaners
that have registered and pay
fees.
• 5 chemical distributors

Annual rel:istration fees.
- Active drycleaners pay based on
FTEs:
- $500 (0 to 4 FTEs)
- $1,000 (5 to 10 FTEs)
- $1,500 (>10 FTEs)
- Abandoned drycleaners pay
$1,500.
- In-state wholesale distributors pay
$5,500.
Solvent fees.
• $1 per gallon (hydrocarbon-based
solvents)
- $10 per gallon (non-hydrocarbonbased solvents)

$3,250

$1,000 (if applied before 10/1/97)
$5,000 (if applied before 10/1/98)
$10,000 (if applied before 10/1/99)
$15,000 (if applied before 10/1/00)
$20,000 (if applied before 10/1/01)
$25,000 (if applied before 10/1/02)

Actual revenue: $800,000 per year
Projected revenue: $1.2 million
None

Actual revenue: $750,000 per year
None
Projected revenue: $1.2 to $1.5 million

Actual revenue: $802,000 per year
None
Projected revenue: $3 million

$15,000 Former sites

$3,100

• If < 4 FTEs; 5% of the cleanup costs, up to a
maximum of $5,000 per site.
• If 5 to 10 FTEs, 10% of the cleanup costs, up
to a maximum of$lO,OOO per site.
• If 11 or more FTEs, 15% of the cleanup costs,
up to a maximum of$15,000 per site.
• If abandoned facility or solvent supplier; 25%
of the cleanup costs, up to a maximum of
$25,000.
(Note: The deductible percentage is pro-rated
until the maximum deductible amount is
reached.)

Actual revenue: $1. 7 million per year
$10 million
Projected revenue: $2.3 million per year
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Entities That Pay Fees

Fees

Average Total Fees
per DrycIeaner

Deductibles and Insurance Money

Original Projection versus Actual
Revenue

Maximum
Fund
Balance

Late PaJ;:ment Penalties. Payment
penalties of up to $50 per day can
be charged for every day that a
facility is late paying their annual
fees or solvent fees.
Civil Penalties. Solvent suppliers
who sell or deliver solvents to
unregistered drycleaning facilities
can be charged up to $10,000 per
incident.

WISCONSIN
• 350: licensed drycleaners
• 15 solvent suppliers

Annual license fee: 1.8% of their
gross receipts on drycleaning
services.
Solvent fees:
• $5.00 per gallon (PCE)
• $ 0.75 per gallon (other solvents)
One-time solvent inventoD:: fee:
In 1998, an inventory fee was
collected from dryc\eaners for
solvents that were in their
possession on October 14, 1997

$3,400

• $10,000 (if the cleanup is less than $200,000)
• $10,000 plus 8% (ifthe cleanup costs are
between $200,000 and $400,000)
• $26,000 plus 10% if the cleanup costs are over
$400,000

Actual revenue: $1.3 million per year
Projected revenue: $1.2 to $1.6 million per
year

$10 million
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Table ~: Program Administration
State and Contact
Name

Annual
Administration
Costs

Lead Programs /
Web Page

Prioritization

Remedial
Action
Initiated

Assessment
Initiated

Number of Applicants

Sites
Closed
(NFA)

DRASTIC - scoring system
based on distance to water
supply well and capacity of well

1,563

80

62

17

Numerical score based on risk to
human health and the
environment

10

3

0

0

Department of Health and Environment
Bureau of Environmental
Remediationlwww. kdhe. state. ks. usldrycle
aner

Numerical score based on risk to
human health and the
environment

58

17

12

3

$ 40,000
6%

Pollution Control Agency
Voluntary Investigation and Cleanup
Program

Not a problem yet

54

17

10

3

$ 109,000
10.6%

Department of Environment and Natural
Resources Division of Waste
Management!

Numerical score based on risk to
human health and the
environment

110

0

0

0

Numerical score based on risk to
human health and the
environment

24

20

8

4

Numerical system based on risk
to human health through
groundwater, surface water and
direct contact exposure
mechanisms.

305

5

0

0

Department of Environment and
Conservation
Division of Superfund/
www.state.tn.uslenvironmentldsj/dcerp.ht
m

Numerical score based on risk to
human health and the
environment

41

27

2

I

Department of Natural Resources

Date of application

None yet

Florida
Bill Linn
850-488-0190

$ 1. 02 million
16%

Illinois
Pat Eriksen
712-252-4041

$400,000
20%

Kansas
Leo Henning
785-296-1914

$123,000
9%

Minnesota
Dale Tripp1er
651-297-8483
North Carolina
Lisa Taber
919-733-2801

Department of Environmental Protection,
Division of Waste Management
/www.dep.statejl.usldwmlprogramsldrycl
eaningldefaultlhtm
Illinois Dry Cleaner Environmental
Response Trust Fund Council/
www.cleanumfund.org

I

http://wstenot.enr.state.nc. uslsjhomeldrycl
ean.htm
Oregon
Dick DeZeeuw
503-229-6240

$150,000
20%

Department of Environmental Quality
Division of Waste Management and
Cleanup/
www.deq.state.or.uslwmclcleamupldryO.ht
m

South Carolina
Craig Dukes
803-896-4057

$\11,000
13%

Tennessee
Steve Goins
615-532-8599

$250,000
15%

Wisconsin
Robin Schmidt
608-267-7569

16%

South Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Affinnative Defense - Defendant does not simply deny a charge, but offers new evidence
to avoid judgment.
Aquitard - A low-permeability unit that can store groundwater and also transmit it slowly
from one aquifer to another.
Dehalogenation - The removal of chlorine atoms from a compound.
Facility Indexing System (FINDS) - An identification number used by the USEPA.
Heterogeneous/Heterogeneity - A substance having non-unifonn characteristics in
different locations.
Homogeneous/Homogeneity - A substance having unifonn characteristics in different
locations.
Hydraulic Gradient - A change in head (water pressure) per unit distance in a given
direction, typically in the principal flow direction.
Immiscibility - Incapable of mixing.
Indicia - Signs or circumstances that tend to support a belief in a proposition as being
probable, but which do not prove to a celtainty the truth of the proposition.
Isotropic - The condition in which hydraulic properties of the aquifer are equal in all
directions.
Joint Liability - Two or more persons, who mayor may not have a legal relationship to
each other, and owe another ajoint duty, and, by common neglect of that duty, the other
person is injured.
Methanogen - A microorganism that exists in anaerobic environments and produces
methane as the end product of its metabolism.
North American Industry Classification System - A primary system used in the United
States to classify industries.
Partition - Pertaining to the distribution of mass between aqueous and gaseous phases.
Severable Liability - Each person may be liable for the entire amount.
Soluble - Capable of mixing.

Strict Liability - Liability without fault.
Substrate - A compound that microorganisms can use in the chemical reactions catalyzed
by their enzymes.
Vadose Zone - Soil above the water table, where pores are partially or largely filled with
air (unsaturated zone).
Volatilization - Transfer of a chemical from the liquid to the gas phase (as in
evaporation).

